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Zusammenfassung

Die großräumige Struktur des Universums (large-scale structure, LSS) erlaubt uns, dank
neuer, größerer Himmelsdurchmusterungen, immer präzisere Vermessungen der Geschichte
des Universums und Tests von kosmologischen Modellen. Die immer größeren und genaueren
Datensätze stellen uns allerdings auch vor Herausforderungen in der Analyse und insbeson-
dere Kombination von verschiedenen Datensätzen. Vorwärts-Modellierung (forward mod-
eling) und Inferenz im Rahmen der Bayes’schen Statistik bieten für diesen Zweck einen
konsistenten Rahmen, der auch die Einbeziehung von systematischen Effekten erlaubt.

Die vorliegende Dissertation zielt darauf ab, dieses statistische Modell und seine Im-
plementierung im borg-Code einen Schritt näher an die tatsächliche Anwendung auf ak-
tuelle und zukünftige Datensätze zu bringen, insbesondere für den kosmichen Mikrow-
ellenhintergrund (cosmic microwave background, CMB) und für spektroskopische Galax-
iendurchmusterungen (galaxy redshift surveys). Die Inferenz von sowohl kosmologischen als
auch astrophysikalischen Parametern wird systematisch untersucht: erstens die Anfangs-
bedingungen für die Struktur im Universum, das heisst die Verteilung der kleinen Dichte-
fluktuationen im frühen Universum, und zweitens der kinematische Sunyaev-Zel’dovich
(kSZ) Effekt im CMB, der unter anderem von Galaxienhaufen hervorgerufen wird. Im er-
steren Fall werden kosmologische N-Körper-Simulationen benutzt, während der kSZ-Effekt
auf tatsächlichen Beobachtungsdaten gemessen wird: die CMB-Messungen des Planck-
Satelliten, die Galaxienverteilung der Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), und der Galaxien-
haufenkatalog maxBCG. Entscheidend sind hier eine sorgfältige Behandlung der spezifis-
chen und gemeinsamen systematischen Effekte der verschiedenen Datensätze.

In Kapitel 5 zeige ich, dass das Bayes’sche Vorwärts-Modell im borg-Code in der Lage
ist, die Anfangsbedingungen zu ca. 90% korrekt zu rekonstruieren. Dies gilt auf großen
Skalen für verschiedene Vorwärts-Modelle für das Dichtefeld sowie für den Galaxienbias.
Was kosmologische Parameter angeht, wie die Amplitude des linearen Dichtefeldes σ8, spielt
die Form der Wahrscheinlichkeitsfunktion (likelihood) für das Galaxienfeld eine wichtige
Rolle. Dies wird in Kapitel 7 demonstriert, wo ich zeige, dass eine Wahrscheinlichkeits-
funktion im Fourier-Raum eine Inferenz des Parameters σ8 innerhalb eines systematischen
Fehlers von 10% erlaubt. Diese Wahrscheinlichkeitsfunktion kann im Rahmen der effek-
tiven Feldtheorie (effective field theory, EFT) für LSS hergeleitet werden.

In Kapitel 6 benutze ich dann die borg-Rekonstruktion basierend auf der SDSS/BOSS
Galaxiendurchmusterung, um den kSZ-Effekt um Galaxienhaufen aus dem maxBCG-Katalog
(der das gleiche Volumen umfasst) zu messen. In diesem Fall benutze ich die Rekonstruk-
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tion, um die Pekuliargeschwindigkeiten der Galaxienhaufen zu schätzen, die nicht direkt
beobachtbar sind. Ich finde Hinweise auf ein kSZ-Signal mit etwa 2σ Konfidenz, sowohl in
der Messung auf bestimmten Winkelskalen wie auch in der Kombination von Messungen auf
verschiedenen Skalen. Diese Messung und ihr Fehlerbalken sind die ersten kSZ-Messungen,
die die Unsicherheiten in der Schätzung der Geschwindigkeiten berücksichtigen.



Summary

With the future large-scale structure (LSS) surveys being on the horizon, precision cos-
mology is seeing a unprecedented opportunity to constrain cosmological parameters and
differentiate cosmological models. Such opportunities naturally bring also unparalleled
challenges – specifically in the form of understanding, examining and, especially, combin-
ing various datasets. Bayesian forward modeling and inference, in this context, provides a
consistent and transparent framework to extract information from separate datasets while
accounting for multiple systematic sources.

This thesis is a dedicated effort to bring this framework one step closer to being ready for
the upcoming challenges posed by high-precision Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB)
experiments and large-volume galaxy redshift surveys. We systematically examine the
constraining power of the Bayesian forward modeling approach to galaxy clustering on both
cosmological and astrophysical observables, namely the initial conditions of our Universe,
the clustering amplitude of galaxies and the kinematic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (kSZ) effects of
galaxy clusters. While the first two focus only on halo clustering in N-body simulation, the
last one brings together observational datasets from separate experiments and surveys: the
Planck CMB experiment, the Sloan Digital Sky survey (SDSS) and the maxBCG cluster
catalog, which include both common and different sources of systematics.

We find in Chapter 5 that the Bayesian forward inference approach is able to, on large
scales, recover up to ' 90% the input initial conditions of the GADGET-2 simulation using
halos identified in the same simulation as tracers. The framework is robust regarding to
choices of gravitational forward model for the matter density fields and deterministic bias
model for tracers. The LSS likelihood, on the other hand, might play an important role for
unbiased inference of not only the initial conditions, but also the cosmological parameters.
This is demonstrated in Chapter 7, where we are able to recover the input σ8 of the same
simulation with systematic error under ' 10%, using a Fourier-space likelihood derived
from the effective field theory (EFT) approach to LSS with rigorously controlled theoretical
systematics.

In Chapter 6, we use results from the Bayesian forward reconstruction of the BOSS/SDSS3
volume to measure the large-scale bulk flow and kSZ signal of maxBCG catalog. We find
evidence of the kSZ effect at' 2σ, consistently in individual- as well as multi-scale measure-
ments. Our reported signal-to-noise is the first to include uncertainties from the velocity
reconstruction in this type of measurement.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

The advent of galaxy and cluster of galaxies surveys [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] brought cosmology
great power to explore the large-scale structure (LSS) of our Universe and to trace back the
history of its formation. Through the now well-established method of summary statistics,
i.e. the use of two-point correlation function – or its Fourier-space counterpart, the power
spectrum [8, 9] – high signal-to-noise information was extracted from these surveys which,
for the first time, rigorously confronted our theoretical models of the Universe [10, 11, 12,
13]. A prime example of this came in the early 1990s. As mismatches emerged between the
two-point angular correlation function of matter predicted by the then favorite flat CDM-
dominated Einstein–de Sitter (EdS) Universe model and that of APM galaxies [7, 14], given
constraints from COBE measurement of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) [15],
the cosmological constant Λ naturally arose as a missing piece to resolve the discrepancies
and eventually became a key ingredient in the now standard picture of our Universe – the
flat ΛCDM model.

With that early success, it comes as no surprise that recent and upcoming generations
of galaxy redshift surveys – e.g. SDSS-III BOSS [16], SDSS-IV eBOSS [17] and DESI
[18], Euclid [19], LSST [20], PFS [21] – or those of CMB experiments – e.g. WMAP [22],
Planck [23, 24, 25], SPTPol [26], ACTPol [27] and AdvACT [28], CMB-S4 [29] – have been
reaching deeper and wider, offering data not only in remarkably larger volumes but also
at significantly higher precisions. Indeed, the focus in studies of cosmology from LSS has
shifted to galaxy clustering on smaller, quasi-linear scales1 [30, 31] and its correlation with
matter clustering – as traced by weak lensing measurements – on these scales [32, 33, 34].
As the clustering of matter on these quasi-linear scales has been extensively processed by
gravity as the Universe evolves, it also encodes rich information about gravity, initial matter

1In this thesis, we refer to mildly non-linear scales where perturbation theory still converges to correct
results when carried out to a sufficiently high order as quasi-linear. Readers should note that this regime
is referred to also as quasi-nonlinear by some authors. On the other hand, we will refer to scales at which
higher-order correction terms are no longer smaller than lower-order terms and perturbation theory fails
to converge as non-linear.
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perturbations and content of our Universe, especially at late time. Extracting this wealth
of information (without biasing the constraints they impose on cosmological parameters)
requires great responsibility in modeling the complex datasets and their cross-correlations,
especially in consistently propagating all systematics. In addition, although the initial seeds
of matter perturbations are highly Gaussian, as predicted by theory due to the nature of
quantum fluctuations during inflation and repeatedly confirmed by the observation of the
CMB anisotropies [35, 22, 36], the evolved galaxy and matter distributions at late time,
are far from Gaussian on quasi-linear and nonlinear scales. Thus, as noted by [37, 38], even
an infinite hierarchy of higher-order n-point correlation functions could prove insufficient
to completely capture all the information encoded in such distributions.

This thesis documents an attempt to rise to that challenge by taking an alternative
approach to the standard use of summary statistics, focusing on modeling the complex
3D clustering of galaxies2 on quasi-linear scales directly at the field-level and extracting
information relevant to cosmology and astrophysics. This work is practical only due to the
recent development of the borg (Bayesian Origin Reconstruction from Galaxies) frame-
work [39] wherein a gravity-based physical forward model was introduced to evolve the
highly Gaussian (see above), initial matter density field at very high redshift, z ' 1000, to
the complex, evolved matter density field at low redshift, which in turn is compared to the
observed galaxy density field in order to jointly reconstruct the initial and evolved matter
density fields. The gravitational forward model forms a deterministic link between a given
realization of the initial density field and its corresponding evolved density field while cap-
tures the nonlinear effects of gravitational collapse, consistently taking into account all the
uncertainties and systematics in the dataset. In other words, given an observed galaxy den-
sity field found in a galaxy redshift survey with specific survey geometry, selection effects
and galaxy biases, borg explores the very high dimensional parameter space, Ndim ' 2563,
of all physically compatible initial matter density fields – with the help of a Hamiltonian
Monte Carlo (HMC) sampler (see Appendix B) [39, 40]. A bona fide by-product of having
a dynamical forward model in the inference machinery is the reconstructed large-scale ve-
locity field which might have useful cosmological and astrophysical applications. Chapter 6
describes such an application.

1.2 Structure

The thesis is structured as follows. In the first part, from Chapter 2 to Chapter 4, we
present the theoretical background and statistical framework on which the work in this
thesis is constructed.

Specifically, in Chapter 2, we review the growth of perturbations in CDM from the
initial Gaussian seeds of inflation to the late-time LSS, within the framework of standard

2Note that, in this thesis, for the purpose of investigating our model and testing our implementation,
we frequently make use of simulation data in which our tracers are cold Dark Matter (CDM) halos instead
of real galaxies. We thus use the words “galaxies” and “halos” interchangeably whenever our arguments
or results apply to both.
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cosmological perturbation theory (PT). We explicitly re-derive the results of PT in La-
grangian space to first and second order as they are the main choices of our gravitational
forward model throughout our work.

Chapter 3 is then devoted to an effective field theory (EFT) prescription of galaxy
and halo bias – the key link between theoretical predictions of matter distribution and
observation – based on the PT description of the evolved matter density field. We also
briefly review observations of the distribution of galaxies in galaxy redshift surveys as
well as determination of mean mass-richness relation of galaxy clusters from weak-lensing
measurements; we focus on the SDSS3-BOSS DR123 [41] and the maxBCG cluster catalog
[42] highlighting the important observational effects, as those datasets are directly involved
in our analysis.

Chapter 4 describes the Bayesian framework for the joint inference of initial and evolved
matter density fields from the biased tracer field. We discuss the main ingredients of the
inference, including the Gaussian priors on the initial conditions and the LSS likelihood
which captures the scatter induced by small-scale modes not included in our gravitational
forward model and bias expansion around the predicted mean tracer field. We also outline
the highly modular borg framework, focusing on the modules we modified and extended
in our work. We then summarize how the algorithm works, using cold Dark Matter (CDM)
halos and galaxies as examples of biased tracers.

The second part of the thesis consists of our investigation into the robustness of our clus-
tering models in recovering unbiased initial conditions and cosmological parameters from
the reconstructed matter density fields, and our measurement of the kinematic Sunyaev-
Zel’dovich (kSZ) effect using the reconstructed cosmic velocity field.

In particular, in Chapter 5, we compare the performance of different combinations of
bias models and LSS likelihoods in terms of recovering the correct phases and unbiased am-
plitudes of initial matter density field, using CDM-only, N-body simulations. Additionally,
we investigate effects of the tracer density, grid resolution, (gravitational) forward model,
and tracer bias model on results of the inference.

Chapter 6 presents an astrophysical application of the reconstructed large-scale velocity
field within the SDSS3-BOSS volume [43] – measuring the kSZ effect of selected maxBCG
clusters from the Planck SMICA CMB map [44]. Our reconstruction method allows for
uncertainties in the large-scale velocity reconstruction to be consistently propagated into
the final uncertainties on the amplitude of the kSZ signal for the first time. We additionally
take into account uncertainties in the small-scale velocity and those in the photometric
redshift data. We detect the kSZ signal with a total significance of ' 2σ.

Chapter 7 documents our ongoing attempt to extend borg to allow for inference of
cosmological parameters of the ΛCDM model, in particular, the power spectrum normal-
ization σ8. We highlight the challenging issues of recovering unbiased σ8 with a localized,
real-space LSS likelihood. We then show that these problems can be alleviated by an EFT-
based, Fourier-space LSS likelihood given the additional introduction of a smoothing filter
with a sharp-k cut-off to ensure the Gaussianity of the error power spectrum. We illustrate

3https://data.sdss.org/sas/dr12/boss/lss/

https://data.sdss.org/sas/dr12/boss/lss/
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the issues with the real-space likelihood and demonstrate the Fourier-space likelihood using
the same suite of CDM-only, N-body simulations.

1.3 Notation

For reference, we list in Table 1.1 abbreviations commonly used throughout the thesis. As
a guide for readers, mathematical symbols and conventions are summarized in Table 1.2,
while notations of frequently encountered physical quantities are highlighted in Table 1.3.

Arguments and computations throughout the thesis are carried out under the two main
assumptions about our Universe:

1. Given a constant proper-time slice through 4D spacetime manifold, the statistical
distribution of any real scalar cosmic field is homogeneous and isotropic on large
scale – in accordance with the cosmological principle. That is, the joint n-point
probability distribution function P(δ(x1), ...δ(xn)) of the field δ(x) is invariant under
spatial translation and rotation.

2. The ergodic hypothesis holds for samples from well-separated regions in our Universe,
that is they can be considered as independent realizations of the same underlying
physical process.

In line with the cosmological principle, we adopt the perturbed and unperturbed
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metrics, assuming a spatially flat geometry,

ds2 = a2(τ)[−(1 + 2Φ)dτ 2 + (1− 2Ψ)δijdx
idxj] (1.1)

and
ds2 = a2(τ)[−dτ 2 + δijdx

idxj] (1.2)

to describe the spacetime of our Universe – whose expansion history is encoded in the
dimensionless scale factor a(τ). In this thesis, unless explicitly stated otherwise, we work
with conformal time dτ ≡ a−1dt and comoving coordinates x ≡ a−1r(x, τ), in natural
units where c = ~ = G = kB = 1. Note that Eqs. (1.1)–(1.2) also imply that we work in
conformal Newtonian gauge and only consider scalar perturbations.
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ΛCDM Λ Cold Dark Matter
EdS Einstein-de Sitter (flat, matter-dominated Universe)
CMB Cosmic microwave background
kSZ kinematic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect
tSZ thermal Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect
BAO Baryon acoustic oscillation
EFT Effective field theory
PT Perturbation theory
SPT Eulerian standard perturbation theory
LPT Lagrangian perturbation theory
LO Leading order (tree level)
NLO Next-to-leading order (1-loop)
LIMD Local in matter density (previously commonly known as “local bias”)
RSD Redshift-space distortions
LOS Line-of-sight
MCMC Markov chain Monte Carlo methods
HMC Hamiltonian Monte Carlo method
MLE Maximum likelihood estimate
MAP Maximum a posteriori estimate
SO Spherical overdensity algorithm (for halo finding)
FoF Friends-of-friends algorithm (for halo finding)

Table 1.1: List of commonly used abbreviations in the text.

Probability density function (PDF) P(x)
Fourier, spatial vector k, x

Grid data vector ~δ

Spatial derivatives ∇ ≡ ∂
∂x

, ∂i ≡ ∂/∂xi, Dij ≡ ∂i∂j
∇2 − 1

3
δij

Laplace operator ∇2 ≡ δij∂i∂j
Spatial integral

∫
x
≡
∫
d3x

Momentum integral
∫
k
≡
∫

d3k
(2π)3

Fourier transform f(k) ≡
∫
d3x f(x)e−ik·x ≡

∫
x
f(x)e−ik·x

Inverse Fourier transform f(x) ≡
∫

d3k
(2π)3

f(k)eik·x ≡
∫
k
f(k)eik·x

Dirac delta function1 δD(x) =
∫
p
eip·x

Kronecker symbol δij
Heaviside step function ΘH(x) = 1 for x > 0 and 0 otherwise

Complementary error function erfc(x) = 1− erf(x) = 2√
π

∫∞
x
du e−u

2

Hermite polynomials HN(x)

1 This implies (2π)3
∫
k
δD(k − k0)f(k) = f(k0).

Table 1.2: List of mathematical symbols and conventions adopted in this thesis.



Quantity Symbol Defining relation
Conformal time τ dτ ≡ a−1dt, Eqs. (1.1)–(1.2)
Eulerian comoving coordinate x Eqs. (1.1)–(1.2)
Scale factor a(τ) a = 1

1+z

Hubble rate H(τ) H ≡ ȧ/a
Conformal Hubble rate H(τ) H ≡ a−1da/dτ = aH

Critical density ρcr,0(τ) ρcr,0 = 3H2

8πG

Mean comoving matter density ρm(τ) ρm ≡ a3(τ)%m(τ)

Linear growth factor1 D(τ) D(τ) = D(+)(τ) = D(+)(τ)

D(+)(τ0)
, Eq. (2.19)

Logarithmic growth rate f(τ) f ≡ d lnD/d ln a
Gravitational potential Φ Eq. (1.1)
Lagrangian comoving coordinate q q = limτ→0 x(q, τ)
Lagrangian displacement s(q, τ) Eq. (2.41)
Peculiar velocity v v ≡ a ẋ = dx/dτ
Matter density contrast δm Eq. (2.1)
Galaxy, halo density contrast δg, δh δg(x, τ) ≡ ng(x, τ)/ng(τ)− 1, Eq. (3.1)
Tidal field Kij Kij ≡ (∂i∂j/∇2 − δij/3)δ
Operator constructed out of density field O e.g., O(x, τ) = [δ(x, τ)]2

Renormalized operator [O] Appendix J

Linear matter power spectrum PL(k, τ) PL(k, τ) ≡
〈
δ(1)(k, τ)δ(1)(k′, τ)

〉′
Variance of linear density field on scale R σ2(R) σ2(R) ≡

∫
k
PL(k)W 2

R(k)
Critical density (collapse threshold) δcr ' 1.686 Figure 3.1
Peak significance νc νc ≡ δcr/σ(R), Eq. (3.6)
Bias parameter3 with respect to operator O bO δh(x, τ) =

∑
O bO(τ)[O](x, τ)

N -th order LIMD bias parameter bN bN ≡ N ! bδN , Eq. (3.11)
Lagrangian bias parameter bLO δLh (q, τ0) =

∑
O b

L
O(τ0)[OL](q, τ0)

Filter function4 on scale R WR(x), WR(k) See Appendix A.

1 This implies that D(a = 1) = 1.
2 This is the physical, renormalized bias, see Appendix J.
3 Filter functions are normalized such that

∫
d3xWR(x) = 1 and limk→0WR(k) = 1.

Table 1.3: List of symbols and notations of frequently discussed physical quantities.



Chapter 2

Large-scale structure formation

This chapter aims to provide readers a brief overview of

1. the statistical description of initial and evolved matter density fields, and

2. the physically motivated mathematical framework for linking the two fields together,
that is perturbation theory.

We refer readers to [45, 46, 47, 8] for much more thorough reviews of the subject.

2.1 Gaussian initial conditions

The notion of Gaussian initial conditions has not only arisen from theory in a few different
ways but also stood the test of numerous observations. From the theoretical standpoint,
given the general assumption that the initial conditions originated from quantum fluctu-
ations of the scalar inflaton field(s) during inflationary phase of our Universe, the fact
that quantum averages of products of such fluctuations are Gaussian themselves implies
a Gaussian nature of the initial conditions. This is a robust prediction of the inflationary
paradigm, not just limited to single-field models of inflation [46, 47]. From the obser-
vational side, results obtained from analysis of the CMB temperature anisotropies have
been found to be consistent with adiabatic, Gaussian initial conditions generated by the
standard single-field, slow-roll inflationary paradigm 1 [49, 50]. In addition, the central-
limit theorem establishes that, the linear superposition of a large number of independent
or uncorrelated random variables, all drawn from the same distribution, asymptotes to a
Gaussian distribution. This can often be applied for primordial matter density fluctua-
tions which are generated by the same physical mechanism [51]. Here and throughout this
thesis, we assume that primordial matter density fluctuations are Gaussian random fields.
We review below the summary statistics of such fields.

1See [48] and references therein for a full review of constraining primordial non-Gaussianity with CMB
observables.
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Let us first consider small matter fluctuations δm(x) on the homogeneous comoving
background density field ρ̄m = 〈ρm(x)〉, i.e.

δm(x) =
ρm(x)

ρ̄m
− 1, (2.1)

such that 〈δm(x)〉 = 0 by construction. Its n-point correlation function is then defined as

ξ(n)
m (δm(x1) . . . δm(xn)) ≡ 〈δm(x1) . . . δm(xn)〉

=

∫
dδm(x1) . . . dδm(xn)P(δm(x1) . . . δm(xn))δm(x1) . . . δm(xn),

(2.2)
where P(δm(x1) . . . δm(xn)) denotes the joint distribution function of local fluctuations
δm(x1), . . . , δm(xn).

For a zero-mean Gaussian field δm(x), as in the case of the primordial fluctuations dis-
cussed in the previous paragraph, P(δm(x1) . . . δm(xn)) is a zero-mean multivariate Gaus-
sian distribution

P(δm(x1) . . . δm(xn)) =
1

(2π)n/2
|C|−1/2 exp

[
−1

2

(
~δm

)ᵀ
C−1 ~δm

]
(2.3)

with the random vector ~δm ≡ (δm(x1), . . . , δm(xn)) and a positive semi-definite covariance
matrix Cij ≡ 〈δm(xi)δm(xj)〉. This implies, as a consequence of Isserlis’ theorem [52] – much
more familiar with physicists as Wick’s theorem [53] – that any higher-order correlation
function can be written in terms of different combinations of the two-point correlation
function ξ

(2)
m (x1,x2)

ξ(2)
m (x1,x2) ≡ 〈δm(x1) δm(x2)〉 , (2.4)

which, following statistical homogeneity and isotropy,

ξ(2)
m (x1,x2) = ξ(2)

m (x1 − x2) = ξ(2)
m (r = |x1 − x2|) = 〈δm(x) δm(x+ r)〉 . (2.5)

All statistical properties of δm(x) are thus completely captured in the two-point correlation
function ξm(r) [37, 45].

Let us consider the Fourier-space representation of the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.5),

〈δ(k)δ∗(k′)〉 = 〈δ(k)δ(−k′)〉 =

∫
d3x

∫
d3r 〈δ(x) δ(x+ r)〉 e−ik·xeik′·(x+r)

=

∫

x

∫

r

〈δm(x) δm(x+ r)〉 e−ik·xeik′·(x+r)

=

∫

x

e−i(k−k
′)·x
∫

r

ξ(r)e−ik
′·r

= (2π)3δD(k − k′)P (k), (2.6)
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where we have used the fact that δm(x) is real, thus δ∗m(k′) = δm(−k′). It can be noted
from Eq. (2.6) that all information about δm(x) is equivalently encoded in the Fourier-space
counterpart of the two-point correlation function, the power spectrum P (k),

P (k) =

∫

r

ξ(2)(r)e−ik·r. (2.7)

Note that, inversely,

ξ(2)(r) =

∫
d3k

(2π)3
P (k)eik·r =

∫

k

P (k)eik·r. (2.8)

2.2 The perturbative theory of matter fluctuations:

from initial conditions to large-scale structure

To mathematically describe how tiny matter density fluctuations in the initial conditions,
amplified by gravitational collapse, grow to become the non-linear LSS now observed in
our Universe, is the goal of perturbation theory (PT). In this section, assuming that LSS
formation is driven by non-relativistic2 collisionless CDM [54, 55, 56, 57], i.e. the dynamics
of δm(x) can be well approximated by that of a Newtonian self-gravitating, pressureless
perfect fluid, we summarize the key results of PT in Eulerian and Lagrangian description,
up to second-order.

The PT framework relies on the notion of the phase-space distribution function f(x,p, τ)
of a single CDM particle with mass m and momentum p = mv f(x,p, τ) obeys the colli-
sionless Boltzmann equation for massive particles [45, 47] in Newtonian limit

df(x,p, τ)

dτ
=
∂f(x,p, τ)

∂τ
+
dx

dτ
· ∇f(x,p, τ) +

dp

dτ

∂f(x,p, τ)

∂p

=
∂f(x,p, τ)

∂τ
+

p

ma(τ)
· ∇f(x,p, τ)−ma(τ)∇Φ(x, τ)

∂f(x,p, τ)

∂p
= 0. (2.9)

∇ ≡ ∂
∂x

denotes spatial derivatives; Φ(x, τ) denotes the peculiar gravitational potential
sourced by matter density fluctuations δm(x, τ), as described by the Poisson equation

∇2Φ(x, τ) =
3

2
H(τ)2Ωm(τ)δm(x, τ). (2.10)

The evolution of spatial distribution of CDM is then obtained by taking momentum mo-
ments of the system of collisionless Boltzmann-Poisson equations Eqs. (2.9)–(2.10). The
hierarchy of equations of motion is then closed at second-order with some certain ansatz.
For example, a common choice is to set the stress tensor σij to null, corresponding to the

2This implies v(x, τ) � c, which is usually a good approximation on the scales of interest for LSS
formation.
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notion of a single-stream or pressureless fluid – which is valid for the case of collisionless
CDM (as discussed above), up until shell crossing [45].

In the standard approach, the linear matter density fluctuations δ
(1)
m (x, τ) and linear

peculiar velocity v(1)(x, τ) are obtained by solving the linearized equations of motion for
CDM. Higher-order solutions can then be expressed as perturbative expansions3 around
those linear solutions [58, 59, 60, 45]

δm(x, τ) =
∞∑

n

δ(n)
m (x, τ), θ(x, τ) =

∞∑

n

θ(n)(x, τ). (2.11)

Let us next briefly review this approach in two different but equivalent descriptions of
the CDM fluid, highlighting the key results later employed in our work. Readers who are
interested in this specific topic can find more details in [61] and references therein.

2.2.1 Eulerian Perturbation Theory

The Eulerian description of a fluid fixates on a particular position in space, such that
our CDM pressure-less fluid are depicted by two dynamical variables, the matter density
contrast δm and the peculiar velocity v. Both are functions of comoving coordinates and
conformal time (x, τ). Their evolution is governed by the continuity, Euler and Poisson
equations

∂δm(x, τ)

∂τ
+∇ · {[1 + δm(x, τ)]v(x, τ)} = 0, (2.12)

∂v(x, τ)

∂τ
+ [v(x, τ) · ∇]v(x, τ) +H(τ)v(x, τ) = −∇Φ(x, τ), (2.13)

wherein H ≡ a−1da/dτ = aH denotes the conformal Hubble rate. Note that we have used
the single-stream approximation and set σij = 0 on the r.h.s. of Eq. (2.13).

Linear Eulerian Perturbation Theory

In the linear regime of gravitational evolution, where δm(x, τ) = δ
(1)
m (x, τ) � 1, we can

linearize Eqs. (2.12)–(2.13) by keeping only first-order terms

∂δ
(1)
m (x, τ)

∂τ
+ θ(1)(x, τ) = 0, (2.14)

∂v(1)(x, τ)

∂τ
+H(τ)v(1)(x, τ) = −∇Φ(x, τ), (2.15)

where we have introduced the divergence of the peculiar velocity field θ(x, τ) ≡ ∇·v(x, τ).
Taking the divergence on both sides of Eq. (2.15) and plugging Eq. (2.10) in, we have

∂θ(1)(x, τ)

∂τ
+H(τ)θ(1)(x, τ) +

3

2
Ωm(τ)H2(τ)δ(1)

m (x, τ) = 0. (2.16)

3This ansatz is valid so long as we restrict ourselves to the quasi-linear scales.
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A single second-order ordinary differential equation can then be obtained by combining
Eq. (2.14) and Eq. (2.16)

∂2δ
(1)
m (x, τ)

∂τ 2
+H(τ)

∂δ
(1)
m (x, τ)

∂τ
− 3

2
Ωm(τ)H2(τ)δ(1)

m (x, τ) = 0, (2.17)

or
d2D1(τ)

dτ 2
+H(τ)

dD1(τ)

dτ
− 3

2
Ωm(τ)H2(τ)D1(τ) = 0, (2.18)

where, in the last step, we have factored out the linear growth factor D1(τ) from the linear

solution δ
(1)
m (x, τ)

δ(1)
m (x, τ) =

D1(τ)

D1(τ0)
δ(1)
m (x, τ0). (2.19)

The evolution of the linear matter density field δ
(1)
m (x, τ) can then be written as a linear

superposition of the two independent solutions of Eq. (2.18)

δ(1)
m (x, τ) =

[
D

(+)
1 (τ) +D

(−)
1 (τ)

]
δ(1)
m (x, τ0), (2.20)

or, equivalently,

δ(1)
m (k, τ) =

[
D

(+)
1 (τ) +D

(−)
1 (τ)

]
δ(1)
m (k, τ0), (2.21)

where the (+) and (−) signs denote the growing and decaying mode, respectively. It is
worth emphasizing that, in the linear regime, all Fourier modes of the matter density
fluctuations independently evolve at a universal rate.

Plugging Eq. (2.20) into Eq. (2.14), we arrive at the expression for the linear velocity
divergence

θ(1)(x, τ) = −∂D1(τ)

∂τ

δ
(1)
m (x, τ0)

D1(τ0)

= −d lnD1(τ)

dτ
δ(1)
m (x, τ) = −H(τ) [f(Ωm,ΩΛ) + g(Ωm,ΩΛ)] δ(1)

m (x, τ) (2.22)

in which we have introduced the logarithmic growth rate

f(Ωm,ΩΛ) ≡ d lnD
(+)
1

d ln a
, (2.23)

and the logarithmic decay rate

g(Ωm,ΩΛ) ≡ d lnD
(−)
1

d ln a
. (2.24)

The forms of Eqs. (2.20)–(2.22) reflects a key feature of linear gravitational evolution: it
preserves Gaussianity of the initial conditions described in Section 2.1.
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Since we are interested only in the growth of structures from primordial density fluc-
tuations while the decaying modes decay away as the Universe expands, i.e. D

(−)
1 ∝ a−n

with n > 0, we will only focus on the growing mode henceforth and adopt the notation

D1(τ) =
D

(+)
1 (τ)

D
(+)
1 (τ0)

. (2.25)

A general solution of D1(τ) for Universe with matter and a cosmological constant Λ can
be written in integral form [62]

D1(τ) =
H(τ)

a(τ)

5Ωm

2

∫ a

0

da

a2(τ)H(τ)
, (2.26)

wherein

H(a) =
[
ΩΛa

2 + (1− Ωm − ΩΛ) + Ωma
−1
]− 1

2 . (2.27)

For convenience, it is common practice to express D1(τ) as a function of the scale factor
a(τ).

Second-order Eulerian Perturbation Theory

It is often more convenient to solve for second- and higher-order solutions of Eqs. (2.10)–
(2.13) in Fourier-space, where we can combine Eqs. (2.10)–(2.13) into two equations of
motion, keeping the higher-order terms

∂δm(k, τ)

∂τ
+ θ(k, τ) = −

∫

k1

∫

k2

(2π)3δD(k − k12)α(k1,k2)θ(k1, τ)δm(k2, τ), (2.28)

∂θ(k, τ)

∂τ
+H(τ)θ(k, τ)+

3

2
H2(τ)Ωm(τ)δm(k, τ) = −

∫

k1

∫

k2

(2π)3δD(k−k12)β(k1,k2)θ(k1, τ)θ(k2, τ).

(2.29)
where k12 = k1 + k2 and the non-linear terms in Eqs. (2.12)–(2.13) are encoded in

α(k1,k2) =
k12 · k1

k2
1

, β(k1,k2) =
k2

12(k1 · k2)

2k2
1k

2
2

. (2.30)

Note that, as opposed to linear order, non-linearity in gravitational evolution introduces
mode-coupling, i.e. each Fourier mode δm(k, τ) in Eqs. (2.28)–(2.29) no longer evolves
independently but receives contributions from the coupling between all pairs of k1 and k2

such that k = k1 + k2. Similar to Eq. (2.11), given the notion of

δm(k, τ) =
∞∑

n

δ(n)
m (k, τ), θ(k, τ) =

∞∑

n

θ(n)(k, τ), (2.31)
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we can write the n-th order solution of Eqs. (2.28)–(2.29) as [58, 59, 60]

δ(n)
m (k, τ) =

∫

k1

· · ·
∫

kn

(2π)3δD(k − k12...n)Fn(k1, . . . ,kn, τ)δ(1)
m (k1, τ) . . . δ(1)

m (kn, τ), (2.32)

θ(n)(k, τ) = −H(τ)f(τ)

∫

k1

· · ·
∫

kn

(2π)3δD (k − k12...n)Gn(k1, . . . ,kn, τ)δ(1)
m (k1, τ) . . . δ(1)

m (kn, τ),

(2.33)
where the symmetric density and velocity divergence kernels Fn and Gn are recursively
constructed out of Eq. (2.30). Note that, for n = 1,

F1 = G1 = 1. (2.34)

For an EdS universe, where D(τ) = a and f = Ωm = 1 (cf. Eqs. (2.26)–(2.23)) the
kernels are time-independent [63]. The simple forms of Fn, Gn in EdS cosmology, however,
give a very good approximation to those in other cosmologies [45, 64]. Hence it has become
a common practice in SPT to compute these kernels in EdS cosmology and then apply them
for other cosmologies, e.g. ΛCDM [59, 60, 45]. For n = 2, in an EdS universe [60],

F2(k1,k2) =
5

7
+

2

7

(k1 · k2)2

k2
1k

2
2

+
k1 · k2

2k1k2

(
k1

k2

+
k2

k1

)
, (2.35)

G2(k1,k2) =
3

7
+

4

7

(k1 · k2)2

k2
1k

2
2

+
k1 · k2

2k1k2

(
k1

k2

+
k2

k1

)
. (2.36)

Going back to real-space, the second-order density and velocity field can be expressed as
[65]

δ(2)
m (x, τ) =

17

21

[
δ(1)
m (x, τ)

]2
+

2

7

[
K

(1)
ij (x, τ)

]2

− si(1)∂iδ
(1)
m (x, τ) , (2.37)

− 1

H(τ)f(τ)
θ(2)(x, τ) =

13

21

[
δ(1)
m (x, τ)

]2
+

4

7

[
K

(1)
ij (x, τ)

]2

− si(1)∂iδ
(1)
m (x, τ), (2.38)

where

s(1)(q, τ) = x(1)(τ)− q = −∇
∇2

δ(1)(q, τ) (2.39)

is the first-order Lagrangian displacement, and

K
(1)
ij (x, τ) =

[
∂i∂j
∇2
− 1

3
δij

]
δ(1)
m (x, τ) (2.40)

is the first-order tidal field, both of which will be encountered in the next chapter.
To summarize, higher-order solutions of SPT are perturbative expansions of the linear

solutions Eqs. (2.20)–(2.22) with symmetric kernels computed recursively from Eq. (2.30).
The cosmological dependence of these solutions is encoded in the linear growth factor
D(τ) in Eq. (2.19). As such, measurements of the linear growth factor, or equivalently, the
logarithmic growth rate f(τ) provide a powerful connection between theoretical models of
Dark Energy or modified gravity and observations of LSS and CMB [66]. The evolution of
the two quantities and their second-order counterparts in three different cosmologies are
illustrated in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: The linear (continuous) and second-order (dashed) growth factors D (left panel)
and logarithmic growth rates f = d lnD

d ln a
(right panel) as functions of the scale factor a, or

equivalently, redshift z, in three different cosmologies: EdS (gray), flat ΛCDM (red), and
open CDM (blue).

2.2.2 Lagrangian Perturbation Theory

The Lagrangian description of the CDM fluid was first introduced in [67, 68], then later
generalized in [69, 70] and extended to second- and third-order in [71, 72, 73]. In this
picture, instead of fixating on a given comoving spatial position, one follows the trajectory
of a given individual fluid element. The dynamical variable depicting our fluid element is
then the Lagrangian displacement s, which is a function of the comoving Lagrangian initial
position q and the conformal time τ , such that

xfl(τ) = q + s(q, τ), (2.41)

where x(τ) is the comoving Eulerian final position of the fluid element. Note that s(q, τ =
0) = 0 and x(τ = 0) = q. The total number of particles enclosed in and thus the total
mass dmfl of each fluid element is conserved such that

δfl = mn(τ)d3q = ρm(τ)d3q. (2.42)

Compare Eq. (2.42) to that in the Eulerian picture, we have

ρm(τ)d3q = ρ(x, τ)d3x = ρm(τ)[1 + δm(x, τ)]d3x. (2.43)

Let us define the Jacobian (determinant) of the Lagrangian to Eulerian transformation as

J (q, τ) =
∣∣∣δij + si,j(q, τ)

∣∣∣ = 1 + si,i +
1

2

[
(si,i)

2 − si,jsj,i
]

+O(s3
i,j), (2.44)

where si,j ≡ ∂si
∂qj

. Then Eq. (2.43) allows us to relate the Eulerian matter density fluctua-

tions δm(x, τ) to the Jacobian J (q, τ)

J (q, τ) =
∣∣∣d

3x

d3q

∣∣∣ =
1

1 + δm(x, τ)
. (2.45)
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Recall that the fluid trajectory in an expanding Universe follows the Euler equation
Eq. (2.15), i.e.

d2xfl

dτ 2
+H(τ)

dxfl

dτ
= −∇xΦ, (2.46)

where we have replaced v(x(q), τ) = ds(q, τ)/dτ . Then, similar to Eq. (2.16), we can
derive

J (q, τ)∇x ·
[
d2xfl

dτ 2
+H(τ)

dxfl

dτ

]
− 3

2
H2(τ)Ωm(τ)[J(q, τ)− 1] = 0, (2.47)

using also Eq. (2.45). Next, let us replace the Eulerian variable x by the displacement
s(q, τ) following the chain rule

∂

∂xi
= [δij + si,j(q, τ)]−1 ∂

∂qj
, (2.48)

so that Eq. (2.47) becomes

J (q, τ) [δij + si,j(q, τ)]−1

[
d2si,j(q, τ)

dτ 2
+H(τ)

dsi,j(q, τ)

dτ

]
− 3

2
H2(τ)Ωm(τ)[J (q, τ)−1] = 0.

(2.49)
Equation (2.49) is the Lagrangian equation of motion for the displacement field s(q, τ). It
describes the evolution of the CDM fluid. This equation can be solved perturbatively by
expanding s(q, τ), as similar to Eq. (2.11),

s(q, τ) =
∞∑

n

s(n)(q, τ). (2.50)

In the following sections, we review its first- (LPT) and second-order (2LPT) solutions,
which we employ as our gravitational forward models throughout Chapter 5, Chapter 6,
Chapter 7.

Linear Lagrangian Perturbation Theory

As first-order approximations (see, e.g. [69, 70, 73]),

J (q, τ) ' 1 + s
(1)
i,i (q, τ), (2.51)

1 + δm(x, τ) = |J (q, τ)|−1 ' 1− s(1)
i,i (q, τ), (2.52)

[
δij + s

(1)
i,j (q, τ)

]−1

' δij − s(1)
i,j (q, τ). (2.53)

We can rewrite Eq. (2.49) using these approximations as

[
1 + s

(1)
k,k

] [
δij − s(1)

i,j

] [d2s
(1)
i,j

dτ 2
+H(τ)

ds
(1)
i,j

dτ

]
− 3

2
H2(τ)Ωm(τ)s

(1)
k,k = 0, (2.54)
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keeping only first-order terms [45],

d2s
(1)
i,i (q, τ)

dτ 2
+H(τ)

ds
(1)
i,i (q, τ)

dτ
− 3

2
H2(τ)Ωm(τ)s

(1)
i,i (q, τ) = 0 (2.55)

where s
(1)
i,i ≡ ∇q ·s(1). Here we can, similar to Eq. (2.17), factor out the same linear growth

factor D1(τ) as

s(1)(q, τ) =
D1(τ)

D1(τ0)
s(1)(q, τ0), (2.56)

such that the linear solution s(1)(q, τ) is simply given by [70, 73]

∇q · s(1)(q, τ) = −δ(1)
m (x, τ) = − D1(τ)

D1(τ = 0)
δ(1)
m (x = q), (2.57)

with the evolution of D1(τ) following exactly Eq. (2.18).
The LPT solution can also be expressed in terms of the (Eulerian) position xfl(q, τ) and

peculiar velocity vfl(q, τ) of the fluid element. The irrotational condition of the Lagrangian
displacement4,

∇q × s(1)(q, τ) = 0, (2.58)

motivates the definition of the Lagrangian potential Φ(1)(q, τ) that satisfies

s(1)(q, τ) = −∇qΦ(1)(q, τ). (2.59)

We can thus rewrite Eq. (2.57) as

∇q · s(1)(q, τ) = −∇2
qΦ

(1)(q, τ) = −δ(1)
m (x, τ). (2.60)

Hence [73, 45],

xfl(q, τ) = q + s(q, τ) = q −∇−1
q δm(x, τ) = q −∇qΦ(1)(q, τ), (2.61)

vfl(q, τ) = H(τ)f(τ)∇−1
q δm(x, τ) = −H(τ)f(τ)∇qΦ(1)(q, τ). (2.62)

An important realization from Eqs. (2.61)–(2.62) is that, in comoving coordinates, fluid
elements travel on straight lines, along the direction set by their initial peculiar velocities
[61].

The LPT solution is often referred to as Zel’dovich approximation (ZA) since it was
proposed by Zel’dovich in [74], who used this solution to extrapolate fluid element trajec-
tories into the quasi-linear regime where the condition δm(x, τ) � 1 no longer holds and
examined the formation of the so-called Zel’dovich pancake. Later, it was used to analyze
the growth of galactic spin from initial tidal field [75].

Although LPT (or ZA) breaks down at shell crossing, this simple solution can still pro-
vide us an intuitive picture of the formation of complex LSS such as sheets, filaments, DM

4This is a direct consequence of the single-stream approximation and hence only valid before shell
crossing. It is worth noting that the SPT solution, evaluated at any order, fails at shell crossing as well.
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halos and voids. Recall that the Jacobian matrix Eq. (2.44) is symmetric as a consequence
of Eq. (2.59), this implies the “tensor of deformation” Dij(q, τ) ≡ δij + si,j(q, τ) can be
brought to the diagonal form [74]

D(q, τ) =




1− λ1(q)D(τ) 0 0
0 1− λ2(q)D(τ) 0
0 0 1− λ3(q)D(τ)


 . (2.63)

Hence the evolution of the matter density fluctuations δm(x, τ) in LPT can be expressed
as

1 + δm(x, τ) = J (q, τ)−1 =
{

[1− λ1D(τ)] [1− λ2D(τ)] [1− λ3D(τ)]
}−1

, (2.64)

where λi(q) are local eigenvalues of the tidal tensor si,j and positive eigenvalues correspond
to growing modes, such that the evolution can be classified into these following four cases:

1. λ1 > 0 and λ1 > λ2, λ3 case correponds planar collapse or sheet formation;

2. λ1, λ2 > 0 and λ1 ' λ2 > λ3 case corresponds to cylindrical collapse or filament
formation;

3. λ1 ' λ2 ' λ3 > 0 case corresponds to spherical collapse or DM halo/cluster5 forma-
tion;

4. λ1, λ2, λ3 < 0 case corresponds to underdense region expansion or void formation.

Various analytical and numerical comparisons have shown that, compared to linear
SPT, LPT solution not only extends the validity regime of PT but also improves the
accuracy of the evolved matter density field, specifically its first- and second-order moments
[73, 72, 76, 77]. Especially in one-dimensional cases where LPT solution is exact (up until
shell crossing), [78] proved that the solution is identical to that of SPT in the infinite loop
limit.

Second-order Lagrangian perturbation theory

Despite the success of LPT over linear SPT, it still fails to produce evolved matter density
field with sufficiently accurate skewness and higher order moments [71, 73]. In particular,
[79] showed that initial conditions set by LPT could lead to incorrect second- and higher-
order growing modes, which in turn excite non-linear decay modes in N-body simulations.
These results motivate the study and use of 2LPT solution, which we review below.

To begin, we again expand the Jacobian J (q, τ) (cf. Eq. (2.44)), this time replacing
s(q, τ) = s(1)(q, τ) + s(2)(q, τ) and keeping up-to-2nd-order terms [70, 71, 73]

J (q, τ) ' 1 + s
(1)
i,i (q, τ) + s

(2)
i,i (q, τ) +

1

2

[(
s

(1)
i,i (q, τ)

)2

− s(1)
i,j (q, τ)s

(1)
j,i (q, τ)

]
. (2.65)

5We have assumed that baryonic matter comoves with the CDM fluid, thus the formation of galaxy
clusters is equivalent to that of their host CDM halos in this particular context.
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Plugging Eq. (2.65) into Eq. (2.49), we retrieve

(
d2s

(2)
i,i

dτ 2
+H

ds
(2)
i,i

dτ

)
+ s

(1)
k,k

(
d2s

(1)
i,i

dτ 2
+H

ds
(1)
i,i

dτ

)
− s(1)

i,j

(
d2s

(1)
i,j

dτ 2
+H

ds
(1)
i,j

dτ

)

=
3

2
H2Ωm

[
s

(2)
k,k +

1

2

(
s

(1)
k,k

)2

− 1

2
s

(1)
i,j s

(1)
j,i

]
. (2.66)

Due to symmetry, s
(1)
i,j = s

(1)
j,i = −Φ

(1)
,ij , using that fact and Eq. (2.55), Eq. (2.66) can be

simplified to
(
d2s

(2)
i,i

dτ 2
+H(τ)

ds
(2)
i,i

dτ
− 3

2
H2(τ)Ωm(τ)s

(2)
i,i

)
+

3

2
H2(τ)Ωm(τ)

[
1

2

(
s

(1)
k,k

)2

− 1

2
s

(1)
i,j s

(1)
j,i

]
= 0,

(2.67)
which can then be separated into time and spatial parts [70, 73]. The former evolves as

s(q, τ) =
D1(τ)

D1(τ0)
s(1)(q, τ0) +

D2(τ)

D2(τ0)
s(2)(q, τ0) (2.68)

with
d2D2(τ)

dτ 2
+H(τ)

dD2(τ)

dτ
− 3

2
H2(τ)Ωm(τ)

[
D2(τ) +D2

1(τ)
]

= 0, (2.69)

where, in a flat ΛCDM universe, D2(τ) ' −3
7
Ω
−1/143
m D2

1(τ) (see left panel of Figure 2.1) to
better than 0.6% [73]. The later describes the tidal effect

s
(2)
i,i (q, τ) =

D2(τ)

2D2
1(τ)

∑

i 6=j

[
s

(1)
i,i (q, τ)s

(1)
j,j (q, τ)− s(1)

i,j (q, τ)s
(1)
j,i (q, τ)

]

' −3

7
Ω−1/143

m (τ)
∑

i>j

{
Φ

(1)
,ii (q, τ)Φ

(1)
,jj (q, τ)−

[
Φ

(1)
,ij (q, τ)

]2 }
, (2.70)

in which we have again used Eq. (2.59), and similar to that, let s(2)(q, τ) = ∇qΦ(2)(q, τ).
The 2LPT solution can be expressed in Eulerian position and velocity, similar to

Eqs. (2.61)–(2.62),

x(q, τ) = q − D1(τ)

D1(τ0)
∇qΦ(1)(q, τ0) +

D2(τ)

D2(τ0)
∇qΦ(2)(q, τ0) (2.71)

v(q, τ) = −D1(τ)

D1(τ0)
f1(τ)H(τ)∇qΦ(1)(q, τ0) +

D2(τ)

D2(τ0)
f2(τ)H(τ)∇qΦ(2)(q, τ0), (2.72)

where we have introduced the second-order logarithmic growth rate f2. Even better, for
the range of Ωm(a = 1) values constrained by Planck CMB measurement [80] and results
from LSS surveys [34, 33, 81], the quality of the two fits significantly improves [73].

Eqs. (2.61)–(2.62) and Eqs. (2.71)–(2.72) serve as the backbone of our gravitation for-
ward model in the borg inference framework, which we introduce in Chapter 4. It is worth
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Figure 2.2: The difference between DM density field at redshift zero evolved with
GADGET-2 N-body code and that evolved with LPT (left column) or 2LPT (right col-
umn), all starting from the same initial conditions. The box size is Lbox = 2000 h−1Mpc
while the total number of particles is Npart = 15363. Particles are assigned to a grid using
the CIC kernel with two different smoothing scales, Lgrid = 31.25h−1Mpc (top row) and
Lgrid = 15.625h−1Mpc (bottom row). We show the same slab through the center of the
boxes, with a thickness equal to the smoothing scale used in each case.

noting that, in all of our analyses presented in Chapter 5-Chapter 7, the matter density
fluctuations are always smoothed with a cloud-in-cell (CIC) kernel at fairly large scales
of Lgrid ∼ 31.2 − 15.6h−1Mpc, where perturbative expansion of s(x, τ) should converge.
Thus information encoded in the one- and two-point statistics should be well-preserved
by both LPT and 2LPT [72, 76, 82]. In Figure 2.2, we show the difference between the
density fields at redshift z = 0 evolved by LPT or 2LPT and that evolved by GADGET-26

[83], a tree-particle mesh (Tree-PM) N-body simulation code. Both LPT and 2LPT pro-
vide a fairly good approximation of the GADGET-2 simulation, especially at the larger
smoothing scale. The difference in performance of LPT and 2LPT is only marginal on
these smoothing scales. Additionally, we compare, in Figure 2.3, the power spectrum at
z = 0 of the evolved matter density fields. The fractional difference between LPT (ZA) or
2LPT power spectrum and that of N-body are . 5% up to k = 0.05hMpc−1, and . 10%
up to k = 0.1hMpc−1. Further, 2LPT should also reproduce very well the three-point
statistics, as shown in [84, 82].

6https://www.mpa.mpa-garching.mpg.de/gadget/

https://www.mpa.mpa-garching.mpg.de/gadget/
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Figure 2.3: The matter power spectra Pmm(k, z = 0) (top panel) and their ratio (bottom
panel) measured for the same simulations in Figure 2.2. DM particles are assigned to a
grid using the CIC kernel with Lgrid = 15.625h−1Mpc. Shot noise was subtracted for all
cases.
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At higher resolutions, to properly generate realistic, physically-constrained realizations
of the evolved matter density and velocity fields at low redshift, we would need to employ
a particle-mesh (PM) or Tree-PM N-body solver such as the borg-pmcic or GADGET-2
used in Chapter 6.

One must be able to tie theoretical predictions on the statistical distribution of evolved
matter density fluctuations δm(x, τ) to observations of galaxies in galaxy redshift surveys
or halos in N-body simulations in order to retrieve cosmological information encoded in
the evolution of LSS. That critical link is the subject of large-scale galaxy bias, which we
turn to in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3

Galaxy clustering: biased tracers of
large-scale structure

Galaxy1 clustering is a complicated subject, since it tries to bring together, on one hand,
an approximate statistical description of quasi-linear matter fluctuations and, on another
hand, distribution of discrete tracers that are results of a highly non-linear, complex for-
mation process [85, 86, 87]. Nevertheless, the last decade has seen many theoretical and
numerical advances in the understanding of bias, especially within the perturbative bias
expansion framework, matching those discussed in the previous chapter for growth of mat-
ter density fluctuations. In this chapter, we review the key ideas and results of the general
perturbative bias expansion. We will restrict our discussion to quasi-linear scales and
second-order. Motivated readers are encouraged to see [65] for a recent, comprehensive
review on this topic.

3.1 The perturbative theory of galaxy clustering: gen-

eral bias expansion

The ultimate goal of the perturbative bias expansion is to be able to express the galaxy
density fluctuations δg(x, τ) as a general function of large-scale properties of the galaxy’s
host environment. Such an expansion can be written down in the most general form allowed
by principle of general covariance as [65]

δg(x, τ) =
∑

O

bO(τ)O(x, τ) + ε(x, τ) +
∑

O

εO(x, τ)O(x, τ). (3.1)

We will refer to the first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.1) as deterministic bias in which the
operators O(x, τ) are statistical fields constructed out of the matter density field itself, and
the expansion coefficients bO are referred to as bias parameters. This deterministic term is

1Here and throuout, we use the words “galaxy” and “halo” (as in DM halo) interchangeably. Whenever
not stated explicitly, our discussion applies for both and all biased tracers in general.
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the focus of Section 3.1.1. In short, this term predicts the mean, or expected tracer number
density ng(x, τ) or density contrast δg(x, τ) at the given location. In reality, whether or
not a galaxy forms at this specific location depends on small-scale fluctuations in the initial
conditions that are not captured in the PT expansion of the matter density field. This
randomness introduces stochasticity into the deterministic mean relation above. We refer
to the other two terms as stochastic bias. These are briefly discussed in Section 3.1.2. The
detailed modeling of stochasticity is described in Section 4.1.4.

A non-trivial, remarkable result of restricting ourselves to quasi-linear scales is that, all
the complications from complex, unmodeled physics of galaxy formation mentioned earlier
can be absorbed into a finite number of bias parameters which can then be marginalized
over [65]. Analogous to the EFT approach, wherein one would integrate out the small-scale
degree of freedoms to obtain an effective theory which correctly describes the phenomena
at the pre-determined length scale, the perturbative bias expansion provides the effective
large-scale description of the full, complicated dynamics of galaxy formation. Thus, while
not being able to extract information from small, highly non-linear scales of LSS evolution,
we obtain a rigorous statistical description of galaxy clustering, which in turn allows for
unbiased cosmological inference.

3.1.1 Deterministic bias

Local Lagrangian bias: Thresholding toy model

Let us examine how the first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.1) originates from the process of
galaxy formation by considering a toy model on a fixed time slice. In this model, galaxies
reside inside their host DM halos, which in turn only form at peaks of the initial matter
fluctuations linearly extrapolated to the given time τ (cf. Eqs. (2.19)–(2.20)) and filtered on

some scale2 R [51]; we will denote this field as δ
(1)
R ; a natural choice for R is the Lagrangian

radius of the proto-halo, such that R(Mh) = (3M/4πρm)1/3.
For a given halo mass Mh, let us define a universal critical threshold density for for-

mation of halo equal and more massive than Mh as δcr, such that the Lagrangian number
density of proto-halos can be written as

nLh (q) ≡ ΘH

(
δ

(1)
R (q)− δcr

)
(3.2)

with ΘH being the Heaviside step function. We sketch an illustration of this toy model in
Figure 3.1.

Recall from Section 2.2.1 and Section 2.2.2 that δ
(1)
m and hence δ

(1)
R are zero-mean

Gaussian fields. This implies the statistics of δ
(1)
R are fully captured by the Lagrangian

filtered matter two-point correlation function Eq. (2.5)

ξLR(r) =
〈
δ

(1)
R (q) δ

(1)
R (q + r)

〉
, (3.3)

2See Section A.2 for some common shapes of filter.
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of the “thresholding” toy model considered in Section 3.1.1. The black
solid line represents the underlying linear matter density field δ

(1)
m ; the dashed red line shows

the linear density field as filtered by a spherically symmetric Gaussian filter of radius R
(cf. Eq. (A.8)), δ

(1)
R ; the blue dotted-dotted-dashed line indicates the barrier set by the

critical threshold density δcr.
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where limR→0 ξ
L
R(r) = ξL(r) and ξL(0) = σ2(R). The expected number density of proto-

halos at a given point q is equal to the 1-point probability of the density fluctuations at
that point being above the threshold, i.e. δ

(1)
R (q) ≥ δcr,

〈
nLh (q)

〉
≡ p1(q) =

∫ ∞

−∞
ΘH (ν − νc)

1√
2π
e−ν

2/2dν (3.4)

=
1√
2π

∫ ∞

νc

e−ν
2/2dν (3.5)

=
1

2
erfc

(
νc/
√

2
)

(3.6)

where we have let ν ≡ δ
(1)
R (q)/σ(R) and νc ≡ δcr/σ(R). Similarly, we can define the 2-point

probability of finding two proto-halos at q and q+r using the bivariate zero-mean normal
distribution (cf. Eq. (2.3))

p2(q, q + r) =
1

2π

√
1− [ξLR(r)/σ2(R)]

2

×
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νc
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νc

exp



−

ν2
1 + ν2

2 − 2
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ξLR(r)/σ2(R)

)
ν1ν2

2
[
1− (ξLR(r)/σ2(R))

2
]



 dν1dν2

=
1√
2π
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νc

e−ν
2
2/2
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uc

e−u
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1du1dν2
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1

2
√

2π
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e−ν
2/2 erfc




νc − νξ̂(r)√
2
[
1− ξ̂2(r)

]


 dν. (3.7)

where, in the second line, we have replaced ξ̂(r) ≡ ξLR(r)/σ2(R) and applied a change

of variable u1 =
ν1 − ν2ξ̂(r)√
2
[
1− ξ̂2(r)

] ; in the last line, we have integrated over u1 and, for

simplification, written ν ≡ ν2.

The corresponding proto-halo two-point correlation function is then given by [88, 89, 90]

ξLh (r) =
p2(q, q + r)

p1(q)2
− 1

=

√
2

π

[
erfc

(
νc/
√

2
)]−2

∫ ∞

νc

e−ν
2/2 erfc




νc − νξ̂(r)√
2
[
1− ξ̂2(r)

]


− 1, (3.8)
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which, for small values of ξLR(r), can be rewritten in the series form [89, 90, 65]

ξLh (r) =
∞∑

N=1

1

N !

{√
2

π

[
erfc

(
νc√

2

)]−1
eν

2
c /2

σN(R)
HN−1(νc)

}2 [
ξLR(r)

]N

=
∞∑

N=1

1

N !

(
bLN
)2 [

ξLR(r)
]N
, (3.9)

where HN denotes the Hermite polynomials. Let us consider the large-scale limit, i.e.
limr→∞ ξ

L
R(r)→ 0, so that, up to second-order,

ξLh (r) =
(
bL1
)2
ξLR(r) +

1

2

(
bL2
)2 [

ξLR(r)
]2

+O
([
ξLR(r)

]3)
. (3.10)

At very large scales, r & 30 h−1Mpc, the proto-halo correlation function has the same be-
havior as the (filtered) matter correlation function, only that the amplitude of the former

is enhanced or biased by a factor of
(
bL1
)2

. As we reach smaller scales, r ∼ 20−30 h−1Mpc,
the contribution from the second-order term will become important. Eventually, at even
smaller scales, r . Rnl ∼ 10 − 20 h−1Mpc (for redshift zero) [65], our perturbative de-
scription for the biased tracer and the evolved matter density fields no longer converges
to the correct result, as higher-order terms are no longer smaller than lower-order terms.
Note that Rnl becomes smaller at higher redshift [91]. We thus expect our perturbative
approach to be able to access information at scales r ∼ 10 − 20 h−1Mpc in deep galaxy
surveys, while keeping theoretical error under rigorous control.

The bLN in Eq. (3.9) are referred to as Lagrangian deterministic bias parameters. His-
torically, Eq. (3.9) was also obtained through a series expansion of δLh (q)

δLh (q) = bL1 δ
(1)
R (q) +

1

2
bL2

([
δ

(1)
R (q)

]2

− σ2(R)

)
+O

([
δ

(1)
R (q)

]3
)

(3.11)

Throughout this thesis, we adopt the convention of [65] and will refer to local bias relations
of the form of Eq. (3.11) as local-in-matter-density (LIMD) bias. This notion stems from
the fact that the proto-halo density is described by local functions of nothing else but the
initial matter density field itself. Below, we will see that, as we take into account the time
evolution and non-locality of galaxy formation, the LIMD bias relation in Eq. (3.11) is not
complete, and we need to introduce two more terms, namely the tidal and leading higher-
derivative terms, in order to complete our deterministic bias expansion at second-order.

Local Eulerian bias: Time evolution of bias relation for conserved tracers

In the previous section, we have arrived at the second-order deterministic local bias relation
in Lagrangian space through the consideration of a toy model – which is a simplified version
of the so-called “peak-background-split” model [51] – on a fixed time slice. Let us now
follow the evolution of a galaxy sample – experiencing only gravitational effects – between
two fixed time slices, the time slice of formation τ∗ and the time slice of observation τ ,
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as illustrated in Figure 3.2. Our goal is to express the Eulerian local bias parameters at
observation time, bEn (τ), in terms of the local bias parameters at formation time, b∗n ≡ bLn .
For the simplicity of our arguments and calculations below, we will assume that:

1. all galaxies in our sample simultaneously and instantaneously formed at time τ∗, and

2. gravitational evolution preserves the number of galaxies between two time slices.

Since a realistic galaxy sample in which galaxies might form and merge at different times
can be considered as a superposition of many of our simplified samples, it is straightforward
to generalize our results for the latter to describe the former. Indeed,

bO(τ) =

∫
bEO(τ |{b∗O′}, τ∗)p(τ∗)dτ∗, (3.12)

where p(τ∗) denotes the normalized distribution function of galaxy formation times in the
realistic sample and bEO(τ |{b∗O′}, τ∗) denotes the Eulerian bias at time τ given a set of bias
parameters {b∗O′} measured at each formation time τ∗ [65].

Our starting point is then the continuity equation that governs the time evolution of
such conserved tracers [92, 93, 94, 65]

D

Dτ
δg(x, τ) = −θ [1 + δg(x, τ)] , (3.13)

where D/Dτ ≡ ∂

∂τ
+vi

∂

∂xi
denotes the Lagrangian time derivative3, while vi and θ = ∇x ·v

are the peculiar velocity and the velocity divergence of the cosmic matter fluid, respectively.
Note that this relation holds on large scales as we have assumed earlier that baryonic gas
and galaxies comove with the CDM fluid (See Section 2.7 of [65] for a detailed discussion
about velocity bias between galaxies and matter).

In order to solve for δg(x, τ), we would need to integrate Eq. (3.13) along the fluid
trajectory (black solid line in Figure 3.2) while making use of the PT solutions of δm
and vi (see Section 2.2.1 and Section 2.2.2), which we rewrite here with the Lagrangian
derivative

D

Dτ
δm(x, τ) = −θ [1 + δm(x, τ)] , (3.14)

D

Dτ
θ(x, τ) = H(τ)θ(x, τ)−

[
∂

∂xi
vj(x, τ)

]2

− 3

2
Ωm(τ)H2δm(x, τ). (3.15)

Dividing Eq. (3.13) and Eq. (3.14) by (1 + δg) and (1 + δm), respectively, yields

1

1 + δg

D

Dτ
δg =

1

1 + δm

D

Dτ
δm = −θ. (3.16)

3Some texts also refer to this as convective or material derivative
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Figure 3.2: Sketch of the setup considered in Section 3.1.1, taken from [65]. Galaxies
formed instantaneously at τ = τ∗, where they are described by the initial Lagrangian
bias relation Eq. (3.11) at time slice τ∗. After formation, they comove with matter and
evolve up to the observation time slice τ . The grey region denotes the Lagrangian volume
encompassing these galaxies which gets deformed by non-linear gravitational evolution.
Since we assume galaxies are assumed to comove with matter and their number to be
conserved, their density is similarly affected.
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Let us then write Eq. (3.16) in Lagrangian space (cf. Eq. (2.41)) where D/Dτ ≡ ∂
∂τ

and
we can straightforwardly integrate both sides (along the fluid trajectory)

ln [1 + δg(xfl(τ), τ)] = ln [1 + δm(xfl(τ), τ)] + ln

[
1 + δg(xfl(τ∗), τ)

1 + δm(xfl(τ∗), τ)

]
, (3.17)

which leads to

1 + δg

∣∣∣
τ

=
1 + δm|τ
1 + δm|τ∗

(1 + δg|τ∗) (3.18)

wherein |τ implies that the corresponding quantity is evaluated on time slice τ and all
quantities are evaluated along the same fluid trajectory. The simple result in Eq. (3.18) can
be viewed as a direct consequence of general covariance principle, two comoving observers
will observe no change in the ratio between the density of their fluid and that of the other’s.
By letting τ∗ → 0 so that δ∗ → 0 and δg∗ = δLg (q), we will retrieve the relation between
Eulerian and Lagrangian bias in the special case of formation at z∗ = 0 [65]

1 + δg (xfl[q, τ ], τ) = [1 + δm (xfl[q, τ ], τ)]
[
1 + δLg (q)

]
. (3.19)

To derive the Eulerian deterministic bias relation in general case, complete up to second-
order, we need to solve Eq. (3.18) up to the corresponding order in PT. That is, we are
going to expand δg, δm in Eq. (3.18) while keeping up to quadratic terms

1 + δ(1)
g + δ(2)

g =
[
1 + δ(1)

m + δ(2)
m

] [
1− (δ(1)

m∗ + δ(2)
m∗) + (δ(1)

m∗)
2
] [

1 + (δ(1)
g∗ + δ(2)

g∗ )
]

= 1 +
{
δ(1)
m − δ(1)

m∗ + δ(1)
g∗
}

+
{
δ(2)
m − δ(2)

m∗ + δ(2)
g∗ + (δ(1)

m∗)
2 − δ(1)

m δ(1)
m∗ +

[
δ(1)
m − δ(1)

m∗
]
δ(1)
g∗
}
, (3.20)

where we have used the notation f∗ ≡ f(x∗, τ∗) while f ≡ f(x, τ), and grouped the first-
and second-order terms in the second and third line line, respectively. Note that the
difference between x∗ and x is itself first-order in LPT, as indeed suggested by Eq. (2.41)
and Eq. (2.56)

x∗ ≡ xfl(τ∗) = q + s(q, τ∗) = [x− s(q, τ)] + s(q, τ∗) = x+

(
D∗
D
− 1

)
s(1)(x, τ), (3.21)

where D∗/D ≡ D(τ∗)/D(τ). This implies, going up to second-order, we only have to
distinguish between x and x∗ among the first-order terms of Eq. (3.20). In specific, we

must expand δ
(1)
m (x∗, τ∗) around x,

δ(1)
m (x∗, τ∗) = δ(1)

m (x, τ∗) + (x∗ − x)
∂δ

(1)
m

∂xi

∣∣∣
(x,τ∗)

=
D∗
D
δ(1)
m (x, τ) +

(
D∗
D
− 1

)(
s(1)
)i

(x, τ)∂iδ
(1)
m (x, τ). (3.22)
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The only missing piece on the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.20) now is an expression for δ
(1+2)
g∗ = δ

(1)
g∗ +δ

(2)
g∗ .

Let us then write down the most general bias relation at second-order, as allowed by
Eq. (3.1),

δ(1+2)
g∗ = b∗1

[
δ(1)
m∗ + δ(2)

m∗
]

+
1

2
b∗2
[
δ(1)
m∗
]2

+ b∗K2

[
K

(1)
ij∗

]2

+ ε∗,

= b∗1

[(
D∗
D

)
δ(1)
m +

(
D∗
D

)2

δ(2)
m

]
+

1

2
b∗2

(
D∗
D

)2 [
δ(1)
m

]2
+ b∗K2

(
D∗
D

)2 [
K

(1)
ij

]2

+ ε∗,

(3.23)
where we have introduced the tidal field in Eq. (2.40) and included the leading stochastic
bias term ε∗ – assumed to be uncorrelated with the matter density fluctuations δm (see
Section 3.1.2 for more details). Let us now compare Eqs. (3.22)–(3.23) to Eq. (3.20) so
that we can collect first-order terms [65]

δ(1)
g∗ (x, τ) =

[
1 +

D∗
D

(b∗1 − 1)

]
δ(1)
m (x, τ) + ε∗, (3.24)

and second-order terms [65]

δ(2)
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)i
∂iε
∗. (3.25)

By combining Eqs. (3.24)–(3.25), we can finally express the second-order galaxy density
contrast as [65]

δ(1)+(2)
g = bE1
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δ(1)
m + δ(2)

m

]
+

1
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[
δ(1)
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D
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∗ (3.26)

with

bE1 (τ) = 1 +
D∗
D

(b∗1 − 1) , (3.27)

bE2 (τ) =

(
D∗
D

)2

b∗2 +
8

21

(
1− D∗

D

)(
bE1 − 1

)
, (3.28)

bEK2(τ) =

(
D∗
D

)2

b∗K2 − 2

7

(
1− D∗

D

)(
bE1 − 1

)
. (3.29)
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Eq. (3.26) is the general Eulerian local bias expansion (up to second-order) as derived from
general considerations of a conserved galaxy sample exclusively undergoing gravitational
evolution, including both deterministic (first line) and stochastic (second line) contributions
[65]. We will discuss the latter further in Section 3.1.2. For the rest of this section, let us
focus on the former, which reads

〈
δ(1)+(2)
g

〉
= bE1

[
δ(1)
m + δ(2)

m

]
+

1

2
bE2
[
δ(1)
m

]2
+ bEK2

[
K

(1)
ij

]2

. (3.30)

Eulerian non-local bias: higher-derivative terms

To complete the deterministic bias relation, we need to go only one more step further – we
must account for the fact that halos and galaxies are formed by collapsed matter, not at
one specific spatial point, but within a finite region of space. In fact, the galaxy formation
process might also be affected by baryonic gas pressure within the neighboring region (see
Figure 3.3). This can be done by introducing the convolution [95, 65]

bδm(τ)δm(x, τ)→
[∫

d3yFδm(y, τ)

]
δm(x+ y, τ)

→
[∫

y

Fδm(y, τ)

]
δm(x, τ) +

[
1

6

∫

y

|y|2Fδm(y, τ)

]
∇2
xδm(x, τ) + . . .

= bδm(τ)δm(x, τ) + b∇2δm(τ)∇2
xδm(x, τ) + . . . , (3.31)

where we have employed the earlier assumptions of statistical homogeneity and isotropy in
the second line. As can be seen from Eq. (3.31) and Figure 3.3, this contribution is referred
to as higher-derivative bias term since it involves more than two derivatives acting on Φ
(∇2δm ≡ ∇2∇2Φ). As each spatial derivative is multiplied by R∗ – the spatial scale set by
galaxy formation process, |b∇2δm | ∼ R2

∗ and this contribution is sub-leading in the limit of
very long-wavelength perturbations [65].

With the addition of the leading higher-derivative bias term b∇2δm∇2δm, we have com-
pleted the deterministic bias expansion up to second-order,

〈
δ(1)+(2)
g

〉
= bE1

[
δ(1)
m + δ(2)

m

]
+

1

2
bE2
[
δ(1)
m

]2
+ bEK2

[
K

(1)
ij

]2

+ bE∇2δm
∇2δm. (3.32)

Hereafter, we will refer to any specific choice for this deterministic relation as a bias model.

3.1.2 Stochastic bias

As mentioned before, small-scale modes – which are not correlated with large-scale modes
for Gaussian initial conditions – still contribute to galaxy formation process, introducing
stochasticity in the galaxy-matter bias relation. In the previous section, we have seen
that this stochastic contribution and its coupling effect with gravitational evolution can
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Figure 3.3: Sketch of galaxy formation process and the spatial region involved, taken from
[65]. The black solid line represents the fluid trajectory starting from the initial Lagrangian
position q = xfl(τ = 0) and ending at the final (observed) Eulerian position x = xfl(τ);
the gray-shaded region illustrates the region within which matter distribution is relevant
for the galaxy formation process.
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be captured by terms involving ε0 in Eq. (3.1) or ε∗ in Eq. (3.26). In general, we can write
[96, 65]

εg(x, τ) = ε(x, τ) +
∑

O

εO(x, τ)O(x, τ) (3.33)

where ε and εO are uncorrelated with O, but correlated among themselves. Let us next
highlight the behavior of the stochasticity power spectrum in two limits.

On one hand, in the large-scale limit, i.e. k � 1/R∗, the noise fields are Gaussian and
analytic in k [97, 65]

〈εO(k)εO′(k)〉′ ≡ P n
εO,εO′

(k) =
∑

n=0,2,4,...

P n
εOεO′

kn. (3.34)

On the other hand, for discrete tracers, in the small-scale limit, i.e. k � 1/R∗, the noise
field presumably follows Poisson distribution [96] such that

P 0
εε =

1

ng
, (3.35)

where ng is the tracer mean comoving number density.
Within the borg framework, instead of directly sampling the stochastic bias parameters

ε and εO, i.e. treating them equally with the deterministic bias parameters bO, the scatter
between the mean-field predicted galaxy density contrast δg,det and the observed galaxy
density contrast δg is modeled with the conditional probability or, for short, likelihood.
This likelihood will be the focus of Section 4.1.4. At this point, it is worth to note that,
on intermediate, quasi-linear scales, the stochasticity power spectrum deviates from the
Poisson case which complicates our likelihood.

3.2 Observation of galaxy clustering: galaxy redshift

surveys and galaxy clusters

While we exclusively work with DM halos in N-body simulations in Chapter 5 and Chap-
ter 7, the work in Chapter 6 is built on results of borg reconstruction of the SDSS-
III/BOSS volume using BOSS LOW-Z and CMASS galaxy samples. In addition, we cross-
correlate this data with the maxBCG galaxy cluster data. Thus in this section, we briefly
review important observation effects in galaxy redshift surveys, as well as measurements
of the mass-richness scaling relation for galaxy clusters. Those will be especially relevant
for our discussion in Chapter 6.

3.2.1 Galaxy redshift survey

Galaxy redshift surveys attempt to map out the 3D distribution of galaxies by recording
both their sky position and redshift.
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Optimally, galaxy redshift should be measured from position of emission or absorption
lines feature in galaxy spectra. This is known as spectroscopic redshift. A cheaper alterna-
tive is estimating galaxy redshift using multi-band photometry of which can be thought as
low-resolution spectroscopy. Photometric redshift methods rely on measuring the signal in
the photometric data arising from prominent “break” features in galaxy spectra, e.g. the
4000 Å break in early-type, red galaxies or the Lyman break at 912 Å in star-forming, blue
galaxies.

Survey geometry and selection effects

In an N-body simulation, halos are uniformly sampled within the simulation box. In
contrast, redshift surveys are generally flux-limited and masked. The two effects – often
grouped together as “observational selection effects” – imply that galaxies which are, re-
spectively, fainter than a specified limiting observable flux and within a particular “masked”
solid angle on the sky will be excluded from the survey. This results into a non-uniform
sampling of the galaxy distribution within the survey volume which must be taken into
account during the galaxy clustering modeling process. In particular,

1. the non-uniform sampling of the 2D sky – be it due to survey geometry, foreground
contaminations, instrumental aspects, operational conditions, etc. – is described by
the angular selection function or angular completeness mask ψa(α, δ) [98, 99];

2. the increasingly sparse sampling along the radial direction in flux-limited surveys is
encapsulated in the radial selection function or redshift completeness mask ψr(z) =∫∞
L(z)

Φ(L)
∫ ∫
L0

Φ(L)

4 [100, 98, 99].

Both effects result in an underestimate of the true galaxy field. To correct for these
variations in sky completeness and redshift completeness, the estimated density at any
given point i must be, in general, weighted by the inverse of the total selection function
[101, 99]

ψ−1(x) = (ψa(α, δ)ψr(z))−1 . (3.36)

Eq. (3.36) defines the probability of a galaxy at a given sky position and redshift meets
the selection criteria to be registered in the survey sample.

As we will see in Chapter 4, these effects simply amount to a multiplication when galaxy
clustering is directly modeled at the field-level [102, 43].

Redshift-space distortion

Yet another important observational effect is redshift-space distortion (RSD). This com-
plication arises from the nature of our observation, mentioned at the beginning of this

4Φ(L) is the galaxy luminosity function defined such that Φ(L)dL is proportional to the number density
of galaxies within luminosity L and L+ dL.
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Figure 3.4: Left: A cartoon illustrates the redshift-space distortion effects that squash and
stretch the galaxy clustering on, respectively, large and small scales of separation. Cartoon
courtesy of my friends, Kimika and Shun Saito. Right: The 2D correlation function ξ
– measured in bins of 1h−1Mpc × 1h−1Mpc – plotted as a function of separation along
and perpendicular to the LOS, r‖ and r⊥. The color scale presents the amplitude of ξ.
As visible from this plot, RSD introduces distinctive anisotropic features in the galaxy
clustering amplitude. This plot is taken from [104].

section, that redshift serves as the only proxy for radial distance. Naturally, all cosmolog-
ical observables that include radial distance are indeed measured in redshift-space, which,
unfortunately is distorted by the line-of-sight (LOS) component of galaxies’ peculiar motion
in two prominent ways:

1. On large scales, the coherent motion of matter, and hence galaxies, towards an high
density region induces a linear squashing effect which enhances the galaxy clustering
amplitude. This is the so-called Kaiser effect [88].

2. At smaller scales, collapse and virialization processes give rise to random motions
and the so-called fingers-of-god [103] which diminishes the clustering amplitude.

.
Notably, [88] showed that, at linear order, the Fourier amplitude of galaxy density

contrast δ
(s)
g (k) in redshift-space is amplified over the Fourier amplitude of matter density

contrast δm(k) in real-space by a factor

δ(s)
g (k) =

(
b1 + f1µ

2
k

)
δm(k) (3.37)

where µk = ẑ · k̂ is the cosine of the angle between the unit wavevector k̂ and the LOS ẑ,
while b1 and f1 are, respectively, the linear bias parameter and the logarithmic growth rate
seen in Section 3.1 and Section 2.2. As one attempts to go to higher-order, RSD quickly
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complicates one’s modeling of the correlation function or power spectrum [105, 106, 107,
108]. As we will see in Chapter 4, RSD can be naturally accounted for within any forward
modeling framework that incorporate gravitational dynamics.

3.2.2 Galaxy clusters from optical galaxy survey

Clusters of galaxies are arguably one of the most prominent features of LSS. These massive,
gravitationally-bound objects are likely the observational counterpart of DM halos in N-
body simulations; hence their observables play an important role in many cosmological
probes5 [110, 111, 112]. In particular, we will see in Chapter 6 that, the temperature
anisotropies imprinted on the CMB by galaxy clusters could potentially provide a constraint
on the abundance of baryons in the Universe. Below we briefly review how a cluster catalog
and cluster mass proxy can be constructed from an optical galaxy survey, focusing on the
concrete example of the maxBCG catalog [42] whose data we employ in Chapter 6.

Identification of galaxy clusters

The first cluster catalog constructed out of observations in optical wavelengths was that of
[113]. The Abell catalog include clusters identified simply by visual inspection of photo-
graphic plates from the Palomar Observatory Sky Survey. Thenceforth, optically selected
cluster catalogs have played a paramount role in cluster cosmology. Although this method
– being sensitive to projection effects – faces the problem of finding a robust mass proxy
that can minimize scatter in the scaling relation , it has multiple advantages as it is able
to

1. extract clusters from the data of ground-based galaxy surveys,

2. reach further down the low mass end of galaxy clusters.

The above factors contribute, respectively, to the abundance, the vast amount of supple-
mental information and the large sample size of optically-selected cluster catalogs. With
the exception of the adaptive matched filtering method adopted in [114], most optically-
selected cluster catalogs have been constructed essentially based on the color information of
bright, red-sequence galaxies [115, 42, 116, 117, 118]. By virtue of the 4000 Å break feature
in their rest-frame spectra, these galaxies’ colors are tightly correlated with their redshifts
such that their color measurements presumably yield a reasonably accurate estimate of
their redshifts. To be able to cover a broad range of redshifts, multi-color photometry
is desired for tracking the intrinsic 4000 Å break feature of old stellar populations as it
reddens. The five-band photometry of SDSS allows for such a selection. The maxBCG al-
gorithm [115] utilizes a hierarchical maximum likelihood method – designed for g-r and r-i
color data – on the assumption that red, brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) typically resides
at the center of the cluster’s member galaxy distribution, relatively at rest with the cluster
and host halo center (hence the name maxBCG). Application of this cluster-finding method

5See [109] for a more detailed review.
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on the SDSS optical imaging data yields a volume-limited catalog consists of 13823 galaxy
clusters – each assigned with the photometric redshift that maximizes its BCG likelihood
– covering 7500 deg2 of the sky, spanning a redshift range of z = 0.1 − 0.3, being > 90%
pure6 for clusters whose N200 > 10 [42].

Proxies for galaxy cluster mass

Equally important to identifying the clusters is identifying a robust proxy to estimate
cluster mass as X-ray, optical or weak lensing direct measurement of individual cluster’s
mass is often limited by available observing time and financial resources. The most common
proxies are

1. optical richness,

2. X-ray luminosity,

3. integrated SZ flux.

For maxBCG clusters, a natural choice would be the optical richness, N200, the number
of galaxies within a radius R200 from the BCG where R200 is defined as the radius within
which the local density contrast is 200 times higher than the critical density at that red-
shift. This quantity is automatically generated by the algorithm. The mean mass-richness
relation of maxBCG clusters was first measured using weak lensing data [119, 120]. In
[120], the cluster three-dimensional mean density and mass profile are first inferred from
non-parametric inversions of the two-dimensional lensing shear profiles – measured by [119]
– in twelve bins of optical richness extending all the way down to N200 = 3 and corrected
for systematic errors. The mass-richness scaling relation is then obtained as a power-law
fit of the form

M200(N200) = M200|20

(
N200

20

)α
(3.38)

to the data which prefers a power-law index of α = 1.28± 0.04 [120]. Here, M200 denotes
the projected total cluster mass within the radius R200.

Later, by combining the above measurement and the X-ray measurement by [121]7, [122]
was able to constrain the scatter in the mean M−N200 relation as σM |N200 = 0.45+0.20

−0.18 (95%
CL) at N200 ≈ 40 with a modest inferred non-Gaussian tail toward low masses [122]. For
our analysis in Chapter 6, we adopt the M180b −N200 relation given by Eq. (A15) in [122]
which presumably accounts for systematic bias induced by photometric redshift error in

6Tests of purity, i.e. false-positive rate, for maxBCG catalog are obtained by applying the cluster-
finding algorithm on mock catalogs. Each identified cluster is later verified if it actually corresponds to
a real DM halo whose physical extension is determined by its R200 – the radius within which the matter
density contrast is 200 times above the critical density at that redshift. Each cluster that does not belong
to any halo counts as a false-positive [42].

7In [121], the mean X-ray luminosities in nine optical richness bins were first measured by stacking
X-ray emission from clusters in ROSAT All-Sky Survey data, the LX − N200 relation was then obtained
assuming a power-law fit to the data after corrected for systematic bias.
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lensing mass estimates of [119, 120]. We refer readers to the discussion leading to this
equation for an in-depth context of systematics in measurements of the mean M − N200

relation.
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Chapter 4

Bayesian forward modeling and
inference approach to galaxy
clustering

This chapter provides an overview of the fundamental building blocks of the Bayesian
forward approach in cosmological modeling of, and inference from, galaxy clustering (Sec-
tion 4.1), with the explicit example of the borg framework (Section 4.2). Figure 4.1 pro-
vides a simplified schematic flowchart of this approach. We have encountered the blocks
of prior on initial conditions, (gravitational) forward model, (deterministic) bias expansion
and observational effects in the previous two chapters. Below we will do a quick recap on
some of these ingredients before focusing on the likelihood for stochastic bias, and the joint
posterior on initial conditions plus cosmological parameters.

Note that some detailed steps shown in Figure 4.1 might differ for specific types of
input data. For example, with the data based on N-body simulation, used in Chapter 5
and Chapter 7, there is no observational effects to be accounted for, hence ~δh,pred ≡ ~δh,det.
Furthermore, depending on the application, the full Monte-Carlo Markov chain (MCMC)
sampling step might be reduced to a profile likelihood estimate, as will be seen in Chapter 7.

Throughout the rest of this chapter, for simplicity, we consider a single tracer field ~δh
on a fixed time slice τ , which we leave implicit. These assumptions can be generalized
straightforwardly as discussed in Section 3.1 and [65]. The main body of this chapter was
published in [123].

4.1 Bayesian forward modeling of galaxy clustering

Our final goal is to derive a joint posterior for the initial density field ~δm,ini, cosmological pa-
rameters {θ}, plus “nuisance parameters”, i.e. bias parameters and stochastic amplitudes,
which describe the uncertainties in the formation process of our tracers. This posterior
involves four key ingredients:

1. The prior on the initial conditions (see Section 2.1).
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HTi

<latexit sha1_base64="FT9eamLU1jBC1mlleQw/G+jnQxU=">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</latexit>

kGSh

<latexit sha1_base64="YaQ1/GmA9vku7qIC8a0ie0TCEsI=">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</latexit>

SJ

<latexit sha1_base64="o9OjfPr21RxV/sl6DgnVNBHVy/4=">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</latexit>

Forward
model

Observational
e!ects

!v
!
!"m,ini , {#}

"

<latexit sha1_base64="GebOCwHBshkJaPw8kf8YhGVMq3A=">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</latexit>

(z ! 1000)

<latexit sha1_base64="r9O5+uIVpZNw5J9B95ZfSbUGQSg=">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</latexit>

(z = zQ#b)

<latexit sha1_base64="hnEEIxWccexoVjcTwVAoOZolSQU=">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</latexit>

Slice
sampling

?K+

<latexit sha1_base64="nSjEhOALl6tx9ewJJVIZd9pgZB8=">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</latexit>

(App. B-D)

(Sec. 4.1)

(Sec. 2.1)

(Sec. 2.2)

(Sec. 3.1)

(Sec. 4.1)

(Sec. 3.2)

P
!
!"m,ini(k)

"""{#}
#

<latexit sha1_base64="xK8ZyXL5larkwJjQ7g8bUPEcXVs=">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</latexit>

P
!
!"m,ini , {#}

"""!"obs
g,data

#

<latexit sha1_base64="45lUCOs/TX6SMpmF1AvgGm/s0X8=">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</latexit>

P
!
!"obs

g,data

"""!"obs
g,pred

#

<latexit sha1_base64="yUZpDYNhVvN1n962IVB5qmvVPiA=">AAAGjHicjZTPb9MwFMdTGGWEXxscuURMSEPqqnRsogghTduEODAxRMsP1V3lOG5izXGi2Ckdxjdu/IWIOxf+CLCdFGjSA5YavX4/fs9+7yUvyCjhwve/tS5dXrvSvrp+zb1+4+at2xubd97ytMgRHqKUpvn7AHJMCcNDQQTF77McwySg+F1wfmT4uxnOOUnZQFxkeJzAiJEpQVBoabJRgASKGEEqTxWgeCq2wSySIMRUQHUmLc0TmQZcqYmMOgshhJorcEiiz//noG8VaoecRLF4ONnY6nV9uzy/2+v3dx/ta+OR/6Tv73kLtHWw8+PL15+jndPJ5tovEKaoSDATiELORz0/E2MJc0EQxcoFBccZROcwwiNtMphgPpa2Psp7oJXQm6a5/jHhWfVfDwkTzi+SQO80t+V1ZsSVLEhWyaNCTPtjSVhWCMxQef60oJ5IPdMDLyQ5RoJeaAOinOgUPBTDHCKhO7V0gI2dYbSUoJwXjKA0xDWVirnIoXIfAI6F8TTZbh+TiAjeeakbzh7Ko5Oh9wYy7r3BOZkq1wU5ZvgjSpMEslCCmRr1xhIEidzqKR1/iUUlnGG0ig6UfshBQ/9g9Q8NnVmdNfTQ6mFD51bnDR1nFgCccULTZjxhcCRFA8xLMG/eQJQRj81L7TUzmpWOszpgMTSe+tlMK3yVKBmCVwmOdItqVTcpl1/QstOxqi7R8KCaYEpr+3UJ1N9CuPVCIVF1N6Whed9TuqKPKGXcZJEnnrR2t7FDfykSCDwX0pg1es4/Lagxa9TMhYraEbFMBzb0YGJPXxF7YN0rvsrfHl7xFacfUVuAozOT98RUL8RTcFhOrWAqD1UlnfCCyRMdJw1T8a8Yy/hM7vRUnZGTDMUSdGLQsYfrv8puXPhW2Gp/dpRQj247kmSSQSXzSJfA7/odPRD3zcPXjXRdPTL9vyOzbixG5tvdbm+vu/9az87HTrnWnXvOfWfb6TmPnQPnhXPqDB3kfG+1Wm7revtWe6/9tP2s3HqpVfncdZZW+/lvuW1jHw==</latexit>
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Figure 4.1: A schematic flowchart of the Bayesian forward modeling approach for galaxy
clustering. {θ} denote the set of relevant cosmological parameters; ~δm,ini denotes the initial
matter density fluctuations or initial Fourier modes of matter fluctuations at z ' 1000;
~δm,fwd denotes the gravitationally-evolved/forwarded matter density field at z = zobs, while

~v denotes the associated peculiar velocity field; ~δg,det denotes the mean-field/deterministic

galaxy field, while {bO} denote the set of bias parameters included in the modeling; ~δobs
g,pred

denotes the observationally predicted galaxy field after accounting for selection and sys-
tematic effects (Section 3.2.1), with ~R being the survey response function encapsulating

completeness, angular and radial selection functions; ~δobs
g,data denotes the actually observed

galaxy field. The red boxes display the probability distributions including P
(
~δm,ini(k)

∣∣∣{θ}
)

– the Gaussian prior on the initial power spectrum (Section 2.1), P
(
~δobs
g,data

∣∣∣~δobs
g,det

)
– the

likelihood for modeling of stochasticity (see Section 4.1.4), P
(
~dm,ini, {θ}

∣∣∣~δobs
g,data

)
– the joint

posterior of initial conditions and cosmological parameters (Section 4.1.5), and the method
used to sample/evaluate the final posterior (Appendix B-Appendix E). The blue boxes rep-
resent the gravitational forward (Section 2.2) and deterministic bias models (Section 3.1.1).
The gray boxes show the input data and observational effects. The solid arrows correspond
to deterministic transitions, while the dashed arrows correspond to probabilistic transitions.
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2. The gravitational forward model for matter fluctuations (see Section 2.2).

3. The deterministic bias model (see Section 3.1.1).

4. The conditional likelihood for the halo density at a given point (see Section 4.1.4).

Following our discussions in previous two chapters, we have seen that the first [51], second
[45] and third constituents [65] are already on solid footings. Hence the last piece is the
core open issue in this enterprise.

4.1.1 Recap: Gaussian prior on initial conditions

We assume adiabatic, growing-mode initial conditions (see Section 2.2), so that the ini-

tial conditions are given by a single field ~δm,ini, the initial density field. As mentioned in

Section 2.1, we additionally assume that our prior on ~δm,ini follows a multivariate Gaus-
sian distribution, specified by the linear matter power spectrum PL(k, {θ}), which in turn
depends on a set of cosmological parameters {θ} as

Pprior

(
~δm,ini|{θ}

)
= N

(
~δm,ini

∣∣∣ ~µ = ~0, C = FT†[diag{PL(ki, {θ})}]FT
)
, (4.1)

wherein N denotes a multivariate Gaussian distribution, while ~µ is the vanishing expecta-
tion value, and C is the covariance matrix which is diagonal in Fourier space. This can be
generalized to include primordial non-Gaussianity, and isocurvature perturbations between
baryons and CDM, as pointed out in the conclusion of [123].

4.1.2 Recap: Gravitational forward model

The gravitational forward model yields the probability of finding an evolved density field
~δm,fwd, given an initial density field ~δm,ini and cosmological parameters {θ}. We can write
this as a deterministic transition (see also [39, 102, 43])

P
(
~δm,fwd

∣∣∣~δm,ini, {θ}
)

=

N3
g∏

i=1

δD

(
δi − δim,fwd[~δm,ini, {θ}]

)
, (4.2)

thanks to the deterministic nature of gravitational-only evolution. The actual physics of
the forward model, e.g. first-/second-order Lagrangian perturbation theory (LPT/2LPT),

etc. (see Section 2.2.2), is encoded in the non-linear non-local functional δim,fwd[~δm,ini, {θ}].
Any such forward model δim,fwd[~δm,ini, {θ}] will certainly be imperfect (see Figure 2.2 and
Figure 2.3 for the LPT/2LPT case) – both due to approximations made during the cal-
culation and the fact that only modes down to some finite minimum scale are included,
a fact which is neglected in Eq. (4.2). We will return to this below in the context of the
likelihood.

Nevertheless, as long as certain conditions regarding mass and momentum conservation
of matter are met, the small-scale uncertainties in the forward model for matter and gravity
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can be effectively included in the conditional likelihood. In the effective field theory (EFT)
context, the main requirement is that the forward model consistently includes all relevant
terms up to a fixed order in PT, and that numerical truncation errors can be neglected.
To be specific, in Chapter 7, we will assume that the error in the forward model of matter
is at least third order in PT. While our results shown in Chapter 5-Chapter 7 are based
on 2LPT or LPT, nothing apart from computational expense prevents our approach from
being coupled to a full N-body simulation as forward model.

4.1.3 Recap: Deterministic bias model

Recall from Section 3.1, specifically Eq. (3.1), that our deterministic halo density field at
any given point can be written as a linear superposition of operators, or fields, O,

~δh,det[~δm,fwd, {bO}] =
∑

O

bO ~O
[
~δm,fwd

]
, (4.3)

in which ~O includes the complete linearly independent set of local gravitational observables
at a certain order in PT: matter density and velocity divergence, tidal field, and so on
(cf. Eq. (3.32)). At a given order in PT, there is only a finite, fixed number of linearly
independent gravitational observables [124, 125]. Moreover, even though the gravitational
observables include time derivatives, all of these operators can be expressed as non-local,
non-linear transformations of the final density field ~δm,fwd [125] (see Section 2.5 of [65] for
a review). bO are the corresponding bias parameters. Note that the operators in Eq. (4.3),
as denoted by~, are constructed from the evolved density field on the grid, i.e. filtered on
the grid scale. This will become relevant in Chapter 7.

At this point, it is worth to emphasize that Eq. (4.3) only predicts the halo density
field in a statistical sense. That is, if we imagine stacking many cells that have the same
values of all operators O appearing in Eq. (4.3), then the mean density of halos in these
cells should approach the prediction in Eq. (4.3). At any given position, the halo density
can deviate from the prediction in Eq. (4.3), due to the random nature of the small-scale
perturbations that we have integrated out in the bias expansion, yet are still relevant for
halo formation. The conditional probability discussed below is supposed to account for
this “scatter”.

4.1.4 Stochasticity and conditional probability

The final ingredient needed in the Bayesian forward model is the probability for finding
a certain number of halos (or galaxies) in a given cell, given the predicted deterministic

field ~δh,det (as well as the matter density field). We will phrase this equivalently as the

conditional probability for finding a measured halo density field ~δh given the predicted mean-
field halo density ~δh,det. As discussed in the previous section, this probability should take
into account the scatter induced by the small-scale modes that are not explicitly included
in the forward model, which are nevertheless relevant for determining exactly where a halo
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forms. Further, the conditional probability also needs to be able to capture deficiencies in
the bias expansion Eq. (4.3), as well as in the forward model for matter and gravity.

One approach, followed by many if not most of the literature on this topic so far, is to
assume that the size of the grid cells Rcell is much larger than the scale R∗ that controls
the higher-derivative contributions to the halo density in Eq. (4.3). That is, one assumes
that on the scales resolved on the grid, halo formation can be effectively approximated as
spatially local. In the EFT approach, the leading correction to this assumption is captured
by the operator ∇2δ in Eq. (7.1), whose coefficient then should be (at least) of order R2

∗, i.e.
|c∇2δ| ∼ R2

∗. Alternatively, one can explicitly include the difference between neighboring
cells, as done in [126]. This approach thus assumes that the impact of all modes resolved on
the grid, including the correlations of the halo density between different cells, is completely
captured by a finite set of operators, in our case those appearing in Eq. (4.3).

Thus, building on the assumption on the locality of halo formation, the likelihood of
a given halo density field given a matter density field and bias parameters is a product of
conditional probabilities in each cell:

P
(
~δh

∣∣∣~δm,fwd, {bO}, {λa}
)

=

N3
g∏

i=1

P (1)
(
δih − δih,det[

~δm,fwd, {bO}], {λa}, δim,fwd

)
, (4.4)

where P (1) is the probability for finding, in a given cell, an overdensity δih given the pre-
diction for the mean relation δih,det from Eq. (4.3). Here we have allowed P (1) to depend
on further parameters {λa} (e.g., variance, skewness, etc.), as well as the matter density
itself to take into account, for example, a larger variance in high-density regions.

Clearly, Eq. (4.4) still contains significant freedom to choose the form of the conditional
probability P (1). Moreover, unlike the case for the bias expansion in Eq. (4.3), there is no
guide from EFT considerations on what the form of P (1) should be, since P (1) arises from
integrating out small-scale, fully non-linear modes whose PDF is not expected to be close
to Gaussian. There is a limit for which the PDF is expected to asymptote to a known
form: if the size of grid cells is much less than the mean separation between halos, then
we expect the single-cell PDF to approach a Poisson distribution – by virtue of the law of
rare events – given by

P(1)
(
nih − nih,det[

~δm,fwd, {bO}]
)

=

(
nih,det

)nih e−nih,det
(nih)!

, (4.5)

where we have replaced δh and δh,det with nh and nh,det such that, for example, nih =
nh (1 + δih), to respect the discrete nature of the Poisson distribution. Note that we have
removed the variables {λa}, δm,fwd as a Poisson distribution is fully specified by its mean
which, in this case, is simply nh,det.

Unfortunately however, this limit is not attainable within an EFT context, since the
perturbative bias expansion Eq. (4.3) breaks down for such a small grid scale (in practice,
the grid scale will then also be much smaller than R∗). Thus, in order to obtain a posterior
that is under rigorous perturbative control, we must pursue a different route than Eq. (4.4).
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4.1.5 The joint posterior of initial conditions and late-time large-
scale structure

Let us now put together the ingredients presented above in order to obtain the final joint
posterior for the initial density field, cosmological parameters, as well as nuisance param-
eters:

P
(
~δm,ini, {θ}, {bO}, {λa}

∣∣∣~δh
)

=NPPprior(~δm,ini|{θ})P
(
~δh

∣∣∣[~δm,ini, {θ}], {bO}, {λa}
)
,

(4.6)

where NP is a normalization constant. Then, the desired cosmological constraints can be
obtained by marginalizing over the initial phases ~δm,ini and nuisance parameters as

P
(
{θ}
∣∣∣~δh
)

=

∫
d{bO}

∫
d{λa}Pprior({bO}, {λa})

∫
D~δm,iniP

(
~δm,ini, {θ}, {bO}, {λa}

∣∣∣~δh
)
,

(4.7)

in which Pprior is a prior on the bias and PDF parameters, while
∫
D~δm,ini denotes the

functional integral over the whole parameter space of initial conditions. Similarly, one can
also obtain marginalized posteriors for the bias parameters bO and likelihood parameters
λa.

4.2 The borg algorithm in a nutshell

The borg algorithm [39, 127] provides a well-constructed, modular, numerical framework
for the Bayesian forward modeling and inference approach to galaxy clustering. In essence,
it allows for numerically efficient sampling of the joint posterior described in Section 4.1.5,

given the huge parameter space of
{
~δm,ini, {θ}, {bO}, {λa}

}
1, by employing a combina-

tion of Hamiltonian Monte-Carlo (HMC) [128] (for ~δm,ini) and slice sampling [129] (for
{θ}, {bO}, {λa}) methods for a series of sequential sampling blocks2 [127, 102, 43]. In par-
ticular, the transition from the s-th sample to the (s + 1)-th sample can be broken down

1Typically, to achieve a reasonably-high resolution of the reconstructed density and peculiar velocity
fields, one needs a grid of size N3

grid = (128)3 − (256)3.
2This idea of factorization the high-dimensional joint posterior into multiple lower-dimensional con-

ditional probabilities can be traced back to [130], and is similar to the idea of Gibbs sampling method
[131, 132, 133],.
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to the following steps:

(1) ~δ
(s+1)
m,ini x P

(
~δm,ini

∣∣∣{θ}s, ~δh, nsh, {bO}s, {λa}s
)

(4.8)

(2) n
(s+1)
h x P

(
nh

∣∣∣~δsm,ini, {θ}s, ~δh, {bO}s, {λa}s
)

(4.9)

(3) {bO}(s+1) x P
(
{bO}

∣∣∣~δsm,ini, {θ}s, ~δh, nsh, {λa}s
)

(4.10)

(4) {λa}(s+1) x P
(
{λa}

∣∣∣~δsm,ini, {θ}s, ~δh, nsh, {bO}s
)

(4.11)

(5) {θ}(s+1) x P
(
{θ}
∣∣∣~δsm,ini,

~δh, n
s
h, {bO}s, {λa}s

)
. (4.12)

Here, the x symbol denotes a sample on the l.h.s. being drawn from the conditional
probability distribution on the r.h.s., while nh denotes the comoving mean number den-
sity of halos. Step (1) utilizes the HMC sampling method (see Appendix B) while steps
(2) − (4) employ the slice sampling method (see Appendix C), to ensure a close-to-unity
acceptance rate [102, 127]. Let us emphasize, at this point, that borg seeks to construct a
fair ensemble of points in the posterior parameter space, which presumably serves as a nu-
merical approximation of the underlying posterior. It is not an iterative procedure, which
would only provide a single realization of the reconstruction and hence would potentially
bias the result as for the case of the Wiener filter [134]. More technical details about the
borg machinery will be discussed in the next chapter where we will perform an in-depth
investigation on the performance of borg.
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Chapter 5

Inference of initial conditions

This chapter describes our numerical investigation of the quality of the three-dimensional
initial conditions ~δm,ini inferred from Bayesian forward modeling of the biased tracer field ~δh,
as implemented in the borg framework. We restrict our tracers to DM halos throughout
the rest of this chapter. Specifically, as discussed in the last chapter, two key ingredients
for a quality inference are the deterministic bias expansion and the likelihood for stochas-
tic bias. Below, we will directly compare the quality of reconstructions using different
combination of these two ingredients. In addition, we also vary different factors in our
setup, including tracer number density, grid resolution and gravitational forward model,
in order to evaluate their effects on the reconstruction and determine the robustness of
certain (deterministic) bias models and likelihoods.

The work presented here is in the advanced stage of preparation for publication. Major
changes in the main results and conclusions are not expected in the final paper, although
some minor technical details might differ. We will focus on presenting the main estimators,
our findings and highligh the key challenges for any choice of bias model and likelihood.
We then organize the rest of this chapter as follows. In Section 5.1, we characterize the
setup for each borg reconstruction, focusing on the elements under investigation in this
chapter (see Section 4.1 for an overview of the borg framework and main ingredients).
We further detail the DM-only simulation and the DM halos we use here as the main input
data in Section 5.2, before turning to the implementation in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, we
first define the estimators used to assess the quality of the reconstruction and then present
our results in Section 5.5. The convergence and correlation tests we have performed for
the MCMC chains included in this analysis are documented in Appendix D.

5.1 Setup

In the last chapter, we have reviewed all the four main ingredients of a borg reconstruction.
Below, we will focus on the relevant aspects for our comparison.
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5.1.1 Choices of forward model

For this comparison, we choose the first- and second-order Lagrangian perturbation theory
(LPT and 2LPT, see Section 2.2.2 for details) as our gravitational forward models (see
Section 4.1.2). These choices should be particularly relevant for current and future analyses
of large-volume surveys [43] as these approximations facilitate the numerical computation –
as opposed to a full N-body approach – yet still capture the sub-leading effects of large-scale
modes on the Baryon Acoustic oscillation (BAO) feature (see Appendix N).

5.1.2 Choices of bias models

In this work, we compare three non-linear deterministic bias models. While this is nei-
ther an exhaustive list of bias models included in borg nor studied in the literature so
far, it does include some of the most common choices in previous and ongoing analy-
ses [135, 102, 43, 127, 123, 136]. Below, we review these models as implemented in the
borg framework where the halo and matter density fields are projected onto grid cells for
numerical computation.

Power-law bias

In the power-law bias model, the expected halo density in a given grid cell i is related to
the evolved matter density at that cell via only one free parameter, the power-law index β
[135]

δih,det =
(
1 + δim,fwd

)β − 1. (5.1)

This local bias relation belongs to the LIMD class of bias models – previously described
in Section 3.1.1 – as the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.1) includes only one single operator constructed
out of the local matter density field, namely δim,fwd. For small perturbations, δim,fwd � 1,
Eq. (5.1) simplifies to

δih,det = βδim,fwd +
β(β − 1)

2

(
δim,fwd

)2
+O

(
δ3
m,fwd

)
. (5.2)

Thus, for cells where the evolved matter density fluctuations are still within the linear
regime, the role of the power-law index reduces to that of the large-scale linear bias pa-
rameter, i.e. β ' b1. As we will see below, when non-linear information is included, β
deviates from b1 significantly.

Broken power-law bias

The broken power-law bias model, as its name indicates, introduces an additional power-
law cut-off into the power-law bias relation in Eq. (5.1), such that [102, 43, 127]

δih,det =
(
1 + δim,fwd

)β
exp

[
−ρ(1 + δim,fwd)−ε

]
− 1. (5.3)
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This model essentially behaves like the power-law bias model but accounts for the ex-
ponential suppression of halo clustering in voids [137]. It is characterized by three bias
parameters (β, ρ, ε), and can also be classified as LIMD bias.

Note that by definitions in Eq. (5.1) and Eq. (5.3), there is no guarantee that 〈δh,det〉 = 0.

Technically, 〈δh,det〉 6= 0 is absorbed by the mean halo density nh = nih (1 + δih)
−1

which is
also being sampled in borg.

Second-order bias

As discussed in Section 3.1, one should also account for the effect of tidal fields Kij and
the fact that halo and galaxy formation is a non-local process (see Section 3.1 and [65]).
Following our work in [123, 136], we implement in borg a non-local, second-order bias
model given by

δih,det = b1δ
i
m,fwd +

b2

2

[(
δim fwd

)2
]

+ bK
[
(Kij)

2]+ c∇2δ∇2δm, (5.4)

where the extra square brackets [O] denote mean-subtracted operators. Subtracting the
mean-field values for these operators ensure that 〈O〉 = 0,1 including also 〈δh,det〉. The
motivation behind this technical complication is to ensure that our inference of the bias
parameters is not strongly dependent on the smoothing scale imposed by the borg grid
size. Note that the higher-derivative bias coefficient c∇2δ is an effective coefficient which
also absorbs higher-order contributions depending on the chosen smoothing scale.

5.1.3 Poisson likelihood

For simplicity and robustness, in this comparison, we only focus on one particular form of
the conditional probability for the stochasticity in the actual halo distribution, namely the
Poisson likelihood which is the basis for the main active likelihoods in borg [135, 102, 43,
127]. It should be noted that the stochasticity in the one-point PDF (count-in-cell) of DM
halos in N-body simulations follows Poisson distribution only for highly under-dense cells
whose 1 + δm � 1, while it tends to sub-Poisson at 1 + δm ' 1 due to the halo exclusion
effect, and finally becomes super -Poisson in highly over-dense cells where 1 + δm � 1 [139]
(see also [137, 65] and references therein).

The single-cell Poisson likelihood implemented in borg is identical to Eq. (4.5). For
clarification, let us re-write it here:

P(1)
(
nih

∣∣∣nih,det

)
=

(
nih,det

)nih e−nih,det
(nih)!

. (5.5)

The joint likelihood is then simply a product of Eq. (5.5) evaluated at all cells, as given by
Eq. (4.4).

1This is one of the renormalization conditions prescribed in Appendix J and [123, 138]. We recommend
readers to see also Section 2.10.4 of [65] for a detailed discussion on the motivation behind renormalization.
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5.1.4 Choices of grid resolution

We run our reconstructions at three different resolutions correspond to the grid spacings
of Lgrid = 31.25, 20.83, 15.625 h−1Mpc. For our box size of Lbox = 2000 h−1Mpc, these
resolutions correspond to a grid of Ngrid = 643, 963, 1283, respectively.

5.2 Input data

The main input data for our borg reconstruction is one of the GADGET-2 [83] simulations
presented in [140]. The simulation adopted a flat ΛCDM cosmology with Ωm = 0.3,
ns = 0.967, h = 0.7, σ8 = 0.85, for a box size of L = 2000 h−1Mpc, and a total number
of Npart = 15363 DM particles of mass Mpart = 1.8 × 1011 h−1M�. The transfer function
for the given cosmology was computed with the Boltzmann code CLASS2 [141]. Initial
conditions for the N-body run were then generated at redshift zini = 99 using second-
order Lagrangian perturbation theory (2LPT) [71] with the 2LPTic algorithm [79, 142].
DM halos are subsequently identified at redshift z = 0 as spherical over-densities (SO)
[143, 144, 145] using the Amiga Halo Finder (AHF) algorithm3 [146, 147], where we choose
an over-density threshold of 200 times the background matter density. Note that we only
include the main halos for our analysis. We further divide the halos into three mass bins of
log10Mh = [13.0, 13.5), [13.5 − 14.0), [14.0 − 14.5)h−1M�

4. Their corresponding number
densities are nh = 2.91× 10−5, 1.10× 10−4, 3.34× 10−4 (hMpc−1)3.

Additionally, we also generate mock halo fields from the same combinations of bias
model and likelihood used in some of the reconstructions. We study reconstructions using
this particular type of input data in Section 5.4.1 to better understand the optimal limit
where the underlying mechanism that generates the data coincide with borg data model,
in particular, the combination of deterministic bias model and likelihood.

5.3 Implementation

We impose uniform priors for all bias parameters, with positivity constraints on nh and β
(for power-law and broken-powerlaw bias) or β1 (for second-order bias). The bias parame-
ters are sampled using the slice sampling method as mentioned in Section 4.2 and further
described in Appendix C. We refer readers to Appendix D for details of how we ensure
that all the MCMC chains have converged and how we only include independent samples
from each chain to facilitate numerical computations.

To ensure the positivity of nh,det (cf. Eq. (5.5)) in case of the second-order bias model,
where δh,det is not strictly non-negative (cf. Eq. (5.4)), we, at the boundary δh,det = 0,

2https://http://class-code.net/
3http://popia.ft.uam.es/AHF/
4For each [Mlower,Mupper) mass bin, we include halos whose Mlower ≤Mviral < Mupper.

https://http://class-code.net/
http://popia.ft.uam.es/AHF/
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of the density thresholder (cf. Eq. (5.7)) for 1+δh,det, with various
choices of k (dashed color lines), and the exact value of 1 + δh,det (continuous gray line).

impose a thresholder:

nh,det = n̄h,grid

{
(1 + δh,det) δh,det > 0

th (1 + δh,det, k) otherwise,
(5.6)

where

th (1 + δh,det, k) = ln (1 + exp [k (1 + δh,det)]) /k. (5.7)

Here, n̄h,grid = nh/N
3
grid denotes the mean halo number in each grid-cell. We choose the

value k = 2.0 to balance between numerical precision and performance, in particular the
acceptance rate (see Appendix B), according to results from our numerical tests. Note
that a higher value of k means a sharper transition around the boundary δh,det = 0 (see
Figure 5.1).
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5.4 Results

We define the Fourier-space correlation coefficient between two given fields δ1, δ2 as

r12(k) =
〈δ1δ2〉k√

〈δ1δ1〉k 〈δ2δ2〉k
(5.8)

where 〈 〉k denotes the average over wavenumber k.
Let us write down the correlation coefficient Eq. (5.8) between the reconstructed initial

modes in borg s′-th sample and those in the input as

rs
′

ri (k) =

〈
δs
′

recδinput

〉
k√

〈〈δrec〉s〉k 〈δinput〉k
(5.9)

where 〈 〉s denotes the borg ensemble average, and we have shortened the notation by

δrec
m,ini ≡ δrec and δinput

m,ini ≡ δinput, for readability. Note also that we use 〈〈δrec〉s〉k instead of〈
δs
′

rec

〉
k

in the denominator as an approximation, assuming that the nominator varies much
faster than the denominator across borg samples. This approximation effectively reduces
the shot noise in the auto-correlation of the borg reconstructed initial modes. We can
then define our estimator of the correlation coefficient for each reconstruction (recall that
each reconstruction consists of an ensemble of borg samples) as

rri(k) =
〈
rs
′

ri (k)
〉
s

(5.10)

whose variance is given by the borg sample variance:

σ2
r(k) =

〈[
rs
′

ri (k)−
〈
rs
′

ri (k)
〉
s

]2
〉

s

. (5.11)

Technically, the correlation coefficient rri can take any value between 1 and -1. These
two limits correspond to, respectively, the reconstructed field and the input are perfectly
correlated or anti-correlated, while a value of 0 would indicate that the two are completely
uncorrelated. From a theoretical standpoint, one would expect rri get closer to 1 at small k,
where the gravitational evolution of matter density fluctuations is linear (see Section 2.2),
and to decrease at progressively larger k, where the evolution becomes more and more
non-linear. We will return to this point below.

As a reference, let us derive the large-scale limit of rri, i.e. where δm, δh, and εh
(stochasticity) are all Gaussian fields, and additionally, we can assume a linear bias relation
of the following form:

δh(k) = b1δ
input
m,lin (k) + εh(k), (5.12)

where δinput
m,lin here denotes the matter density field linearly extrapolated to redshift zero (see

Section 2.2). Since the halo stochasticity and the matter density field are assume to be
uncorrelated in this limit, we can write

〈
δrec
m,lin(k)δinput

m,lin (k)
〉
k

= PL(k), (5.13)
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where PL denotes the linear matter power spectrum at z=0. In addition, the power spec-
trum of the reconstructed modes can be expressed as (cf. Eq. (5.12))

〈
δrec
m,lin(k)δrec

m,lin(k)
〉
k

=
1

b2
1

〈δh(k)δh(k)〉k

=
1

b2
1

(
b2

1PL(k) + Pε(k)
)

= PL(k) + Pε(k)/b2
1. (5.14)

Putting Eqs. (5.13)–(5.14) into the definition in Eq. (5.9), assuming that each borg sample
s′ gives us an unbiased estimate of the true underlying density field, we retrieve

rri,lin(k) =
1√

1 + Pε(k)/ (b2
1PL(k))

. (5.15)

Eq. (5.15) clearly shows that there is a expected limit for the reconstruction, if only infor-
mation from linear evolution of LSS is used, set by the halo stochasticity and bias.

For comparison purpose, since the halo stochasticity power spectrum is not precisely
known, we approximate Eq. (5.15) by the correlation coefficient between the actual halo
and the input initial Fourier modes, rhi, which from Eq. (5.8) reads

rhi(k) =
〈δhδinput〉k√

〈δhδh〉k 〈δinputδinput〉k
. (5.16)

Below, we show Eq. (5.16) in all our plots of correlation coefficient to serve as a reference
guideline. Note that Eq. (5.16) can deviate from Eq. (5.15) on small scales, i.e. high k
values, where the fields are non-Gaussian. However, at large scales, i.e. small k values, for
whatever weights are used, Eq. (5.15) always reduces to Eq. (5.16).

The difference between rri and rhi is then a quantitative measure of how good a re-
construction performs. We then define k80, k50 and k20 as the wavenumber at which
rri(k) = 0.8, 0.5, 0.2 respectively.

In addition, we also measure the amplitude bias between each reconstruction sample s′

and the input as

T s
′

rec(k) =

√
P s′

rec(k)

Ptrue(k)
, (5.17)

where P (k) ≡ 〈δ(k)δ(k)〉k. The borg ensemble mean and variance are then simply given
by:

Trec(k) =

〈√
P s′

rec(k)

Ptrue(k)

〉

s

, (5.18)

σ2
T (k) =

〈
T s
′

rec(k)−
〈√

P s′
rec(k)

Ptrue(k)

〉

s

〉

s

. (5.19)
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The value of Trec(k) can, technically, vary between 0 and 1 with Trec(k) = 1 implies the
inference is unbiased. In the reconstruction context, Eq. (5.17) can be thought of as a
“transfer function”.

Below we subsequently vary each element in Section 5.1 that could potentially affect
the quality of the reconstruction, while keeping the rest of the setup fixed. For clarification,
we summarize these factors below.

1. Tracer number density: nh = 2.91× 10−5, 1.10× 10−4, 3.34× 10−4 (hMpc−1)3.

2. Grid resolution: Lgrid = 31.25, 20.83, 15.625 h−1Mpc.

3. Forward model: LPT and 2LPT.

4. Bias model: power-law, broken power-law, and second-order bias.

5.4.1 Tracer number density

All results in this section are obtained with the following setup:

• 2LPT forward model.

• Power-law bias model.

• Lgrid = 15.625 h−1Mpc.

The only varying factor is the tracer number density as we consider three GADGET-
2 DM halo catalogs divided into mass bins: log10Mh = [13.0, 13.5), [13.5 − 14.0), [14.0 −
14.5)h−1M�. Their corresponding number densities are nh = 3.34×10−4, 1.10×10−4, 2.91×
10−5 (hMpc−1)3.

nh log10Mh k80 k50 k20

[(hMpc−1)3] [h−1M�] [hMpc−1] [hMpc−1] [hMpc−1]

3.34× 10−4 [13.0,13.5) 0.11 0.19 0.24

1.10× 10−4 [13.5,14.0) 0.09 0.17 0.22

2.91× 10−5 [14.0,14.5) 0.06 0.14 0.19

Table 5.1: We show the wavenumbers k80, k50 and k20 corresponding to the wave number
at which r(k) = 0.8, 0.5, 0.2 respectively, for three halo catalogs with different number
density.

As can be clearly seen from the top row of Figure 5.2, the quality of the reconstructions
is scale-dependent, as expected. We confirm that increasing tracer number density increases
the quality of the reconstruction, i.e shifts r(k) up, as can be consistently observed in both
Figure 5.2 and Table 5.1. The same trend applies for the power bias as it decreases with
higher tracer number density.
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nh = 2.91 ! 10!5 ( h!1Mpc)3
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nh = 1.10 ! 10!4 ( h!1Mpc)3

<latexit sha1_base64="7ht08xZV0vEWgKUN/VH67XugVxE=">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</latexit>

k[ h Mpc�1]

<latexit sha1_base64="d92Ajn3AAtmQA764ehlqKhsAa1A=">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</latexit>

r(
k
)

<latexit sha1_base64="wvzLh8+4Pd/jJILUeT5l5hZnacE=">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</latexit>

nh = 1.10 ⇥ 10�4 ( h Mpc�1)3

<latexit sha1_base64="fNqNb6T6GA+RSZdeo1VdHFJizy8=">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</latexit>

nh = 3.34 ! 10!4 ( h!1Mpc)3

<latexit sha1_base64="bh6SdvOfVUwVPmSDAP1MF2QbXqo=">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</latexit>

k[ h Mpc�1]

<latexit sha1_base64="d92Ajn3AAtmQA764ehlqKhsAa1A=">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</latexit>

r(
k
)

<latexit sha1_base64="wvzLh8+4Pd/jJILUeT5l5hZnacE=">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</latexit>

nh = 3.34 ⇥ 10�4 ( h Mpc�1)3

<latexit sha1_base64="msjXMIfAx4C7zN80bQA4yxfKlDg=">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</latexit>

nh = 2.91 ! 10!5 ( h!1Mpc)3

<latexit sha1_base64="y/5rrwKk4+qJ/iB/WZ3qKTyO72w=">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</latexit>

k[ h Mpc�1]

<latexit sha1_base64="d92Ajn3AAtmQA764ehlqKhsAa1A=">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</latexit>
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)

<latexit sha1_base64="2GjagX1W9jsCFkHsZ6uuQzpspj0=">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</latexit>

nh = 2.91 ⇥ 10�5 ( h Mpc�1)3

<latexit sha1_base64="In8mUTPs4sbLGQwq72Tdoee+hLY=">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</latexit>

nh = 1.10 ! 10!4 ( h!1Mpc)3

<latexit sha1_base64="7ht08xZV0vEWgKUN/VH67XugVxE=">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</latexit>

k[ h Mpc�1]

<latexit sha1_base64="d92Ajn3AAtmQA764ehlqKhsAa1A=">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</latexit>
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)

<latexit sha1_base64="2GjagX1W9jsCFkHsZ6uuQzpspj0=">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</latexit>

nh = 1.10 ⇥ 10�4 ( h Mpc�1)3

<latexit sha1_base64="fNqNb6T6GA+RSZdeo1VdHFJizy8=">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</latexit>

nh = 3.34 ! 10!4 ( h!1Mpc)3

<latexit sha1_base64="bh6SdvOfVUwVPmSDAP1MF2QbXqo=">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</latexit>

k[ h Mpc�1]

<latexit sha1_base64="d92Ajn3AAtmQA764ehlqKhsAa1A=">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</latexit>

nh = 3.34 ⇥ 10�4 ( h Mpc�1)3

<latexit sha1_base64="msjXMIfAx4C7zN80bQA4yxfKlDg=">AAAGXXicbVTNbtNAEHYLCcUUaOHAgYvVqFIrhSimqeCCVDU9cCBqUZP+qJtG6/UmXnW9a3nXIWXlB+BpuMKjcOJV2N04QOysFGvyffPN7MzYEySUCNlu/1pbf/CwVn+08dh9svn02fOt7RcXgmcpwgPEKU+vAigwJQwPJJEUXyUphnFA8WVw1zX85RSngnDWl/cJHsZwwsiYICg1NNpqADhl0YeD1kEHSBJj4bdv1ZtODpp7gPQSFO3fHmivdqttj1c1/MJoOMU5G23XdkDIURZjJhGFQtz47UQOFUwlQRTnLsgETiC6gxN8o00GdeKhstXk3q5GQm/MU/1j0rPo/woFYyHu40B7xlBGoswZcCUXxKvgm0yO3w8VYUkmMUPz/OOMepJ7pmNeSFKMJL3XBkQp0SV4KIIpRFL3dSmBjZ1gtFSgmmWMIB7iEkrlTKYwd3eBwNIoTbV7J2RCpGh+0uNh+6rbG3jnkAnvHKdknLsuSDHDXxCPY8hCBab5jT9UIIhVw891/CVuMienGK1i+7l+qH4Fv7b4dQVnFmcVPLR4WMGFxUUFx4klAE4EobwaTxp6omSFmM2JWfUGch7xBFMJvWpF07lwWiZYBI1SP6tlhadxrkJwGuOJHlGp66bk0CQriU7y4hIVBdUMprTkr1uQ/2uEW24UksV0OQ3N+87pijkizoSpIo09Ze1WxUN/KQpIPJPKmCX2TnxdsMYssTwQC9aYJbZvQ/dHNvuK2H0rL/hVepu84Fdk71LbgO6tqXtkuhfiMThWwHwtwVgdlwVmlen7cr3wzD7UYx1FhaonMqZ6OhUPuX23FmCkIr3w/LzM2eWnQDMCTXs//Te3jgttQVvsr8ec1Lnt1lJxAnOVTnSX9Lps6p15aB5tPWvX1VvVL+/QqnHxtuV3WoefO42j42K/bjivnR1nz/Gdd86R89E5cwYOcr45350fzs/a73qtvll/NnddXys0L52lU3/1B4DHSWo=</latexit>
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)

<latexit sha1_base64="2GjagX1W9jsCFkHsZ6uuQzpspj0=">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</latexit>

Figure 5.2: Comparison of correlation coefficient (top row) and amplitude bias (bottom),
between reconstructed and input initial density modes, for three GADGET-2 halo catalogs
of log10Mh = [14.0− 14.5), [13.5− 14.0), [13.0, 13.5)h−1M� (left to right). The dark and
light shaded regions correspond to the 1σ and 2σ uncertainties. The vertical solid black
line denotes the knyq = π/Lgrid. On top row, we additionally plot the correlation coefficient
between the halo and input initial matter density modes in dot-dashed pink.

We attribute the fact that r(k) is ∼ 10% less than 1 at the smallest k to two factors
that appear in the denominator of Eq. (5.15), which we will study further below:

1. incorrect bias model (see Figure 5.3),

2. tracer shot noise (see Figure 5.4).

To investigate the first point, we replace the GADGET-2 halo catalogs by mock catalogs
generated directly from the power-law bias model combined with Poisson stochasticity on
top of 2LPT-evolved matter density fields. We intentionally match the tracer densities of
these mock catalogs to those of the GADGET-2 halo catalogs presented above. Note that
we still sample the bias parameters (nh, β) during the reconstructions. Figure 5.3 shows
that, when the underlying mechanism that generates the input data is the same as the
data model used for the reconstruction, the correlation coefficient rri is greatly improved
and the amplitude bias Trec is significantly reduced for all three tracer densities (. 5% for
the case of highest tracer density) as there is no mismatch between the inferred and true
bias parameters.

However, even in this particular case, there is still a limit set by the tracer stochasticity
which is related to the second point above. To illustrate this effect of shot noise, we
run the reconstruction on another mock catalog with an even higher tracer density of
nh = 3.41 × 10−3 (hMpc−1)3 and show the result in Figure 5.4. Clearly, both r(k) and
Trec(k) now approach 1 at small k as the effect of shot noise is significantly suppressed, as
predicted by Eq. (5.15).
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nh = 1.10 ! 10!4 ( h!1Mpc)3

<latexit sha1_base64="7ht08xZV0vEWgKUN/VH67XugVxE=">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</latexit>

k[ h Mpc�1]

<latexit sha1_base64="d92Ajn3AAtmQA764ehlqKhsAa1A=">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</latexit>

r(
k
)

<latexit sha1_base64="wvzLh8+4Pd/jJILUeT5l5hZnacE=">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</latexit>

nh = 1.10 ⇥ 10�4 ( h Mpc�1)3

<latexit sha1_base64="fNqNb6T6GA+RSZdeo1VdHFJizy8=">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</latexit>

nh = 3.34 ! 10!4 ( h!1Mpc)3

<latexit sha1_base64="bh6SdvOfVUwVPmSDAP1MF2QbXqo=">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</latexit>

nh = 3.34 ! 10!4 ( h!1Mpc)3

<latexit sha1_base64="bh6SdvOfVUwVPmSDAP1MF2QbXqo=">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</latexit>

nh = 3.34 ! 10!4 ( h!1Mpc)3

<latexit sha1_base64="bh6SdvOfVUwVPmSDAP1MF2QbXqo=">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</latexit>

nh = 3.34 ! 10!4 ( h!1Mpc)3

<latexit sha1_base64="bh6SdvOfVUwVPmSDAP1MF2QbXqo=">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</latexit>

k[ h Mpc�1]

<latexit sha1_base64="d92Ajn3AAtmQA764ehlqKhsAa1A=">AAAGQXicbVTNbtNAEN4WAsX8tXDkYjWqVKQQJagVHKumBw5ELWrSH8VptF5v4lX2x/KuQ8rKT8EVnoan4BG4Ia5c2N04QOysFGvyffPN7MzYEyaUSNVqfd/YvHO3du/+1gPv4aPHT55u7zy7kCJLEe4jQUV6FUKJKeG4r4ii+CpJMWQhxZfhtGP5yxlOJRG8p24TPGRwwsmYIKgMdD0dBKSboHg42q63mi13/KrRLow6KM7ZaKe2G0QCZQxzhSiUctBuJWqoYaoIojj3gkziBKIpnOCBMTlkWA61u3Hu7xkk8sciNT+ufIf+r9CQSXnLQuPJoIplmbPgWi5k6+BBpsZvh5rwJFOYo0X+cUZ9JXzbFT8iKUaK3hoDopSYEnwUwxQiZXq3ksDFTjBaKVDPM06QiHAJpWquUph7e4HEyipttfsnZEKUbLw3I+Avdafb988hl/45Tsk497wgxRx/RIIxyCMdzPJBe6iDkOl6OzfxV7jJgpxhtI7t5eahexX82uHXFZw7nFfwyOFRBZcOlxUcJ44IcCIJFdV4ytITrSrEfEHMqzdQi4gnmCroVyuaLYSzMsFjaJXmWS0rOmW5joJThidmRKWu25Ijm6wkOsmLS1QU1DCY0pK/aUH+rxFeuVFIFdMVNLLvu6Br5ogEl7aKlPna2c2Kh/lSdKDwXGlrltip/LRkrVliRSiXrDVLbM+F7o1c9jWxe05e8Ov0LnnBr8neoa4BnRtb98h2L8Lj4FgH9msJx/q4LIAzHpv7CrPU7M4zYx3FhaorM667JpWIhHu3lmCs4xv9qp2XObf6dNCIg4a7n/mbO8eltqAd9tdjQZrcbmtplsBcpxPTJbMuG2ZnHtpHy8za88xWbZd3aNW4eN1sHzQPPxzUj46L/boFXoBdsA/a4A04Au/AGegDBBj4DL6Ar7VvtR+1n7VfC9fNjULzHKyc2u8/zxBERg==</latexit>

r(
k
)

<latexit sha1_base64="wvzLh8+4Pd/jJILUeT5l5hZnacE=">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</latexit>

nh = 3.34 ⇥ 10�4 ( h Mpc�1)3

<latexit sha1_base64="msjXMIfAx4C7zN80bQA4yxfKlDg=">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</latexit>

nh = 3.34 ! 10!4 ( h!1Mpc)3

<latexit sha1_base64="bh6SdvOfVUwVPmSDAP1MF2QbXqo=">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</latexit>

nh = 2.91 ! 10!5 ( h!1Mpc)3

<latexit sha1_base64="y/5rrwKk4+qJ/iB/WZ3qKTyO72w=">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</latexit>

k[ h Mpc�1]

<latexit sha1_base64="d92Ajn3AAtmQA764ehlqKhsAa1A=">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</latexit>
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)

<latexit sha1_base64="2GjagX1W9jsCFkHsZ6uuQzpspj0=">AAAGTXicbVTLbtNAFJ0WQot5tXTJxmpUqZVClKBWsKyaLlgQtahJH4rTaDyexFbmYXnGIWHkb2ELX8OaD2GHEDNjB4idkWLdnHPPfY19/ZhEQrZaPzY2HzysPdrafuw8efrs+Yud3ZfXgqcJwn3ECU9ufSgwiRjuy0gSfBsnGFKf4Bt/2jH8zQwnIuKsJxcxHlI4YdE4QlBqaLSz1xspj0IZJlQlGGXZ4fRotFNvNVv2uFWjXRh1UJzL0W5t3ws4SilmEhEoxKDdiuVQwURGiODM8VKBY4imcIIH2mSQYjFUtvrMPdBI4I55on9Muhb9X6EgFWJBfe1pChVlzoBrOZ+ugwepHL8bqojFqcQM5fnHKXEld82E3CDSg5BkoQ2Ikki34KIQJhBJPceVBDZ2rKe2gs5TFiEe4BJK5FwmMHMOPIGlUZpuD8+jSSRF44O+DnakOt2+ewWZcK9wEo0zx/ESzPAnxCmFLFDeLBu0h8rzqaq3Mx1/hZvk5AyjdWwv0w/Vq+B3Fr+r4MzirIIHFg8quLC4qOA4toSHYxERXo0nDT1RskLMc2JerUDmEc8xkdCtdjTLhbMywUJolPpZbSu4oJkKvAuKJ/qKSlM3LQcmWUl0nhVFVBREM5iQkr8eQfZvEE55UEgWt8tJYN53TtbcI+JMmC4S6iprNyse+ktRnsRzqYxZYqfi85I1ZonlvliyxiyxPRvaLAydfU3snpUX/Dq9TV7wa7J3iB1A5970PTLTC/DYO8v3kz9WZ2UBnLFQ18v1gjP7T1/rKCxUXZEy1dWpeMDtu7UEQxXeq9ftrMxF3RiFymuEXsPWp/9m1nGpLWiL/fXISZ3bbi1FY5ipZKKnpNdlQ+/ME/No6bt2HL1V2+UdWjWu3zTbx82Tj8f107Niv26DV2AfHII2eAtOwXtwCfoAgQX4Ar6Cb7XvtZ+1X7XfuevmRqHZAyvn0dYfSGVH6g==</latexit>

nh = 2.91 ⇥ 10�5 ( h Mpc�1)3

<latexit sha1_base64="In8mUTPs4sbLGQwq72Tdoee+hLY=">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</latexit>

nh = 3.34 ! 10!4 ( h!1Mpc)3

<latexit sha1_base64="bh6SdvOfVUwVPmSDAP1MF2QbXqo=">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</latexit>

nh = 1.10 ! 10!4 ( h!1Mpc)3

<latexit sha1_base64="7ht08xZV0vEWgKUN/VH67XugVxE=">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</latexit>

k[ h Mpc�1]

<latexit sha1_base64="d92Ajn3AAtmQA764ehlqKhsAa1A=">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</latexit>
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)

<latexit sha1_base64="2GjagX1W9jsCFkHsZ6uuQzpspj0=">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</latexit>

nh = 1.10 ⇥ 10�4 ( h Mpc�1)3

<latexit sha1_base64="fNqNb6T6GA+RSZdeo1VdHFJizy8=">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</latexit>

nh = 3.34 ! 10!4 ( h!1Mpc)3

<latexit sha1_base64="bh6SdvOfVUwVPmSDAP1MF2QbXqo=">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</latexit>

nh = 3.34 ! 10!4 ( h!1Mpc)3

<latexit sha1_base64="bh6SdvOfVUwVPmSDAP1MF2QbXqo=">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</latexit>

k[ h Mpc�1]

<latexit sha1_base64="d92Ajn3AAtmQA764ehlqKhsAa1A=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="2GjagX1W9jsCFkHsZ6uuQzpspj0=">AAAGTXicbVTLbtNAFJ0WQot5tXTJxmpUqZVClKBWsKyaLlgQtahJH4rTaDyexFbmYXnGIWHkb2ELX8OaD2GHEDNjB4idkWLdnHPPfY19/ZhEQrZaPzY2HzysPdrafuw8efrs+Yud3ZfXgqcJwn3ECU9ufSgwiRjuy0gSfBsnGFKf4Bt/2jH8zQwnIuKsJxcxHlI4YdE4QlBqaLSz1xspj0IZJlQlGGXZ4fRotFNvNVv2uFWjXRh1UJzL0W5t3ws4SilmEhEoxKDdiuVQwURGiODM8VKBY4imcIIH2mSQYjFUtvrMPdBI4I55on9Muhb9X6EgFWJBfe1pChVlzoBrOZ+ugwepHL8bqojFqcQM5fnHKXEld82E3CDSg5BkoQ2Ikki34KIQJhBJPceVBDZ2rKe2gs5TFiEe4BJK5FwmMHMOPIGlUZpuD8+jSSRF44O+DnakOt2+ewWZcK9wEo0zx/ESzPAnxCmFLFDeLBu0h8rzqaq3Mx1/hZvk5AyjdWwv0w/Vq+B3Fr+r4MzirIIHFg8quLC4qOA4toSHYxERXo0nDT1RskLMc2JerUDmEc8xkdCtdjTLhbMywUJolPpZbSu4oJkKvAuKJ/qKSlM3LQcmWUl0nhVFVBREM5iQkr8eQfZvEE55UEgWt8tJYN53TtbcI+JMmC4S6iprNyse+ktRnsRzqYxZYqfi85I1ZonlvliyxiyxPRvaLAydfU3snpUX/Dq9TV7wa7J3iB1A5970PTLTC/DYO8v3kz9WZ2UBnLFQ18v1gjP7T1/rKCxUXZEy1dWpeMDtu7UEQxXeq9ftrMxF3RiFymuEXsPWp/9m1nGpLWiL/fXISZ3bbi1FY5ipZKKnpNdlQ+/ME/No6bt2HL1V2+UdWjWu3zTbx82Tj8f107Niv26DV2AfHII2eAtOwXtwCfoAgQX4Ar6Cb7XvtZ+1X7XfuevmRqHZAyvn0dYfSGVH6g==</latexit>

nh = 3.34 ⇥ 10�4 ( h Mpc�1)3

<latexit sha1_base64="msjXMIfAx4C7zN80bQA4yxfKlDg=">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</latexit>

Figure 5.3: Correlation coefficient (top row) and amplitude bias (bottom) between re-
constructed and input initial density modes. The mock catalogs are generated on top of
a 2LPT-evolved matter density field by applying the same power-law deterministic bias
model and Poisson stochasticity that are used later in the borg reconstructions. We
show, from left to right, results for different tracer densities of nh = 2.91 × 10−5, 1.10 ×
10−4, 3.34× 10−4 (hMpc−1)3.

k[ h Mpc�1]

<latexit sha1_base64="d92Ajn3AAtmQA764ehlqKhsAa1A=">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</latexit>
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k
)

<latexit sha1_base64="wvzLh8+4Pd/jJILUeT5l5hZnacE=">AAAGPHicbVTPb9MwFPaAwgi/NjhyiVZN2qRSNWgTHKd1Bw5UG1q7H2q6ynGcxqpjR7FTOqz8C1zhr+H/4M4NceWM7aZAk1qK9fJ973vP7zl5QUqJkJ3O9407d+817j/YfOg8evzk6bOt7ecXgucZwgPEKc+uAigwJQwPJJEUX6UZhklA8WUw7Rr+coYzQTjry9sUjxI4YSQiCEoDZXvT/fFWs9Pu2OXWDa80mqBcZ+Ptxo4fcpQnmElEoRBDr5PKkYKZJIjiwvFzgVOIpnCCh9pkMMFipOxhC3dXI6Eb8Uw/TLoW/V+hYCLEbRJozwTKWFQ5A67lgmQdPMxl9HakCEtziRla5I9y6krumoa4IckwkvRWGxBlRJfgohhmEEndtpUENnaK0UqBap4zgniIKyiVc5nBwtn1BZZGaardOyETIkXrve4+21fd3sA9h0y45zgjUeE4foYZ/oh4kkAWKn9WDL2R8oNENb1Cx1/hJgtyhtE6tl/oTfVr+LXFr2s4szir4aHFwxouLC5qOE4t4eNUEMrr8aShJ0rWiPmCmNdPIBcRTzCV0K1XNFsIZ1WCxdAo9V4vKzxNChX6pwme6CuqdN2UHJpkFdFJUR6ipqCawZRW/HULin+NcKqNQrK8XU5D871zuuYeEWfCVJElrrJ2u+ah/xTlSzyXypgVdio+LVljVlgeiCVrzArbt6H7Y5t9Tey+lZf8Or1NXvJrsnepbUD3xtQ9Nt0LceQfK9/8LUGkjqsCOGOxPi/X88yMO32t47hU9UTOVE+n4iG339YSjFV8o155RZUjvRTFym/FfsueT78W1nGpLWmL/fVYkDq3nVoqSWGhsonukh6XLT0zD83W0XftOHqqetUZWjcuXre9g/bhh4Pm0XE5XzfBS7AD9oAH3oAj8A6cgQFAIAafwRfwtfGt8aPxs/Fr4Xpno9S8ACur8fsPyW5B0g==</latexit>

nh = 3.41 ⇥ 10�3( h Mpc�1)3

<latexit sha1_base64="13Na6Ou2pHL3Op9GYappock8fuY=">AAAGW3icbVTPb9MwFPY2VkYYsIE4cQmrJm1SqRq2CS5I07oDB6oNrd0PNV3lOG5jzbGj2CkdVs78NVzhb+HA/4LtpkCTWmr0+n3ve8/vveQFCSVCtlq/VlbXHqzXHm48ch5vPnn6bGv7+aXgWYpwD3HK0+sACkwJwz1JJMXXSYphHFB8Fdy1DX81wakgnHXlfYIHMRwzMiIISg0Nt177cMKiDwfNQ8+XJMbCa92qNwf5nk86CYr2bw+GW/VWs2WPWzW8wqiD4pwPt9d3/JCjLMZMIgqF6HutRA4UTCVBFOeOnwmcQHQHx7ivTQZ12oGyteTurkZCd8RT/WPStej/CgVjIe7jQHvGUEaizBlwKRfEy+B+JkfvB4qwJJOYoVn+UUZdyV3TLzckKUaS3msDopToElwUwRQiqbu6kMDGTjBaKFBNM0YQD3EJpXIqU5g7u77A0ihNtXunZEykaHzSw2H7qt3puReQCfcCp2SUO46fYoa/IB7HkIXKn+R9b6D8IFZ1L9fxF7jxjJxgtIzt5vqhuhX8xuI3FZxZnFXw0OJhBRcWFxUcJ5bwcSII5dV40tBjJSvEdEZMqzeQs4inmEroViuazISTMsEiaJT6WS0rPItzFfpnMR7rEZW6bkoOTbKS6DQvLlFRUM1gSkv+ugX5v0Y45UYhWUyX09C875wumSPiTJgq0thV1m5WPPSXonyJp1IZs8Teia9z1pgllgdizhqzxHZt6O7QZl8Su2vlBb9Mb5MX/JLsbWob0L41dQ9N90I88k+Ub76WYKROygKzyPR9uV53ZhvqsQ6jQtURGVMdnYqH3L5bczBSkV53Xl7m7PJTfiPyG/Z++m9uHefagrbYX48ZqXPbraXiBOYqHesu6XXZ0DvzyDxaetaOo7eqV96hVePybdM7bB59PqwfnxT7dQO8AjtgD3jgHTgGH8E56AEEvoHv4Af4uf67tlZzapsz19WVQvMCLJzayz/tjkjL</latexit>

k[ h Mpc�1]

<latexit sha1_base64="d92Ajn3AAtmQA764ehlqKhsAa1A=">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</latexit>

nh = 3.41 ⇥ 10�3( h Mpc�1)3
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Figure 5.4: Correlation coefficient (left) and amplitude bias (right) for borg reconstruction
where the input mock catalog has an enhanced tracer number density of nh = 3.41 ×
10−3 (hMpc−1)3. Note the uncertainty regions are now shrank significantly as the high
density tracers provide much tighter constraints on both rri and Trec.
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Figure 5.5: Histograms of the power-law index β – the only bias parameter in the power-
law bias model – as inferred by borg in the three reconstructions using DM halos of (from
left to right) log10Mh = [14.0 − 14.5), [13.5 − 14.0), [13.0, 13.5)h−1M� as tracers. The
vertical dash line represents the borg ensemble mean.

It should also be mentioned that, within each mass bin, we do not weight the halos by
their massess but instead treating them all as equal mass tracers. For analysis in which
the tracer mass is available, it is advisable to weight the halos by mass to reduce their shot
noise [148, 149].

Additionally, we notice a rather scale-independent bias in the amplitude of recon-
structed and true initial density modes. This trend can be universally observed in the
rest of the results in this chapter. We attribute this to the fact that the real-space Pois-
son likelihood tends to underestimate the first-order bias parameters, i.e. β and b1, for
the range of halos considered in this work. As shown in Figure 5.5 specifically for the
power-law bias model currently considered, 〈β〉 < 1 for the first two halo mass bins
while ' 1 for the most massive bin. On the other hand, the large-scale values of b1

for these halo mass bins can be computed from the best-fit in [150, 151], for our cosmol-
ogy, as b1 = 1.1742, 1.5597, 2.2690, respectively. These deviations all point to significant
contributions from second- and higher-order terms of the evolved matter density field in
Eqs. (5.1)–(5.2).

It is worth pointing out here that there is a small yet important difference between the
large-scale values of bias parameters bLO, i.e. bias parameters measured through n-point
function, and the values inferred by count-in-cell data from borg. The latter is often
referred to as moment bias bmO (Lgrid), and it depends on the smoothing scale Lgrid in borg.
At leading-order, however, the relation bL1 = bm1 should hold so long as non-linear correction
of order σ2(Lgrid) is negligible (see Section 4.2 of [65] for a detailed discussion). We note
that for the input data employed in this study, σ2(Lgrid) ' 0.09 − 0.33 respectively for
Lgrid = 31.25− 16.625 h−1Mpc.

5.4.2 Grid resolution

All results in this section are obtained with the following setup:

• 2LPT forward model.
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Lgrid = 31.25 h!1Mpc
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<latexit sha1_base64="B3d6st4if6Sy8toQYZpOToDNQEw=">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</latexit>

r(
k
)

<latexit sha1_base64="wvzLh8+4Pd/jJILUeT5l5hZnacE=">AAAGPHicbVTPb9MwFPaAwgi/NjhyiVZN2qRSNWgTHKd1Bw5UG1q7H2q6ynGcxqpjR7FTOqz8C1zhr+H/4M4NceWM7aZAk1qK9fJ973vP7zl5QUqJkJ3O9407d+817j/YfOg8evzk6bOt7ecXgucZwgPEKc+uAigwJQwPJJEUX6UZhklA8WUw7Rr+coYzQTjry9sUjxI4YSQiCEoDZXvT/fFWs9Pu2OXWDa80mqBcZ+Ptxo4fcpQnmElEoRBDr5PKkYKZJIjiwvFzgVOIpnCCh9pkMMFipOxhC3dXI6Eb8Uw/TLoW/V+hYCLEbRJozwTKWFQ5A67lgmQdPMxl9HakCEtziRla5I9y6krumoa4IckwkvRWGxBlRJfgohhmEEndtpUENnaK0UqBap4zgniIKyiVc5nBwtn1BZZGaardOyETIkXrve4+21fd3sA9h0y45zgjUeE4foYZ/oh4kkAWKn9WDL2R8oNENb1Cx1/hJgtyhtE6tl/oTfVr+LXFr2s4szir4aHFwxouLC5qOE4t4eNUEMrr8aShJ0rWiPmCmNdPIBcRTzCV0K1XNFsIZ1WCxdAo9V4vKzxNChX6pwme6CuqdN2UHJpkFdFJUR6ipqCawZRW/HULin+NcKqNQrK8XU5D871zuuYeEWfCVJElrrJ2u+ah/xTlSzyXypgVdio+LVljVlgeiCVrzArbt6H7Y5t9Tey+lZf8Or1NXvJrsnepbUD3xtQ9Nt0LceQfK9/8LUGkjqsCOGOxPi/X88yMO32t47hU9UTOVE+n4iG339YSjFV8o155RZUjvRTFym/FfsueT78W1nGpLWmL/fVYkDq3nVoqSWGhsonukh6XLT0zD83W0XftOHqqetUZWjcuXre9g/bhh4Pm0XE5XzfBS7AD9oAH3oAj8A6cgQFAIAafwRfwtfGt8aPxs/Fr4Xpno9S8ACur8fsPyW5B0g==</latexit>

nh = 3.34 ! 10!4 ( h!1Mpc)3

<latexit sha1_base64="bh6SdvOfVUwVPmSDAP1MF2QbXqo=">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</latexit>

k[ h Mpc�1]

<latexit sha1_base64="d92Ajn3AAtmQA764ehlqKhsAa1A=">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</latexit>

r(
k
)

<latexit sha1_base64="wvzLh8+4Pd/jJILUeT5l5hZnacE=">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</latexit>

nh = 3.34 ⇥ 10�4 ( h Mpc�1)3

<latexit sha1_base64="msjXMIfAx4C7zN80bQA4yxfKlDg=">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</latexit>

k[ h Mpc�1]

<latexit sha1_base64="d92Ajn3AAtmQA764ehlqKhsAa1A=">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</latexit>

Lgrid = 15.625 h�1Mpc

<latexit sha1_base64="dumLEyAuzOX2JaZ6sHHY077LUsg=">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</latexit>

Lgrid = 31.25 h!1Mpc

<latexit sha1_base64="Aa2SsDIa1vMQBnwLbWjy1IumeDo=">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</latexit>

k[ h Mpc�1]

<latexit sha1_base64="d92Ajn3AAtmQA764ehlqKhsAa1A=">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</latexit>

T
re

c
(k

)

<latexit sha1_base64="2GjagX1W9jsCFkHsZ6uuQzpspj0=">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</latexit>

Lgrid = 31.25 h�1Mpc

<latexit sha1_base64="UA4w5un9n0D6eWOevwowdFIu/kI=">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</latexit>

Lgrid = 20.83 h!1Mpc

<latexit sha1_base64="ymuX85nAhB6znYe32zRJiPaHMVA=">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</latexit>

k[ h Mpc�1]

<latexit sha1_base64="d92Ajn3AAtmQA764ehlqKhsAa1A=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="2GjagX1W9jsCFkHsZ6uuQzpspj0=">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</latexit>

Lgrid = 20.83 h�1Mpc

<latexit sha1_base64="B3d6st4if6Sy8toQYZpOToDNQEw=">AAAGWHicbVRdb9MwFPWAdVv52sYjEopWTRpSqZqxib0gTeseeFi1obX7UNNVjuMm1hw7it3SYeWNX8Mr/Bn4NdhOCjSppUa359xzr++9yfUTSoRst3+tPHr8ZLW2tr5Rf/rs+YuXm1vbV4JPUoT7iFOe3vhQYEoY7ksiKb5JUgxjn+Jr/75j+OspTgXhrCcfEjyMYcjImCAoNTTafHM2Ul4MZZTGKkxJkGUf99uto/de0+smKBptNtqttj1O1XALowGKczHaWt3xAo4mMWYSUSjEwG0ncqhgKgmiOKt7E4ETiO5hiAfaZDDGYqhsIZmzq5HAGfNU/5h0LPq/QsFYiIfY157mzqLMGXAp58fL4MFEjo+GirBkIjFDef7xhDqSO6ZZTkBSjCR90AZEKdElOCiCKURSt3QhgY2dYLRQoJpNGEE8wCWUyplMYVbf9QSWRmmq3TslIZGieaYnw96qTrfvXEImnEucknFWr3spZvgL4nEMWaC8aTZwh8rzY9VwMx1/gQtzcorRMraX6YfqVfBbi99WcGZxVsEDiwcVXFhcVHCcWMLDiSCUV+NJQ4dKVohZTsyqN5B5xFNMJXSqFU1z4bRMsAgapX5WywrO40wF3nmMQz2iUtdNyYFJVhKdZsUlKgqqGUxpyV+3IPvXiHq5UUgW0+U0MO87p0vmiDgTpoo0dpS1WxUP/aUoT+KZVMYssffi65w1ZonlvpizxiyxPRu6N7LZl8TuWXnBL9Pb5AW/JHuH2gZ07kzdI9O9AI+9k3xV+WN1UhbAKYv0fbnedWYV6rGOokLVFROmujoVD7h9t+ZgpKI79c7Nyhwxm095zchr2vvpv5l1nGsL2mJ/PXJS57ZbS8UJzFQa6i7pddnUO/PQPNp61vW63qpueYdWjav9lnvQOvx80Dg+KfbrOngNdsAecMEHcAw+gQvQBwh8A9/BD/Bz9XcN1NZqG7nro5VC8wosnNr2H0QtSKc=</latexit>

Lgrid = 15.625 h!1Mpc

<latexit sha1_base64="SnDi9Lj4lf4ANLFu+Ur0zE0AEFU=">AAAGWXicbVTNbtNAEHYLDcX8tfTIAaulUpFCFFcEuCBVTQ8cGrWoSX8Up9F6vbFXXe9a3k1IWXzkyAPAK3AEHoMHQLwMu2sHiJ2VYk2+b76ZnRl7/IRgLprNX0vLN26u1G6t3rbv3L13/8Ha+sNTzsYpRD3ICEvPfcARwRT1BBYEnScpArFP0Jl/1db82QSlHDPaFdcJGsQgpHiEIRAKGq49PhxKLwYiSmMZpjjIstduq/Fit+XVvU4Co+HaVrPRNMepGm5hbO09+fzp57cPX46H6yubXsDgOEZUQAI477vNRAwkSAWGBGW2N+YoAfAKhKivTApixAfSVJI52woJnBFL1Y8Kx6D/KySIOb+OfeWpL83LnAYXcn68CO6PxejVQGKajAWiMM8/GhNHMEd3ywlwiqAg18oAMMWqBAdGIAVQqJ7OJTCxEwTnCpTTMcWQBaiEEjEVKcjsbY8joZW62p0DHGLB64dqNPSpbHd6zgmg3DlBKR5ltu2liKJ3kMUxoIH0JlnfHUjPj+WWm6n4c1yYkxMEF7HdTD1kt4JfGPyiglOD0woeGDyo4NzgvIKjxBAeSjgmrBpPaDqUokJMc2JavYHIIx4gIoBTrWiSCydlgkZAK9WzWlZwFGcy8I5iFKoRlbquSw50spLoICsuUVEQxSBCSv6qBdm/RtjlRkFRTJeRQL/vjCyYI2SU6yrS2JHGblQ81JciPYGmQmqzxF7x9zNWmyWW+XzGarPEdk3o7tBkXxC7a+QFv0hvkhf8guxtYhrQvtR1D3X3AjTy9vNd5Y/kflkAJjRS92Vq2eldqMY6jApVh4+p7KhULGDm3ZqBkYwu5TM3K3NYbz7p1SOvbu6n/mbGcaYtaIP99chJldtsLRknIJNpqLqk1mVd7cyWfjTVrG1bbVW3vEOrxuluw33eaL1V63Xfys+q9cjatHYs13pp7VlvrGOrZ0Hro/XV+m79WPldW6qt1uzcdXmp0GxYc6e28QcLlE0D</latexit>

k[ h Mpc�1]

<latexit sha1_base64="d92Ajn3AAtmQA764ehlqKhsAa1A=">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</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="2GjagX1W9jsCFkHsZ6uuQzpspj0=">AAAGTXicbVTLbtNAFJ0WQot5tXTJxmpUqZVClKBWsKyaLlgQtahJH4rTaDyexFbmYXnGIWHkb2ELX8OaD2GHEDNjB4idkWLdnHPPfY19/ZhEQrZaPzY2HzysPdrafuw8efrs+Yud3ZfXgqcJwn3ECU9ufSgwiRjuy0gSfBsnGFKf4Bt/2jH8zQwnIuKsJxcxHlI4YdE4QlBqaLSz1xspj0IZJlQlGGXZ4fRotFNvNVv2uFWjXRh1UJzL0W5t3ws4SilmEhEoxKDdiuVQwURGiODM8VKBY4imcIIH2mSQYjFUtvrMPdBI4I55on9Muhb9X6EgFWJBfe1pChVlzoBrOZ+ugwepHL8bqojFqcQM5fnHKXEld82E3CDSg5BkoQ2Ikki34KIQJhBJPceVBDZ2rKe2gs5TFiEe4BJK5FwmMHMOPIGlUZpuD8+jSSRF44O+DnakOt2+ewWZcK9wEo0zx/ESzPAnxCmFLFDeLBu0h8rzqaq3Mx1/hZvk5AyjdWwv0w/Vq+B3Fr+r4MzirIIHFg8quLC4qOA4toSHYxERXo0nDT1RskLMc2JerUDmEc8xkdCtdjTLhbMywUJolPpZbSu4oJkKvAuKJ/qKSlM3LQcmWUl0nhVFVBREM5iQkr8eQfZvEE55UEgWt8tJYN53TtbcI+JMmC4S6iprNyse+ktRnsRzqYxZYqfi85I1ZonlvliyxiyxPRvaLAydfU3snpUX/Dq9TV7wa7J3iB1A5970PTLTC/DYO8v3kz9WZ2UBnLFQ18v1gjP7T1/rKCxUXZEy1dWpeMDtu7UEQxXeq9ftrMxF3RiFymuEXsPWp/9m1nGpLWiL/fXISZ3bbi1FY5ipZKKnpNdlQ+/ME/No6bt2HL1V2+UdWjWu3zTbx82Tj8f107Niv26DV2AfHII2eAtOwXtwCfoAgQX4Ar6Cb7XvtZ+1X7XfuevmRqHZAyvn0dYfSGVH6g==</latexit>

Lgrid = 15.625 h�1Mpc

<latexit sha1_base64="dumLEyAuzOX2JaZ6sHHY077LUsg=">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</latexit>

Figure 5.6: Comparison of correlation coefficient (top row) and amplitude bias (bottom
row) for three grid resolutions of Lgrid = 31.25, 20.83, 15.625 h−1Mpc (left to right) cor-
responding to Ngrid = 643, 963, 1283, respectively. In all three cases, we use the same
GADGET-2 halo catalog of log10Mh = [13.0, 13.5)h−1M� as input data, for maximum
tracer density. The uncertainty regions and reference lines are defined similar to Figure 5.2.

• Power-law bias model.

• DM halos, log10Mh = [13.0, 13.5)h−1M�.

The only varying factor here is the grid resolution. We run three reconstructions at grid
sizes of Lgrid = 31.25, 20.83, 15.625 h−1Mpc. Increasing the resolution, i.e. decreasing the
grid size Lgrid, reduces the number of small scale modes the stochasticity has to absorb5 –
at the expense of computational resources. However, there exists a limiting physical scale
under which LPT and 2LPT will break down.

In Figure 5.6, we observe the same scale-dependent behavior of r(k) in Figure 5.6. Inter-
estingly, higher resolutions improve r(k) and Trec(k) even at small k (see Table 5.2), albeit
rather marginal going from Lgrid = 20.83 h−1Mpc to Lgrid = 15.625 h−1Mpc. This trend
suggests that the real-space Poisson likelihood is not a good model for halo stochasticity
at large grid sizes.

5.4.3 Forward model

All results in this section are obtained from the following setup:

• Power-law bias model.

5It should be noted that, for higher resolutions, although the unfiltered evolved matter density fields
in the reconstruction will also be closer to the true, unfiltered matter density field at redshift zero, what
really matters for the reconstruction is only the density filtered by the CIC kernel specified by Lgrid.
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Lgrid Ngrid k80 k50 k20

[h−1Mpc] [hMpc−1] [hMpc−1] [hMpc−1]

31.25 643 0.08 0.13 0.16

20.83 963 0.10 0.16 0.20

15.625 1283 0.11 0.19 0.24

Table 5.2: We show the wavenumbers k80, k50 and k20 corresponding to the wave number at
which r(k) = 0.8, 0.5, 0.2 respectively, for the halo mass bin log10Mh = [13.0, 13.5)h−1M�,
at three resolutions, from left to right, Lgrid = 31.25, 20.83, 15.625 h−1Mpc.

• Poisson likelihood.

• DM halos, log10Mh = [13.0, 13.5)h−1M�.

• Lgrid = 15.625 h−1Mpc.

We run two reconstructions using LPT and 2LPT as forward model. In terms of numerical
performance, we assert that LPT significantly reduces the computation resources require
while maintaining the same convergence rate.

We find the quality of reconstructions using LPT mirror that of reconstructions running
with 2LPT extremely well, as shown in Figure 5.7 (see also Table 5.3), even at the highest
resolution considered here, Lgrid = 15.625 h−1Mpc. Both exhibit the same behavior in term
of power bias, as illustrated in Figure 5.7. The ensemble means of the reconstructed initial
density fields using LPT and 2LPT are & 99% spatially-correlated. We additionally verify
that the same trend applies for reconstruction using the broken power-law bias instead of
the simple power-law bias model; the results from LPT and 2LPT agree down to the k80,
k50, k20 values, for both bias models. We summarize the results in Table 5.3.

This finding, couples with results from varying grid resolutions in the previous section,
strongly suggest that a field-level Bayesian forward modeling such as borg is actually
applicable for future surveys where the grid resolution will be anyway limited due to the
larger volumes. In the next chapter, we will see such an application on BOSS/SDSS3 data.

Forward model k80 k50 k20

[hMpc−1] [hMpc−1] [hMpc−1]

lpt 0.11 0.19 0.24

2lpt 0.11 0.19 0.24

Table 5.3: We show the wavenumbers k80, k50 and k20 corresponding to the wave number
at which r(k) = 0.8, 0.5, 0.2 respectively, for reconstructions using LPT and 2LPT forward
model.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of correlation coefficient (top row) and amplitude bias (bottom
row) from reconstructions using LPT (left) and 2LPT (right) as forward model. Both
reconstructions use the GADGET-2 halo catalog of log10Mh = [13.0, 13.5)h−1M� as input
data, and the power-law bias model coupled with the Poisson likelihood. They also share
the same grid resolution of Lgrid = 15.625 h−1Mpc, the highest resolution considered in
our analysis.

5.4.4 Bias model

All results in this section are obtained with the following setup:

• LPT forward model.

• DM halos, log10Mh = [13.0, 13.5)h−1M�.

• Lgrid = 15.625 h−1Mpc.

We consider here three deterministic bias models which include the power-law, broken
power-law and second-order bias.

Surprisingly, all the bias models considered here essentially perform equally (see Fig-
ure 5.8 and Table 5.4), suggesting (again) that the key factor controlling the reconstructions
is the likelihood.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of correlation coefficient (top row) and amplitude bias (bottom
row) from reconstructions using three (deterministic) bias models: power-law, broken
power-law, and second-order bias (left to right). All three use the same input GADGET-2
halo of log10Mh = [13.0, 13.5)h−1M�, the same LPT forward model, and the same grid
resolution of Lgrid = 15.625 h−1Mpc.

Bias model k80 k50 k20

[hMpc−1] [hMpc−1] [hMpc−1]

Power-law 0.11 0.19 0.24

Broken power-law 0.11 0.19 0.24

Second-order 0.11 0.18 0.30

Table 5.4: We show the wavenumbers k80, k50 and k20 corresponding to the wave num-
ber at which r(k) = 0.8, 0.5, 0.2 respectively, for GADGET-2 halos in log10Mh =
[13.0, 13.5)h−1M�, at Lgrid = 15.625 h−1Mpc, with three different (deterministic) bias
models.
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5.5 Discussion and conclusion

We have presented an investigation into the impact of various ingredients in the quality of
the initial conditions reconstructed by Bayesian forward modeling of clustering of DM halos
in GADGET-2 simulation. For this purpose, we have implemented in the borg framework
a non-local, second-order bias model based on the EFT approach to galaxy clustering (see
Section 3.1.1 and [65]). We further quantify the performance of each reconstruction via a
Fourier-space correlation coefficient r(k) between inferred and input initial density modes.
We additionally measure the bias in the amplitude of reconstructed initial fluctuations.

Universally, we have found that the real-space, Poisson likelihood underestimates the
linear bias factor which in turn induces a scale-independent bias on the amplitude of the
reconstructed modes. Further investigation is needed to examine whether this effect is
specific to the Poisson likelihood or general for all the real-space likelihoods. The only
implication from our results is that non-linear corrections are important for the grid sizes
considered here. In Chapter 7, we will derive and study a Fourier-space likelihood which
applies a sharp-k filter on the halo and evolved matter fields in order to keep these non-
linear contributions under rigorous control.

We further confirm that increasing (decreasing) tracer number density shifts the cor-
relation up/down and reduces (enhances) amplitude bias of the inferred initial conditions.
Similar conclusions can be drawn for grid resolutions, albeit to a lesser extent. Care should
be taken in choosing the grid size to balance between performance and computational cost.

The choices of gravitational forward model considered here, being LPT and 2LPT, do
not significantly affect the performance of borg reconstructions, even for fairly small grid
size Lgrid = 15.625 h−1Mpc. It would be interesting to push this limit by increasing the
number of grid size Ngrid, and/or using a smaller simulation box. This is of particular
importance since information from small, non-linear scales, if modeled correctly, might
improve the reconstruction even on large scales, as seen here (see also [152, 153]. Similarly,
the performances of three deterministic bias models examined in this chapter are almost
identical up to Lgrid = 15.625 h−1Mpc.

To our knowledge, this is the first stringent test for Bayesian forward modeling of
halo clustering implemented in borg. Our input data is taken directly from GADGET-2
simulations instead of being generated from the same data model used in the analysis (as
done in [39, 127, 154]). A more realistic test case would also include survey geometries and
selection effect on top of a full N-body simulation. In addition, further investigation of the
likelihood is also an interesting topic, given the sub-optimal performance of the Poisson
likelihood employed here. We defer such studies for future work.



Chapter 6

Inference of galaxy cluster large-scale
bulk flow and measurement of
kinematic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect

In this chapter, we introduce a concrete astrophysical application of the Bayesian forward
inference approach to galaxy clustering data: measurement of the kinematic Sunyaev-
Zel’dovich (kSZ) effect in the CMB data using the Bayesian forward inferred large-scale
bulk flow of galaxy clusters. The project described in this chapter is currently in the final
stage, being prepared for publication. Results presented here and conclusions drawn from
them are expected to be consistent with the final paper.

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.1, we review the theory and moti-
vation behind the study of kSZ effect, including its theoretical model, its potential as a
cosmological probe, previous measurements in the literature, and what Bayesian forward
inference could add to this picture. In Section 6.2, we review the datasets used in this
work and the physical modeling of these components. We further introduce the general
data model and the kSZ likelihood in Section 6.3. We report our measurements of the kSZ
effect and the large-scale bulk flow of maxBCG clusters, with their associated uncertain-
ties, in Section 6.4. Two null tests are performed and described in Section 6.5. Finally, we
summarize our findings and discuss potential future improvements of kSZ measurement in
Section 6.6. Other relevant details are documented in Appendix G–Appendix I.

6.1 Theory and motivation

As Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) photons pass through a cloud of free electrons,
they might gain or lose energy due to Compton scattering processes. These phenomena
leave imprints of cosmic large-scale structure (LSS), specifically ionized baryonic gas inside
clusters of galaxies, on the primary CMB temperature anisotropies, and is referred to
collectively as Sunyaev-Zel’dovich (SZ) effects [155]. In specific, the kinematic SZ (kSZ)
effect designates the temperature anisotropies induced by the coherent bulk motion of the
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ionized, free electron gas (with respect to the CMB or the comoving observer rest frame1).
Due to peculiar motion (of the galaxy cluster), in the cluster electron gas rest frame,
the primary CMB radiation appears anisotropic, hence the Compton scattering2 would
marginally re-isotropize this radiation. This, in the CMB or comoving observer rest frame,
results into the radiation field appears slightly anistropic along the LOS of the scattering
electron gas. The anisotropies induced by such coherent motion, in the non-relativistic
limit, simply appear as a shift in the CMB blackbody temperature – as opposed to the
spectral distortion imprinted by the random thermal motion of free electron, referred to as
thermal SZ (tSZ) effect. Let us consider a single point source, located at position x along
direction n̂ on the sky. At first-order, the kSZ signal imprinted by the cluster onto the
CMB is given by [155, 156, 157, 158]:

∆TkSZ(n̂)

T0

= −σT
∫

dl

(
ve(x) · n̂

c

)
ne(x) (6.1)

where T0 = 2.725× 106 µK is the CMB blackbody temperature, ne(x) is the free electron
number density at position x, and ve(x) is the peculiar velocity of free electrons. σT and c
denote the Thomson scattering cross-section and the speed of light in vacuum, respectively.
The integral

∫
dl is performed along the line-of-sight (LOS) n̂. It is generally assumed that

the bulk motion of free electrons and their host clusters follows the large-scale motion of
Dark Matter (DM) [65], i.e. ve = vDM = v, and since the correlation length of the latter
is much larger than the physical size of a typical galaxy cluster [159], Eq. (6.1) could be
further reduced to

∆TkSZ(n̂)

T0

= −τ(x, n̂)
(
vLOS(x, n̂)/c

)
, (6.2)

where
vLOS(x, n̂) = v(x) · n̂ (6.3)

denotes the velocity along the LOS n̂, and we have defined

τ(x, n̂) = σT

∫
dl ne(x) (6.4)

to be the LOS projected optical depth. Eq. (6.4) is written for a point source. If a cluster
is resolved, we need to integrate Eq. (6.4) over the size θi of the cluster. For example,
assuming a spherically symmetric Gaussian profile for the electron gas, Eq. (6.4) becomes

τ(xi, θ) =
τ0,i√
2πθ2

i

∫ θ

0

d2θe−θ
2/2θ2i , (6.5)

where τ0,i is the integrated optical depth specific for cluster i. We will return to this in
more details in Section 6.2.2 and the discussion following Eq. (6.16).

1The two frames are equivalent in such a homogeneous and isotropic Universe described by the FLRW
metric.

2For typical clusters, the non-relativistic limit vpec/c� 1 applies, and the kinematic SZ effect is better
described by Thomson scattering, which leads to a great simplification in relevant computations.
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A measurement of the kSZ signal thus directly constrains the product (v(x) · n̂)τ on
the r.h.s. of Eq. (6.2). Assuming an external constraint on τ (see, e.g. [160]), the kSZ
signal allows for a measurement of the peculiar velocity field v(x) – which, in comparison

to that of its divergence ~∇ · v(x), is less affected by nonlinear evolution – and hence for a
test of modified gravity and Dark Energy models [161, 162, 163] as well as a constraint on
the sum of neutrino masses [164].

On another hand, if one could measure or reconstruct the peculiar velocity field v(x),
e.g. from GRS data, measurement of the kSZ signal then offers a probe for τ , i.e. the
abundance and profile of free baryons inside galaxy clusters [165, 166]. Two unique features
of the kSZ signal that one could notice from Eq. (6.2) is that it does not depend on
temperature of the gas and only scales linearly with the gas density. These indeed make
kSZ measurement the perfect candidate for detecting and measuring the otherwise elusive
Warm-Hot Intergalactic Medium (WHIM) [167, 168, 165, 166] – a diffuse form of free
baryonic gas with temperatures of 105 − 107K which is too cold to show up in X-ray,
and even tSZ measurements – that is suggested to host a large fraction of baryons in
our Universe that are still missing compared to the number predicted by our standard
cosmological model [167, 168].

Both approaches described above will benefit tremendously from upcoming high-resolution
CMB experiments and large-volume galaxy redshift surveys. Indeed, the advent of CMB-
S4 [29] will allow for the application of kSZ tomography, i.e. measurements of kSZ signal at
different redshifts. The result of which could then be cross-correlated with datasets from
DESI [18] or LSST [20] to, for example, either precisely map out the radial component
of peculiar velocity field, which in turn would significantly improve current constraints
on scale-dependent galaxy bias and local primordial non-Gaussianities [169], or tightly
constrain the cosmic gas fraction and models of ionized gas evolution [170].

Consequently, despite the fact that the kSZ signal is deeply buried beneath the primary
CMB anisotropies, there have been several attempts to measure this effect using various
datasets and estimators. These efforts have resulted in ' 2− 4σ evidence of the kSZ effect
using the kSZ pairwise estimator [171, 159, 172, 173] and the cross-correlation between
CMB maps and reconstructed velocity field [159, 174, 166].

Previous analyses of the kSZ (see, e.g. [159, 174, 166]) usually derived v(x) – assuming a
certain cosmology with Hubble parameter H and cosmic linear growth rate f = d ln δ/d ln a
– from the inversion of the linearized continuity equation in either real-space x [159]

∇ · v(x) = −aHfδ(x), (6.6)

or redshift-space s [174], ,

∇ · v(s) + f∇ · [(v(s) · n̂) n̂] = −aHfδ(s), (6.7)

where the DM density field δ(x) is simply obtained from a smoothed galaxy density field
δg(x) by assuming a local, linear bias relation of the form δ(x) = δg(x)/b1. This simple
method, however, ignores various uncertainties and systematics in the velocity reconstruc-
tion [159, 165, 174].
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Below, we apply our Bayesian inference approach to the measurement of kSZ signal –
extracted by traditional/adaptive aperture photometry filters [165, 159, 175] – from the
Planck 2018 SMICA CMB map [44] at locations of a sub-sample of maxBCG clusters [42].
In particular, the kSZ signal of each cluster is modeled using the LOS component of its pe-
culiar velocity assigned from velocity fields in samples of the borg-SDSS3 reconstruction
[43]. These samples are essentially the prior in our Bayesian analysis. It is worth empha-
sizing that the peculiar velocity field reconstruction using the borg framework naturally
takes into account the non-linear, non-Gaussian formation and dynamics of LSS associated
with statistics of the density field beyond the 2-point correlation function, redshift-space
distortions and light-cone effects [102, 43]. As such, our analysis not only coherently uti-
lizes the information from higher-order statistics of LSS3 but also accounts for systematics
and uncertainties introduced by those. To our knowledge, this is the first time the uncer-
tainty in velocity reconstruction is properly included in the final uncertainty of the kSZ
measurement.

For consistency, throughout we assume the same flat ΛCDM cosmology with the same
cosmological parameters as assumed by the borg-SDSS3 reconstruction in [43], Ωr = 0,
ΩK = 0, Ωm = 0.2889, Ωb = 0.048597, ΩΛ = 0.7111, w = −1, ns = 0.9667, σ8 = 0.8159,
H0 = 67.74 kms−1Mpc−1.

6.2 Data sets

6.2.1 CMB data

Planck SMICA CMB map

Our CMB data is the SMICA map from the Planck 2018 release4 [44] (SMICA2018 here-
after). SMICA(Spectral Matching Independent Component Analysis) [176] linearly com-
bines Planck frequency channels with multipole-dependent weights, including multipoles
up to ` = 4000 [44].

It is worth noting that, due to the finite resolution and detector noise associated with
any CMB instrument, the observed temperature anisotropies ∆T obs is a convolution of the
true anisotropies5 ∆T with the instrumental beam function B, plus the instrumental noise
∆Tinstr, i.e.

∆T obs(θi,θ) =

∫
dθ′ ∆T (θi,θ

′)B(θi,θ − θ′) + ∆Tinstr(θ), (6.8)

where we have replaced the three-dimensional LOS unit vector n̂ by the two-dimensional
vector θ and used θi to denote position of cluster i. The SMICA2018 map has a 5-arcmin

3See, e.g. [65, 123], for a general discussion about this topic.
4https://pla.esac.esa.int/
5This includes both primary, i.e. primordial CMB, and secondary anisotropies, e.g. kSZ, tSZ, integrated

Sachs-Wolfe, etc.

https://pla.esac.esa.int/
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resolution which corresponds to a Gaussian beam of

B(~θi, ~θ) ≡ B(θi, θ) =
1√

2πθ2
beam

exp

[
−(θ − θi)2

2θ2
beam

]
(6.9)

where θbeam = 5/
√

8 ln(2) ≈ 2.1233′.

Signal extraction

To extract the kSZ signal from a CMB map, an aperture photometry (AP) filter of radius
θf is applied at the location of all clusters. Below, specifically in Section 6.3.1,Section 6.4.1,
and Section 6.5.1, we adopt an adaptive aperture photometry (AAP) filter whose radius
θf,i scales with the effective apparent size of cluster i. This ensures that the AAP filter
always probes the same fraction of baryonic gas for each cluster assuming a universal gas
profile.

The extracted flux ∆T θf can then be expressed as a convolution of the observed flux
∆T obs with a radial weight function W θf associated with that AP filter, i.e.

∆T θf (θi) =

∫
dθW θf (θ − θi)∆T obs(θi,θ) (6.10)

The specific form of the weight function W θf is given by

W θf (θ − θi) ≡ W θf (θ − θi) =





1 0 ≤ (θ − θi) < θf

−1 θf ≤ (θ − θi) <
√

2θf

0 otherwise.

(6.11)

As can be seen from Eq. (6.11), these compensated filters are designed to reduce contri-
butions from primary CMB anisotropies, (and also other low-redshift sources of contami-
nation6,) which vary on scales larger than θf in the extracted flux. Thus, as θf increases,
the filtered flux will include more contamination from these sources. In our analysis, we
measure the kSZ signal as a function of the filter size θf . Naturally, we expect the signal
to be underestimated at small filter sizes where parts of the signal fall outside the inner
disks and thus being subtracted out. Once the whole cluster is encompassed by the filter,
we expect the signal to asymptote a limit value7, while the uncertainties increase due to
large-scale noise, as explained above.

In practice, the application of an AP or AAP filter amounts to taking the difference
between the pixel-averaged temperature anisotropies within the inner disk and that within
the outer ring. For this estimate of the kSZ signal, the primary noise source on large scale

6Contributions from structures below redshift range of maxBCG clusters and the borg-SDSS3 volume
might manifest themselves as large-scale anisotropies in the observed CMB.

7The exact value of this asymptotic limit depends on various factors, it however should be proportional
to the free baryonic fraction within the clusters [174].
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is still the primary CMB, while on small scale – where the number of pixels encompassed
by the inner disk or outer ring is small – the instrumental noise dominates.

Our method of extracting the kSZ flux is similar to that in [165, 159, 174, 177, 175].
It is worth mentioning here that the typical apparent size of maxBCG clusters selected
for our analysis are very close to the Planck beam (see Section 6.2.1 and Section 6.2.2);
a filtering technique that is insensitive to details of the cluster gas profile, like the one
adopted here, is thus preferable. We defer a more optimal filtering method (which would
require more specific assumptions on the form of the gas profile), such as the matched
filter8, to applications on future CMB data with higher-resolutions.

6.2.2 Galaxy cluster data

MaxBCG cluster catalog

Our galaxy clusters are taken from the public version of maxBCG catalog – a volume-
limited, red-sequence galaxy cluster sample – that includes clusters of scaled richnessN200 =
10 − 188, spanning a redshift range of z = 0.1 − 0.3 [42], overlapping with the redshift
range of LOWZ galaxy sample. We use the mean richness-mass relation given by Eq.
(A15) in [122] (see also the discussion leading up to it) to convert maxBCG cluster scaled
richness N200 into M200, the cluster projected mass within the R200 radius, accounting for
the difference in mass definitions and cosmology9. If we assume that the projected gas
distribution in cluster i, with physical size R200,i and angular diameter distance DA,i, can
be approximated by a Gaussian profile (cf. Eq. (6.5)), then the width of its profile is given
by

θeff,i =
√
θ2

200,i + θ2
beam (6.12)

where θ200,i = R200,i/DA,i.

Note that the scatter in the N200−M200 relation and any uncertainty in the estimated
M200 would affect only the signal amplitude but not the signal-to-noise (S/N), which is
what really important for the purpose of kSZ detection. The catalog mean cluster mass
and redshift are M200 = 1.288 × 1014M� and z = 0.23 respectively. Below, we describe
various selection cuts that we applied on the original maxBCG catalog, and the resulting
sub-sample of maxBCG clusters used in our analysis.

Firstly, to avoid any possible tSZ contamination, we exclude clusters whose M200 >
0.85×1014M� from our analysis (see Appendix F). Next, we select only clusters within re-
gions where the borg-SDSS3 reconstruction are well-constrained by data, i.e. sky regions
where LOWZ and CMASS galaxies are actually observed. Finally, we remove clusters out-
side of the Planck 2018 common confidence mask recommended for temperature analysis,
which covers fsky = 77.9% [44].

This leaves us with a final sub-sample consisting of 3512 clusters from the original

8See, e.g. [178, 172, 166]
9See the appendix of [120] and references therein.
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Figure 6.1: HEALPix projected map of 3512 clusters selected for our analysis, with 908
clusters with BCG spectroscopic redshift in red circles and 2604 clusters with photometric
redshift in blue circles. The size of the circles are scaled with log10(M200).

maxBCG catalog. We show in Figure 6.1 a HEALPix map10 [179, 180] of these clusters in
Galactic coordinate. We further divide our cluster sample into two datasets:

a) the spectroscopic set including 908 clusters, each has redshift of its brightest cluster
galaxy (BCG) member measured by spectroscopy, denoted by zspec, and

b) the photometric set including 2604 clusters with only photometric redshift measure-
ments, denoted by zphoto.

The mean and median mass of our cluster sample (including both datasets) are Mmean
200 =

7.18×1013M� and Mmean
200 = 7.31×1013M�, while the mean and median redshift are zmean =

zmedian = 0.257. This results in a mean and a median apparent size of θmean
eff = θmedian

eff = 3.9′.
The full histograms of redshift and apparent angular size for both sets of clusters are shown
in left and right panels of Figure 6.2, respectively.

10https://healpix.sourceforge.io

https://healpix.sourceforge.io
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Figure 6.2: Redshift (left) and apparent size (right) distributions of 3512 maxBCG clus-
ters selected for our analysis. The vertical lines present the mean of the zspec and zphoto

distributions.

Modeling maxBCG cluster optical depth

As the fraction of electrons in neutral gas is presumably small, we will assume that all
of baryons in all the clusters being considered here are fully ionized, i.e. setting ffree = 1
in Ne = ffreefgasM200,i/µemp. We further adopt a universal gas-mass fraction fgas = fb ≡
Ωb/Ωm = 0.16 following the cosmological baryon abundance and a mean particle weight
per electron µe = 1.17. Our expression for the integrated cluster optical depth defined in
Eq. (6.5) then becomes

τ0,i =
σT
D2
A,i

fbM200,i

µemp

(6.13)

6.2.3 borg-SDSS3 reconstructed velocity field

borg-SDSS3 reconstruction

We employ the non-linear velocity fields – traced by the SDSS3-BOSS galaxy sample
[16] – reconstructed using the borg algorithm [43, 39]. This reconstruction presents a
reconstructed cosmic velocity field within the SDSS volume that fully accounts for many
systematics effects, e.g. galaxy bias, light-cone effect, survey geometry, plus other selection
and multiplicative systematic effects (see [43] and references therein for further details).
The borg algorithm systematically explores the high-dimensional parameter space Ndim =
2563 consisting of the three-dimensional initial conditions at z ∼ 1000, augmented by the
galaxy bias parameters. This is only possible thanks to the introduction and development
of Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) sampling technique (see Appendix B) for LSS inference
[40, 39, 102, 43]. The final density fields at z = 0 is linked to the initial conditions by a
LPT forward model (see Section 2.2.2). borg thus searches for three-dimensional matter
distributions that are physically compatible with the constraints from the observed galaxy
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distribution. The result is a fully probabilistic inference of the cosmic matter and velocity
fields, taking into account known and unknown systematic effects within some pre-defined
limits. The setup of the inference is given as follows. The initial conditions are generated on
a comoving grid consisting of 2563 cells and covering a comoving volume of 40003 h−3 Mpc3,
which results into a grid resolution of Lgrid = 15.624h−1Mpc. The SDSS3-BOSS data are
projected in a sub-volume with the observer located at x = {200, 0,−1700}h−1Mpc with
respect to the center. There was a total number of 10360 MCMC samples collected [43].

Initial power-spectrum analysis in [43] found that the MCMC chain converged after
∼ 1000 samples. Here we are interested in the convergence of the late-time velocity field
hence we further remove all samples whose identifier is less than s = 2000. To facilitate the
storage and process of the MCMC samples, the chain is thin by a factor of 10, more details
can be found in [43] (see also Appendix D for similar steps applied for the reconstructions
in Chapter 5). Taking the borg-constrained initial conditions of the SDSS3 volume [43] as
input, we run DM-only simulations for the same cosmological parameters used in the recon-
struction using a PM algorithm with CIC projection of particles (borg-pmcic hereafter),
to obtain the large-scale velocity field at the maxBCG catalog mean redshift z = 0.23.
This includes 837 borg-pmcic simulations, one for each of our borg-constrained initial
conditions, with a resolution of Npart = 10243. These are used for the estimation of cluster
LOS velocities as well as their uncertainties.

We additionally generate a GADGET-2 [83] simulation at resolution of Npart = 20483

from initial conditions specified by sample s = 9000 of borg-SDSS3 reconstruction (see
Appendix I for details). We use this full N-body, high resolution simulation to speficically:

1. estimate the small-scale motion of clusters unresolved by the borg-SDSS3 recon-
struction and borg-pmcic re-simulation (see Section 6.2.3),

2. verify that our kSZ estimators are unbiased (see Section 6.3.1),

3. measure the cluster signal profile (see Section 6.3.2).

Modeling the large-scale bulk flows of galaxy clusters

We model the large-scale bulk flow of galaxy clusters in Eq. (6.2) as a sum of two compo-
nents

vLOS(x, n̂) = vLOS
L (x, n̂) + εLOS

S (x, n̂) (6.14)

where vLOS
L is the large-scale LOS bulk-flow estimated from the borg-SDSS3 reconstruction

posterior while εLOS
S is the unresolved small-scale LOS velocity. We further assume that,

for all clusters:
εLOS
S ∼ N

(
0, σ2

εLOS
S

)
(6.15)

where σ2
εLOS
S
' 4.7 × 104 km2s−2 is estimated from the variance of

(
vLOS
nbody,i − vLOS

borg-pmcic,i

)

distribution (see Figure 6.3) in which vLOS
nbody,i and vLOS

borg-pmcic,i refer to the LOS velocity of
halo i as respectively measured from the previously mentioned GADGET-2 simulation and
from borg-pmcic simulation of the same borg-SDSS3 sample, s = 9000.
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Figure 6.3: Histogram of
(
vLOS
nbody,i − vLOS

borg-pmcic,i

)
measured from DM halos within LOWZ-

CMASS sky regions in our GADGET-2 and borg-pmcic simulations of borg-SDSS3
sample s = 9000. We apply the same redshift and mass cuts that are applied for maxBCG
clusters. The vertical line represents the sample mean. The sample variance is measured
at σ2 = 4.67× 104 km2s−2.
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6.3 Analysis methods

Given a borg ensemble of inferred large-scale LOS velocity for each galaxy cluster i, vLOS
L,i ,

our goal is to construct a likelihood for the extracted kSZ signals at locations of all galaxy
clusters in our sample. Below, we will derive this likelihood in two cases of input data.

1. The single-cluster signal is extracted at individual physical scales. This yields multi-
ple measurements of the signal, each using information from a specific scale.

2. The single-cluster signal is simultaneously extracted at multiple scales. This yields
one single measurement of the signal combining information from all scales.

While the former can be applied for an analysis focusing on using the kSZ effect to study
galaxy cluster gas profile, we expect the latter to be less sensitive to CMB noise at large
filter sizes, as information from all scales is combined. Our derivations assume that the kSZ
measurements at individual cluster locations are independent, i.e. there is not significant
overlapping between the AP/AAP filters. We verified this is indeed the case for our cluster
sample selected from the maxBCG catalog (see Section 6.2.2).

6.3.1 kSZ likelihood: individual-scale signal

Let us express our data model as

∆T
θf
kSZ,i/T0 = −αθf τi

(
vLOS
L,i /c

)
− τi

(
εLOS
S,i /c

)
+ ε

θf
0,i , (6.16)

where we have introduced αθf as the amplitude of the kSZ signal and the large-scale bulk
flow of cluster i. Here and below, we simply use τi = τ0,i, letting αθf absorbs all specific
details about the cluster gas profile.

We expect to measure a value of αθf consistent with zero in the case of no detection,
whereas a value of order of unity at a filter size that is large enough to encompass the
whole cluster, i.e. θf ≥

√
θ2

vir + θ2
beam, corresponds to simple model expectation11.

We note also that the small-scale noise in LOS velocity εLOS,s
S,i (see Section 6.2.3) scales

with cluster optical depth τi. The other noise term ε
θf
0,i denotes the residual of primary CMB

anisotropies plus inhomogeneous instrumental noise, which we assume to be a Gaussian

random noise with zero mean and variance
(
σ
θf
0,i

)2

. Eq. (6.16) holds so long as the tSZ

plus other foreground contaminations cancel out due to them being uncorrelated with the
LOS large-scale velocity vLOS

L,i . Given the cluster mass cut introduced in Section 6.2.2, we
confirmed that this condition holds (see Appendix F).

Both the signal amplitude and noise are functions of the AP filter size θf (or AAP filter
scale ϕf ) – as indicated by the superscript θf ; however, for the sake of readability, we will
omit the superscript θf in all following equations.

11Within the simple model considered here, α = 1 also indicates that the baryonic fraction inside the
clusters follows the cosmic fraction.
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The corresponding likelihood distribution for a single borg-SDSS3 s-th sample is given
by

P
(
{∆TkSZ,i/T0}|α, {τivLOS,s

L,i /c}
)

=

∏

i

1√
2 π σ2

i

exp




−1

2

(
∆TkSZ,i/T0 + α τiv

LOS,s
L,i /c

)2

σ2
i





(6.17)

where

σ2
i ≡ σ2

0,i + (τi/c)
2σ2

εLOS
S
. (6.18)

We now seek to construct a posterior distribution for α, marginalized over N borg-
SDSS3 samples

P (α|{∆TkSZ,i/T0}) =

∫
dxP (α, x|{∆TkSZ,i/T0}, )

=

∫
dxP (α, x)

P ({∆TkSZ,i/T0}|α, x)

P ({∆TkSZ,i/T0})

∝ P (α)

∫
dxP(x)P ({∆TkSZ,i/T0}|α, x) , (6.19)

where we have used x = τi (vLOS,i/c) and introduced the prior on α explicitly as P(α). The
borg algorithm provides a sampled approximation

P (x) ≈ 1

N

N∑

s=1

δD(x− xs) , (6.20)

where δD(x) denotes the Dirac delta distribution and xs denote the respective samples
provided by borg. Then

P (α|{∆TkSZ,i/T0}) ∝ P (α)
1

N

N∑

s=1

P ({∆TkSZ,i/T0}|α, xs) ,

∝ P (α)
1

N

N∑

s=1

∏

i

1√
2 π σ2

i

exp

{
−1

2

(∆TkSZ,i/T0 + αxs)2

σ2
i

}
, (6.21)

which is a Gaussian mixture distribution. Each mixture component consists of an individ-
ual borg-SDSS3 sample s, associated with a mixture weight λs given by (see Appendix G
for a detailed derivation):

λs =
eωs + 1

2
ln(2π (σs)

2)

∑N
s eωs + 1

2
ln(2π (σs)

2)
, (6.22)
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in which

σ2
s =


∑

i

(
−τivLOS,s

L,i /c

σi

)2


−1

, (6.23)

and

ωs ≡ µ2
s/
(
2σ2

s

)
, with µs =

∑
i

[
(∆TkSZ,i/T0) (−τivLOS,s

L,i /c))
σ2
i

]

∑
i

(
−τivLOS,s

L,i /c

σi

)2 . (6.24)

Note, that λs defines a probability over borg-SDSS3 samples which gives preference to
better-fitting realizations, and

∑N
s λs = 1.

For simplicity, in what follows, we assume a uniform prior on α such that P(α) = 1.
Then, the ensemble mean estimate of α is then given by

〈α〉s =
N∑

s

λsµs =
N∑

s

λs

∑
i

(∆TkSZ,i/T0) (−τivLOS,s
L,i /c)

σ2
i

∑
i

(
−τivLOS,s

L,i /c

σi

)2 , (6.25)

while its variance is given by (see Appendix G)

σ2
α =

N∑

s

λsσ
2
s +

N∑

s

λs (µs − 〈α〉s)2 . (6.26)

By up-weighting samples that fit the data better, our estimator in Eq. (6.25) minimizes the
de-correlation of reconstructed velocity fields in our ensemble – caused by uncertainties in
galaxy observation. It is worth noting that Eq. (6.25) is identical to Eq. (9) in [174] if one
takes all λs = 1 and neglects the uncertainty in the velocity reconstruction. As can be seen
in Eq. (6.26), however, our uncertainty properly includes uncertainties in the reconstructed
velocity field.

We further test our estimator in Eq. (6.25) on mock input data where a kSZ signal
template – generated by DM halos in the GADGET-2 simulation of sample s = 9000
(see Appendix I), assuming a Gaussian gas profile – is injected into a SMICA2018-like map
(including both CMB and instrumental noise). By artificially varying the noise level, we
verify that our estimator is indeed unbiased. In the limit of vanishing noise, λs=9000 → 1,
correctly singles out the sample used to generate the mock signal.

However, the exact value of α is sensitive to, in addition to ffree or fgas, systematics like
bias in the amplitude of reconstructed velocity field and the weak lensing mass calibration
in the M200−N200 relation, hence an interpretation of α as fb would require careful modeling
of these systematics, which is not the main focus of this chapter.
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6.3.2 kSZ likelihood: multi-scale signal

For simplicity, in this case, let us restrict ourselves to the AP filter whose θf does not
depend on the cluster effective apparent size. To combine measurements at different filter
sizes θf then, it is necessary to modify Eqs. (6.16)–(6.21) to include the cluster gas profile
f(θf ) as

τi = τi,0 f
θf , (6.27)

where we have assumed that this profile is universal. In this work, we estimate this profile
by applying our pipeline on a pure-kSZ signal template generated from all DM particles
found in the GADGET-2 high-resolution simulation (see details in Appendix I). We show
below the measurement of f θf at locations of DM halos identified in said simulation using
the Rockstar halo finder12 [181, 182], an adaptive hierarchical friends-of-friends (FoF) al-
gorithm in six-dimensional phase-space. Note that we use the same velocity field to assign
LOS velocity to the DM particles and halos.

Eq. (6.16) now becomes

−→
∆T kSZ,i/T0 = −α τi,0 ~f

(
vLOS
L,i /c

)
− τi,0 ~f

(
εLOS,s
S,i /c

)
+ ~ε0,i , (6.28)

where we have again omitted the superscript θf and instead expressed quantities that
depend on θf as data vectors to stress the fact that all measurements at different filter
scales are now combined in Eq. (6.28). Note also that α is now simply a scalar instead of
a function of θf . Eq. (6.17) can then be rewritten as

P
(
{−→∆T kSZ,i/T0}|α, τi,0 ~f

(
vLOS,s
L,i /c

)
}
)
∝
∏

i

|Ci|−1/2

× exp

{
−1

2

[−→
∆T kSZ,i/T0 + α τi,0 ~f

(
vLOS,s
L,i /c

)]ᵀ
(Ci)−1

[−→
∆T kSZ,i/T0 + α τi,0 ~f

(
vLOS,s
L,i /c

)]}

(6.29)

where the covariance matrix Ci for cluster i is given by

C
θfθ
′
f

i =

〈
∆T

θf
CMB(θi)

T0

∆T
θ′f
CMB(θi)

T0

〉
+

〈
∆T

θf
instr(θi)

T0

∆T
θ′f
instr(θi)

T0

〉
+ τ 2

i,0f
θff θ

′
fσ2

εLOS
S
, (6.30)

in which we have separated the primary CMB anisotropy and the instrumental noise into
the first and second term, respectively. Although we do include the last term on the r.h.s.
of Eq. (6.30) in our covariance estimate, we note that it is negligible compared to the
first two terms – as it scales with τ 2 – and the exclusion of this term affects neither the
signal amplitude nor S/N. The second term is highly inhomogeneous due to the scanning
strategy of the Planck satellite and requires instrumental-specific mocks to estimate. To
this end, it is worth mentioning that Planck does provide a very limited set of 300 noise and

12https://bitbucket.org/gfcstanford/rockstar/

https://bitbucket.org/gfcstanford/rockstar/
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Figure 6.4: We measure the profile f θf at locations of DM halos from our mock kSZ tem-
plate generated by all DM particles in the GADGET-2 simulation detailed in Appendix I.
As a consistency check, we divide our DM halo sample of M200 ≤ 2.2E14M� into 4 mass
bins as shown in the plot. Below M200 ≤ 1E14M�, the profile is not very sensitive to M200.
Only the result for M200 ≤ 0.85E14M� is used in our analysis.
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residual systematics simulations for SMICA2018 [44]. For this work, we instead choose to
generate 2500 instrumental noise maps in which the noise value of each pixel is drawn from
a zero-mean Gaussian whose variance is given by the corresponding temperature intensity
variance in the Planck 2018 HFI Sky Map (Full Mission) at frequency 143GHz [183, 184]
(see details in Appendix H). While this estimate is likely conservative since SMICA is a
weighted linear combination of multiple frequency channels, we expect it to be robust and
stable, especially at small filter sizes where this term dominates. The first term could be
estimated analytically using the Planck 2018 best-fit ΛCDM power spectrum [80]. In the
flat-sky limit,

∆T
θf
CMB(θi) =

∫
dθ′W θf (θ′ − θi)∆T obs

CMB(θ′)

=

∫
d`

(2π)2
exp (i` · θi) (πθ2

f )W (`θf ) ∆T obs
CMB(`), (6.31)

where W (lθf ) is the Fourier transform of the AP filter

W (`θf ) = 2
[
WTH (`θf ) − WTH

(√
2`θf

)]
, WTH (`θf ) = 2

J1 (`θf )

`θf
, (6.32)

while ` is the two-dimensional wavevector perpendicular to the LOS, ` = |`|, and

∆T obs
CMB(`) = ∆TCMB(`)B(`). (6.33)

The CMB covariance matrix in Eq. (6.30) is then explicitly given by (see Appendix H)

Cθfθ
′
f

CMB,i =
πθ2

f (θ
′
f )

2

2T 2
0

∫ ∞

0

d` `W (`θf ) W
(
`θ′f
)
CCMB
` , (6.34)

where CCMB
` denotes the Planck 2018 ΛCDM best fit angular power spectrum. We show in

Figure 6.5 the CMB correlation matrix evaluated from Eq. (6.34), the instrumental noise
correlation matrix estimated, for one single cluster, from 2500 instrumental noise mocks,
and the corresponding total correlation matrix of the AP measurements (including both
CMB and instrumental noise contributions) at different filter sizes estimated by Eq. (6.30).
Note that the last two vary between cluster locations due to the inhomogeneity of the
Planck instrumental noise.

We use the covariance matrix estimated by Eq. (6.30) for both the individual-scale and
multi-scale measurements of the signal. Specifically, for the individual-scale case which

employs the AAP filter, we interpolate σ2
CMB,i (cf. Eq. (6.18)) from a 1024x1024 Cθfθ

′
f

CMB

matrix.

The posterior of α given the measurements at all filter sizes can be constructed similarly
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Figure 6.5: Top: Correlation matrices of the primary CMB (top-left panel) and instru-
mental noise (top-right panel), as described by the first and second term on the r.h.s. of
Eq. (6.30). Bottom: The total noise correlation matrix as given by the Eq. (6.30).
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Figure 6.6: Left panel: The difference between BCG spectroscopic redshift and cluster
photometric redshift for 2129 maxBCG clusters below M200 = 0.85E14M� (red dots). The
dashed line presents the mean of the difference in each richness bin of N200 = [10, 11, 12].
Right panel: Variance of the difference between BCG spectroscopic redshift and cluster
photometric for maxBCG clusters below M200 = 0.85E14M�. The horizontal dashed line
presents the scatter averaged over all three richness bins.

to Eq. (6.19)

P
(
α|{−→∆T kSZ,i/T0}

)
∝ P (α)

1

N

N∑

s=1

∏

i

|~Ci|−1/2

exp

{
−1

2

[−→
∆T kSZ,i/T0 + α~xs

]ᵀ (
~Ci

)−1 [−→
∆T kSZ,i/T0 + α~xs

]}

(6.35)

where we have similarly used ~xs ≡
{
τi,0 ~f

(
vLOS,s
L,i /c

)}
.

The expressions of 〈α〉s and σ2
α are similar to those in Eq. (6.25) and Eq. (6.26) with

modifications to µs and ωs as described in Appendix G.

6.3.3 Modeling photo-z uncertainty

To account for uncertainties in vLOS,s
L,i induced by photometric redshift error (see left panel

of Figure 6.6), we introduce an additional sampling step. Specifically, we generate a sample
of Nr realizations of maxBCG cluster positions in redshift-space, in which we keep fixed
the redshifts of zspec clusters while sampling those of zphoto clusters as

zrphoto,i = z0
photo,i + δzri , (6.36)

wherein z0
photo,i is the fiducial photometric redshift of cluster i and

δzri ∼ N (0, σz) (6.37)
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with σz is the mean of the scatter σz(N200) = σ[zspec(N200) − zphoto(N200)] averaged over
three N200 = [10, 11, 12] bins (see right panel of Figure 6.6). When drawing from the
Gaussian distribution in Eq. (6.37), we limit the range of zrphoto,i in our realizations within
[0.05, 0.5].

We then introduce an additional sum over all Nr realizations in Eq. (6.21)

P (α|{∆TkSZ,i/T0}) = P (α)
1

Nr

Nr∑

r=1

1

Ns

Ns∑

s=1

∏

i

1√
2π σ2

i

exp




−1

2

(
∆TkSZ,i/T0 + α τiv

LOS,sr
L,i /c

)2

σ2
i




.

(6.38)
Note that, in the case of the AAP filter, for all redshift samples, we keep the filter size in
Eq. (6.38) fixed as θf = ϕf θ

0
200,i where θ0

200,i is computed from the fiducial values z0
photo,i.

Given the range in which the apparent size of selected maxBCG clusters varies (see right
panel of Figure 6.2), this approximation does not, by any mean, affect our estimator
significantly.

Since the two indices s and r in Eq. (6.38) are mathematically equivalent – in the sense
that they only appear in vLOS,sr

L,i – we can rewrite them as

n ≡ {s,r} (6.39)

and
vLOS, n
L,i ≡ vLOS,s

L,i

(
zrphoto,i

)
(6.40)

so that

P (α|{∆TkSZ,i/T0}) = P (α)
1

N

N∑

n=1

∏

i

1√
2 π σ2

i

exp




−1

2

(
∆TkSZ,i/T0 + α τiv

LOS,n
L,i /c

)2

σ2
i




,

(6.41)
where N = NrNs.

The derivation of the estimator 〈α〉n and its uncertainty σ2
α is then again similar to

that in Section 6.3 and Appendix G, with s replaced by n.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Individual-scale signal measurements

We show in Figure 6.7 our measurements of individual-scale large-scale bulk-flow amplitude
〈αϕf 〉n (cf. Eq. (6.25)), as a function of the AAP filter scale ϕf , using each (top panel)
and both datasets (bottom panel) described in Section 6.2.2. We emphasize again that
our uncertainty reported here includes also uncertainties in the reconstructed large-scale
velocity field.

As can be noted from the top panel of Figure 6.7, we obtain consistent results between
the two datasets zspec and zphoto, which can be combined as shown in the bottom panel
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of Figure 6.7. Note that the slightly larger uncertainty region of 〈α〉n measurement using
zspec set – compared to that of 〈α〉s measurement using zphoto set – is mostly caused
by their limited quantity, as suggested by the ratio between the two uncertainties being
approximately constant across all filter scales. Both panels of Figure 6.7 show that most
of the information come from small scales. As the filter scale increases, the AAP estimate
picks up more and more contribution from primary CMB anisotropies, as well as other
large-scale sources of contamination, and quickly loose its constraining power.

In addition, we provide the S/N ratio at each filter scale for each dataset in Table 6.1.
Both zspec and the combined set show peaks of S/N at ϕ = 0.9, as one should expect. Fur-
ther, for zphoto set, the photo-z uncertainty shows a bigger impact at small filter sizes, which
is also an expected behavior, since all large scales, (primary) CMB is still the dominant
noise source.

For clarity, we additionally show the mixture weights (cf. Eq. (6.22)) in Figure 6.8, since
it can provide some insights on how the information in zspec and zphoto sets are combined.
One can see that the distributions of λs in the three panels on the right of Figure 6.8, which
show λs for the combined set, are consistent with those of λs in the leftmost and middle
columns, which respectively show λs for zspec and zphoto set. This implies that Eq. (6.41)
consistently combines information from the zspec and zphoto to simultaneously and correctly
pick out the better-fitting borg samples and redshift realizations.

ϕf zspec zphoto zspec + zphoto

〈αϕf 〉n S/N 〈αϕf 〉n S/N 〈αϕf 〉n S/N

0.7 0.58 1.26 -0.66 -1.82 -0.02 -0.05

0.8 0.98 1.54 0.16 0.22 0.72 1.67

0.9 1.62 1.99 0.63 0.82 1.09 2.26

1.0 0.63 0.62 0.94 0.87 0.90 1.16

1.1 1.05 0.81 0.27 0.19 0.79 0.82

1.2 0.80 0.48 1.00 0.54 1.07 0.81

1.3 0.31 0.15 1.64 0.84 0.99 0.68

1.4 -0.35 -0.13 1.56 0.64 0.67 0.37

1.5 -0.67 -0.21 3.44 1.09 1.31 0.53

1.6 -0.18 -0.05 2.67 0.77 1.44 0.54

Table 6.1: We show the ensemble mean of our MAP estimates of the signal amplitude α
for different AAP filter scales. We compute the statistical significance as S/N=〈αϕf 〉n /σα.
The maximum S/N ratios for each case are highlighted.
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Figure 6.7: Top panel: The large-scale bulk-flow amplitude 〈α〉n measured at different
AAP filter scales ϕf = [0.7, 1.6] using zspec (red) and zphoto (blue) dataset. The shaded
regions denote the corresponding 1 σ uncertainties, including both uncertainties in CMB
anisotropies and the reconstructed velocity field. Bottom panel: Same as top panel but
combining both datasets.
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Figure 6.8: We show the distributions of λn over 837 borg samples with identifier 2000-
10360 (x-axes) and 100 redshift realizations (y-axes) for the cases of zspec (left), zphoto (mid-
dle) and both datasets combined (right) at three individual filter scales of ϕ = {0.9, 1.0, 1.1}
(top to bottom). Note that we do no sample the redshifts of clusters in zspec set, which ex-
plains the λn being evenly distributed among redshift realizations (y-axes) in the leftmost
column.
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6.4.2 Multi-scale signal measurement

We show in Figure 6.9 our measurements of multi-scale large-scale bulk-flow amplitude〈
αθf
〉
s

(cf. Eq. (6.25)), as a cumulative function of the AP filter radius θf , using each (top
panel) and both datasets (bottom panel) described in Section 6.2.2.

As can be seen from both cases of individual- and multi-scale signal, the uncertainty
in photometric redshift, when accounted for by double sampling, hinders the constraining
power of the zphoto sample, i.e. adding the clusters from the zphoto set does not significantly
improve our S/N. Although this problem might be alleviated by increasing the number of
redshift realizations, further investigation is required to identify the optimal way to combine
information from both spectroscopic and photometric data, given current constraints on
computational resources. We defer such an investigation to future work.

The S/N ratio of the cumulative multi-scale signal for each dataset is summarized
in Table 6.2. What is consistent between Table 6.1 and Table 6.2 is that, most of the
information is limited at filter sizes below and about the apparent size of maxBCG clusters
in our samples. Above that scale, CMB noise severely limits our S/N. This suggests that
data from current CMB experiments with higher resolutions, ∼ 1 arcmin [27, 26], can
improve our S/N significantly. On another hand, even at the modest resolution of ∼ 2− 3
arcmin, we expect CMB-S4, with much lower instrumental noise, to also have a significant
impact on this measurement. In both cases, the details of the gas profile would become
important and one would almost certainly need to go beyond the simple Gaussian profile
assumed here.

θf [arcmin] zspec zphoto zspec + zphoto

〈αϕf 〉n S/N 〈αϕf 〉n S/N 〈αϕf 〉n S/N

3.0 1.62 1.50 1.78 1.58 1.69 2.32

3.5 1.48 1.68 -0.14 -0.14 0.77 1.23

4.0 0.93 1.07 -0.27 -0.29 0.42 0.65

4.5 0.89 1.01 -0.32 -0.35 0.35 0.54

5.0 0.93 1.06 -0.55 -0.59 0.29 0.42

5.5 1.53 1.91 -0.60 -0.69 0.64 1.03

6.0 1.28 1.58 -0.72 -0.77 0.48 0.76

6.5 0.80 0.91 -1.08 -1.51 0.05 0.06

7.0 0.74 0.99 -0.97 -1.44 0.01 0.02

Table 6.2: We show the ensemble mean of our MAP estimates of the cumulative signal
amplitude α for increasing AP filter sizes. We compute the statistical significance as
S/N=〈αϕf 〉n /σα. The maximum S/N ratios for each case are highlighted. Note that, for
readability we only list here results for θf = [3, 7] arcmin.
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Figure 6.9: Top panel: The cumulative large-scale bulk-flow amplitude 〈α〉n combining
measurements at progressively larger AP filter sizes, θf = [3.0, 11.0] arcmin, using zspec

(red) and zphoto (blue) dataset. Going from left to right, each data point combines infor-
mation from all previous points. The shaded regions denote the corresponding 1σ uncer-
tainties, including both uncertainties in CMB anisotropies and the reconstructed velocity
field. Bottom panel: Same as top panel but combining both datasets.
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6.5 Null tests for systematics

In this section, we assert the significance of our measurement by performing two null tests
on mock data in which we

1. shuffle the momentum of the clusters in our analysis, and

2. replace the SMICA2018 by a set of 300 SMICA-like mock maps taken from Planck.

Since the zphoto sample adds very little information, in the tests below, we will only include
clusters from the zspec sample.

6.5.1 Null tests: Individual-scale signal

For the case of individual-scale measurements using the AAP filter, we measure a large-
scale bulk-flow amplitude consistent with zero for zspec sample with cluster positions being
shuffled, as can be seen in Figure 6.10. When applying our pipeline on the set of 300
SMICA2018 simulations (including CMB and instrumental noise) provided by Planck [44],
we also recover S/N ratios consistent with zero-mean Gaussian distributions. We show in
Figure 6.11 the histograms of S/N for increasing individual filter scale from ϕ = 0.7 to
ϕ = 1.5. Note the histogram of ϕ = 0.9 (top right panel) shows that our reported S/N' 2
for zspec (cf. Table 6.1) is consistent with the 95% confidence interval.

6.5.2 Null tests: Multi-scale signal

For the case of cumulative multi-scale measurements using the AP filter, we also measure
a cumulative large-scale bulk-flow amplitude consistent with zero for zspec sample with
cluster positions being shuffled, as shown in Figure 6.12. Our null test using the Planck
simulations also recovers S/N ratios consistent with zero-mean Gaussian distributions. We
show in Figure 6.13 the histograms of S/N for cumulative multi-scale from θf = 3.0− 3.5
arcmin to θf = 3.0−7.5 arcmin. Note the histogram of θf = 3.0−5.5 arcmin (middle row,
center panel) shows that our reported S/N' 1.9 for zspec (cf. Table 6.2) is again consistent
with the 95% confidence interval.

6.6 Discussion and conclusion

As its constraining power will improve with upcoming high-quality CMB and galaxy cluster
data, the kSZ effect has the potential to become a key astrophysical and cosmological probe.
It is thus important now to carefully model systematic effects that could potentially bias
our kSZ measurements. So far, one of the often neglected systematics in kSZ measurements
is that of the reconstructed (LOS) velocity. Using a systematic-free ensemble of inferred
peculiar velocity field within the SDSS3-BOSS volume, we have presented measurements
of the kSZ and large-scale bulk flow signal for a subsample of maxBCG clusters. Our
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Figure 6.10: Individual-scale signal amplitude measured using zspec sample but with sky
positions of the clusters shuffled, plotted as a function of AAP filter scale.
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Figure 6.11: Histograms of the S/N of individual-scale signal for zspec sample, measured
at ϕf = [0.7, 1.5], from 300 simulations of SMICA2018 (including CMB and SMICA-like
instrumental noise). The vertical dashed line presents the mean in each histogram.
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Figure 6.12: Multi-scale signal amplitude measured using zspec sample but with sky posi-
tions of the clusters shuffled, plotted as a cumulative function of AP filter sizes.
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Figure 6.13: Histograms of the S/N of multi-scale signal for zspec sample, measured cu-
mulatively between θf = 3.0 and θf = 7.5 arcmin, from 300 simulations of SMICA2018
(including CMB and SMICA-like instrumental noise). The vertical dashed line presents the
mean in each histogram.
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kinematic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect

Bayesian forward inference approach allows us to, for the first time, include uncertainties in
the velocity reconstruction into the final uncertainty in the signal. As such, the significance
of our kSZ measurement can be thought of as a rigorously conservative estimate. At the
moment, this estimate seems to be mostly limited by the resolution and instrumental noise
of the CMB experiment, since most information comes from the smaller scales. Although we
have only observed a modest evidence of the kSZ signal at ' 2σ, we expect our results to be
significantly improved with high-quality CMB data, either from future CMB experiments,
for example, CMB-S4 [29], or from combined existing datasets such as SPT-Planck [185].

In addition, we have developed a robust kSZ likelihood that would be straightforward
to optimize for specific studies, for example, by introducing specific cluster gas profiles
and/or more sophisticated filtering techniques. We leave the study of cluster gas profile
and these possibilities for future work. Another related advantage of this approach is that
a prior on α can be easily introduced, for example, in cases where the cluster gas profile is
known from complimentary measurements, e.g. X-ray, tSZ, etc.

For whatever methods of extracting the kSZ signal from the CMB map, the anisotropy
estimates at positions of clusters will always be dominated by primary CMB anisotropies,
tSZ, and instrumental noise. Consequently, a key factor for any kSZ measurement is
the number of clusters with high-precision measurements of redshift. On one hand, this
could be improved with either future high-resolution spectroscopic cluster catalogs or high-
quality tSZ-cleaned CMB maps (see, e.g. [186]) which would allow for the inclusion of more
massive clusters in the analysis. In this work, we have explored the possibility of including
photometric clusters in the maxBCG catalog by sampling these clusters’ redshift. While
our approach arguably yields consistent, unbiased results from the considered zphoto sample
from maxBCG catalog, a more detailed investigation would be needed to optimally combine
information from the photometric dataset and that from spectroscopic dataset, given the
improved precision of future data. On another hand, one could also think of simultaneously
measuring both kSZ and tSZ signals so that there is no need for the removal of massive
clusters. Nothing – in principle – prevents this simple extension of the data model in
Eq. (6.16). In fact, this is also our plan for a follow-up study.



Chapter 7

Inference of cosmological parameters

This chapter presents our approach to the problem of cosmological parameter inference
using Bayesian forward modeling of galaxy clustering at the field-level. As pointed out
in Section 4.1, the key to this approach is a conditional probability or likelihood that is
capable of capturing the stochasticity or scatter of local tracer density induced by small-
scale modes integrated out in the EFT description of tracer bias (see Section 3.1). A
somewhat similar attempt to ours, although focusing on the Alcock-Paczyński (AP) test
and a different set of cosmological parameters (Ωm, w0), was demonstrated on a SDSS3-
like, model-consistent mock galaxy catalog in [127]. There, the mock galaxy catalog was
generated by populating galaxies on top of an evolved matter field following the same bias
model and likelihood used in the analysis. As shown in Chapter 5 (cf. Figure 5.4), for such
self-consistency test, the main limiting factor is the tracer shot noise. As we will see below,
our numerical tests in Section 7.5 and Section 7.6 are highly more stringent, since our
tracers are DM halos identified in N-body simulations and the phases are always fixed to
the true phases of the simulation. The results in this chapter were published in [123, 136],
of which I am a co-author. For the sake of clarity and readability, we will briefly review the
key results of [123] before focusing on the numerical application presented in [136]. Further,
we relocate some relevant discussions and results in the main body of [123], for example,
relation between our approach and BAO reconstruction, to Appendix M–Appendix O. It
is worth mentioning that a rigorous derivation of our EFT-Fourier likelihood was later
published in [187], of which I do not contribute directly.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 7.1, we introduce the
EFT-inspired likelihood for cosmological parameter inference – focusing on the case of the
clustering amplitude σ8 – formulated in Fourier-space. In Section 7.3, we further analyt-
ically marginalizing over a subset of bias parameters to obtain a marginalized version of
the likelihood in which the rest of bias parameters can be profiled out. The final result
of this process is a profile likelihood of σ8 whose performance is asserted at field-level in
Section 7.5 and Section 7.6 using the suite of simulations described in Section 7.4. Finally,
we summary our results and discuss future extensions of our approach in Section 7.7.
Appendix J–Appendix O present further details, notably a derivation of the Poisson ex-
pectation for stochasticity.
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Throughout this chapter, we again consider the general bias expansion in Eq. (3.1) up
to second-order. This, for clarification, means that we include the following default set of
operators in our bias expansion:

O ∈
{
δ, δ2 −

〈
δ2
〉
, (K2

ij)−
〈
(Kij)

2
〉
, ∇2δ

}
,

with coefficients

{
b1,

b2

2
, bK2 , c∇2δ

}
, (7.1)

where bN ≡ N !bδN denote the bias coefficient corresponding to the N -th power of the
matter density field (local-in-matter-density, LIMD). We denote the higher-derivative bias
coefficient as c∇2δ rather than b∇2δ, as it is an effective coefficient which also absorbs other
contributions which depend on the chosen smoothing scale and cutoff. More generally, the
bias parameters bO correspond to well-defined physical bias parameters, while parameters
denoted as cO (so far, only c∇2δ) are understood as effective coefficients which also absorb
higher-order contributions. Eq. (7.1) corresponds to the complete set of operators up to
second order at leading order in derivatives, and the leading higher-derivative operator
(∇2δ). The significance of this choice will become clear later.

7.1 EFT approach to the conditional probability

The conditional probability Eq. (4.4) is written in real space, i.e. it relates the empirically

observed ~δh and deterministically predicted ~δh,det (cf. Eq. (3.32) and Eq. (5.4)) cell-by-
cell in real space. Perturbative approaches, including the effective field theory of biased
tracers, however naturally work in Fourier space. This is because the initial conditions are
(approximately) a homogeneous Gaussian random field (see Section 2.1 and Section 4.1.1),
so that their covariance is diagonal in Fourier space.

Let us thus instead consider the problem of deriving a conditional probability relating
the halo density field in Fourier space, ~δh → δh(k), to a linear combination δh,det(k) of fields
O(k) constructed from the evolved matter field δ(k). Clearly, the field δh,det(k) cannot be
a perfect match to δh(k), but has noise. In the EFT approach, this noise formally arises
because we are integrating out the small-scale modes of the density field, those above some
maximum wavenumber kmax. An obvious question then is how the maximum wavenumber
kmax should be chosen. A priori, the only guidance we have is that it should be less than
the non-linear scale, kNL ≈ 0.3hMpc−1 at z = 0, but higher at higher redshifts (see Section
4.4 of [123] for a more precise prescription).

Importantly, the noise does not only affect δh, but in general the fields entering our
predicted field δh,det also have noise. We can thus write

δh(k)− δh,det(k) = εh(k)− εmodel(k) = εh(k)− b1εm(k) . (7.2)

In the second equality, we have only kept the noise contribution from the matter density
εm, which is multiplied by b1 since this is how the matter density field enters δh,det. The
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contributions from noise fields in the quadratic operators (specifically those that cannot
be absorbed by εh) are higher order, as shown in Section 4.5 of [123], and can thus be
dropped. Apart from this ranking, we have not used perturbative arguments so far. We
will work in the continuum limit to keep the conceptual derivation clear, and move to a
finite Fourier grid shortly.

Our goal is now to integrate out the noise fields εh and εm, since, by definition, we
cannot predict them at the field level. For this, we assume that, on the scales k < kmax

of interest, both fields can be approximated as Gaussian. On sufficiently large scales,
this approximation is guaranteed to be accurate by the central limit theorem. We will
return to this point in Appendix M. Further, we can use the fact that the power spectra
of the noise fields have to be analytic in k on large scales. This is because they arise from
interactions of modes that are of much smaller scale, and thus cannot involve the power
spectrum on the scale k [97]. Finally, the noise in the matter density field has to satisfy
limk→0 εm(k)/k2 = const., through mass and momentum conservation. We thus write, up
to including k4,

〈εh(k)εh(k)〉′ = P ε
hh(k) = P ε,0

hh + P ε,2
hh k

2 + P ε,4
hh k

4

〈εh(k)εm(k)〉′ = P ε
hm(k) = P ε,2

hmk
2 + P ε,4

hmk
4

〈εm(k)εm(k)〉′ = P ε
mm(k) = P ε,4

mmk
4 . (7.3)

The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality implies |P ε,2
hm| ≤

√
P ε,0
hh P

ε,4
mm. To summarize, the noise

fields εh, εm follow a multivariate normal distribution given by

P
(
εh(k), εm(k)

)
= |2πCε|−1/2 exp

[
−1

2
(εh, εm)C−1

ε (εh, εm)†
]
,

where Cε = Cε(k
2) =

(
P ε
hh(k) P ε

hm(k)
P ε
hm(k) P ε

mm(k)

)
, (7.4)

and † denotes the transpose and complex conjugate. We can now integrate out the stochas-
tic fields in Eq. (7.2) to derive a likelihood for δh(k) given the known analytic scaling of
the noise-field correlators on large scales:

P
(
δh(k)− δh,det(k)

)
=

∫
dεm(k) P

(
δh(k)− δh,det(k)− b1εm(k), εm(k)

)

= (2π)−1/2
∣∣P ε

hh(k) + 2b1P
ε
hm(k) + b2

1P
ε
mm

∣∣−1/2

× exp

[
−1

2

|δh(k)− δh,det(k)|2
P ε
hh(k) + 2b1P ε

hm(k) + b2
1P

ε
mm

]
. (7.5)

Given the diagonal covariance of the noise fields in Fourier space, we can then multiply
the probabilities for the different wavenumbers k, leading to the following conditional
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probability for the halo field in Fourier space, up to an irrelevant normalization constant:

− lnP
(
~δh

∣∣∣~δ, {bO}, {λa}
)

=

∫ kmax

k

[
1

2
ln σ̄2(k) +

1

2σ̄2(k)

∣∣∣δh(k)− δh,det[~δ, {bO}](k)
∣∣∣
2
]
,

(7.6)

where the scale-dependent variance is given by

σ̄2(k) = P ε
hh(k) + 2b1P

ε
hm(k) + b2

1P
ε
mm(k)

= P ε,0
hh +

(
P ε,2
hh + 2b1P

ε,2
hm

)
k2 +

(
P ε,4
hh + 2b1P

ε,4
hm + b2

1P
ε,4
mm

)
k4 . (7.7)

Here, we have included terms up to order k4, which are higher order, but ensure a positive
variance. The integral in Eq. (7.6) is limited to wavenumbers up to some maximum value
kmax, which is a meta-parameter of the likelihood that can be varied. This cutoff ensures
that the assumptions on the Gaussianity and analytic power spectra of the stochastic fields
are fulfilled if kmax is chosen to be sufficiently small. From the EFT standpoint, Eq. (7.6)
is thus the well-defined, unique likelihood for the large-scale biased-tracer field δh(k) at
the field level. This derivation is based on two key EFT results: the fact that on the
scales of interest, there is a finite number of fields O which describe the dependence of δh
on large-scale perturbations; and that the residual is approximately Gaussian-distributed
with a power spectrum of known form (analytic in k). The scales controlling the validity
of the bias expansion are well known (see Sec. 4.1.3 of [65] for a discussion). The scale
controlling the Gaussianity of the likelihood has not been investigated in detail so far. We
turn to that in Appendix M.

A possible concern with a Fourier-space likelihood is that effects present in real world
surveys such as masks are difficult to incorporate. Briefly, a mask would be incorporated
by multiplying both δh,det and εh with the mask in real space. This leads to a non-diagonal
covariance in Eq. (7.6) which is given by a convolution of white noise with the mask.
Fortunately, since the mask is fixed, the computation and inversion of this covariance
has to be performed only once. In the following, we will continue to assume a trivial
mask, as appropriate for applications to simulations with periodic boundary conditions in
Section 7.4.

Let us now consider a finite volume, in particular a cubic box of side length Lbox, and
move to the standard box normalization for the Fourier-space fields, i.e.

δ(k) =

N3
g∑

i

δ(xi)e
−ik·xi (7.8)

δ(x) =
1

N3
g

kNy∑

k

δ(ki)e
iki·x where k ∈ (nx, ny, nz)kF , kF =

2π

Lbox

,

and ni ∈ {−Ng/2, · · ·Ng/2} while kNy ≡ NgkF/2. We will often use

kmax∑

k 6=0

≡
n2
x+n2

y+n2
z≤(kmax/kF )2∑

{nx,ny ,nz}6={0,0,0}

. (7.9)
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Correlators of box-normalized fields obey

〈X(nkF )Y (n′kF )〉 =
1

L3
box

δn,−n′PXY (nkF )

〈X(nkF )Y (n′kF )Z(n′′kF )〉 =
1

L6
box

δn+n′,−n′′BXY Z(nkF ,n
′kF ) , (7.10)

where
δn,n′ ≡ δnxn′xδnyn′yδnzn′z , (7.11)

and PXY (BXY Z) are the cross-power spectrum (bispectrum) respectively. Note that we
have neglected the averaging over the finite k-space bin of width kNy on the r.h.s. of
Eq. (7.10).

Eq. (7.6) then becomes

lnP
(
~δh

∣∣∣~δ, {bO}, {λa}
)

= −
kmax∑

k 6=0

[
1

2
lnσ2(k) +

1

2σ2(k)

∣∣∣δh(k)− δh,det[~δ, {bO}](k)
∣∣∣
2
]
,

(7.12)

where σ2(k) is now a dimensionless variance given by

σ2(k) ≡ L−3
boxσ̄

2(k) = V ε,0
hh +

(
V ε,2
hh + 2b1V

ε,2
hm

)
k2 +

(
V ε,4
hh + 2b1V

ε,4
hm + b2

1V
ε,4
mm

)
k4 , (7.13)

and we have defined the noise variance parameters

V ε,n
xy ≡ L−3

boxP
ε,n
xy . (7.14)

It is worth pointing out the very different interpretation of the EFT conditional proba-
bility derived here as compared to standard forward modeling approaches which use a local,
real-space conditional probability as in Eq. (4.4). Instead of approximating a likelihood
of unknown shape that is localized in physical space, we are expanding the perturbatively
known non-local Fourier-space likelihood up to a cutoff kmax. This point will become more
clear in the following. Note that one can generalize the diagonal covariance to a non-
diagonal one, including the non-Gaussian contributions generated by non-linear evolution.
Again, we will turn to this in Appendix M.

Finally, as long as errors in the forward model are captured by the likelihood Eq. (7.12),
the full posterior Eq. (4.6) for the initial phases, cosmological parameters, and bias param-
eters becomes

P
(
~δm,ini, θ, {bO}, {λa}

∣∣∣~δh
)

=NPPprior(~δm,ini|θ) exp
[
lnP

(
~δh

∣∣∣~δfwd[δin, θ], {bO}, {λa}
)]

,

(7.15)

where

{bO} = {b1 , b2 , bK2} ∪ {c∇2δ}
{λa} = {V ε,0

hh , V
ε,2
hh , V

ε,2
hm , V

ε,4
hh , V

ε,4
hm , V

ε,4
mm} . (7.16)

In practice, we can limit the set {λa} to the first three parameters, as the others are higher
order (see the next section and Appendix D of [123]).
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7.1.1 Analytical maximum-likelihood point: bias parameters

Eq. (7.15) is clearly a highly complex, non-linear and nonlocal (in terms of ~δm,ini) posterior.
In order to make progress in our physical understanding, let us assume that we have fixed
the initial density field ~δm,ini to the true field. This thought example is easy to realize
when applying the forward model to the results of simulations, whose initial conditions are
known. For now, we will also fix the cosmology parameters θ to their true values.

Let us then consider the maximum-likelihood point for the bias parameter bO, keeping
all other parameters fixed (we will turn to the parameters controlling the variance below).
For a fixed operator O, the maximum-likelihood point is given by

− ∂

∂bO
lnP

(
~δh|~δ, {bO}, {λa}

)
=

kmax∑

k 6=0

1

σ2(k)
O(k)

(
δh − δh,det[~δ, {bO}]

)∗
k

= 0 . (7.17)

In the limit of infinite volume (e.g., a large number of simulation realizations), the products
of fields in this relation approach their ensemble averages, i.e. their cross-power spectra.
Then, the maximum-likelihood point becomes

kmax∑

k

1

σ2(k)
〈O(k)δ∗h(k)〉 =

∑

O′

b̂O′
kmax∑

k 6=0

1

σ2(k)
〈O(k)O′∗(k)〉 ∀ O

O=δ
+ V ε,2

hmk
2 + V ε,4

hmk
4 + b1V

ε,4
mmk

4 . (7.18)

The last line, which comes from the b1-dependence of σ2(k) [Eq. (7.13)] is only present
when considering the operator δ. Eq. (7.18) corresponds to matching specific filtered (and
weighted) moments in Fourier space, with a correction that scales analytically with k and
takes into account the correlation of noise in the halo field and matter.

By restricting kmax < kNL, the non-linear scale, these filtered moments can be kept
under perturbative control. Recall that the operators O here are still constructed by
taking non-linear transformations of the density field on the grid. Thus, there are now
two filters involved: the kernel corresponding to the density assignment, and the sharp-k
filter for the moments on the larger length scale 1/kmax. This is in fact closely related
to the approach followed by [188, 189], who showed that one can efficiently obtain bias
parameters up to cubic order using this approach.

Finally, note that including higher-derivative contributions in the bias expansion Eq. (4.3)
is very simple in the EFT likelihood, by generalizing δh,det in Fourier space to

δh,det[~δ, {bO}](k) =
∑

O

bOO(k) −→
∑

O

[
bO − c∇2Ok

2
]
O(k) , (7.19)

introducing an additional effective higher-derivative bias parameter c∇2O which can be
marginalized over to take into account improperly-modeled higher-order contributions.
We continue to only include such a higher-derivative contribution ∝ c∇2δ for the density
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field, O = δ. A detailed discussion on why this is sufficient can be found in Section 4.4 of
[123].

In order to gain a more explicit understanding of Eq. (7.18), let us drop the second line,
present if O = δ, for the remainder of this section, and continue to take the infinite-volume
limit. We then have

kmax∑

k 6=0

1

σ2(k)
〈O(k)δ∗h(k)〉 =

kmax∑

k 6=0

1

σ2(k)

∑

O′

b̂O′ 〈O(k)O′∗(k)〉 ∀ O , (7.20)

which is to be solved for the bias parameters b̂O. Let us consider this equality at fixed k.
If the set of bias operators in Eq. (4.3) is of size NO, Eq. (7.20) is a linear system of NO

equations that can be straightforwardly solved, yielding an estimator b̂(k) for the set of
coefficients (see also [188, 189]):

b̂(k) = M−1(k) ·H(k) , M = {〈OO′∗〉}O,O′ ; H = {〈δ∗hO〉}O . (7.21)

Eq. (7.20) then corresponds to a weighted mean of the estimated bias parameters b̂(k) over
k.

Similarly, taking the derivative of Eq. (7.12) with respect to σ2(k) yields maximum-
likelihood values for the various components of σ2(k), as derived in Appendix D of [123].
In particular, the ML point for the constant part V ε,0

hh ≡ limk→0 σ
2(k) is given by, in the

infinite-volume limit:

0 =
kmax∑

k 6=0

1

σ4(k)

[
1

2
σ2(k)−

〈
|δh(k)− δh,det(k)|2

〉]
. (7.22)

Thus, inaccuracies in the model directly contribute to the effective variance in the likelihood
(assuming one allows σ2 to vary). A deficient model thus lowers the amount of information
that can be extracted, as expected. In order for the likelihood to be consistent however, it
is of course necessary that the noise correlator 〈|δh − δh,det|2(k)〉 is in fact analytic in k, as
assumed in Eq. (7.13). We will see in the next section why and under what conditions this
holds. At the order we work in throughout this chapter, it is sufficient to include terms up
to order k2 in σ2(k), which corresponds to the first three parameters in Eq. (7.16). While
the first, V ε,0

hh corresponds to the physical halo shot noise in the large-scale limit, the other
two contributions are effective stochastic parameters which absorb residuals of the model.1

7.1.2 Analytical maximum-likelihood point: cosmological param-
eters

We now move on to the estimation of cosmological parameters. The most simple, and
interesting, cosmological parameter in this context is the normalization of the primordial

1Indeed, beyond the large-scale limit there exists no unique definition of stochasticity (e.g., [190, 191]).
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perturbations (or equivalently linear matter power spectrum). Following convention, we
parametrize this through the variance (σ8)2 at redshift zero of the linear density field filtered
with a real-space tophat kernel on the scale 8h−1Mpc. This parameter is interesting, since,
at the linear level, it is exactly degenerate with the linear bias b1. Thus, we need non-linear
information in the measured density field ~δh to break this degeneracy, which is a highly
nontrivial test of the forward model.

In order to investigate this, we assume that the operators appearing in Eq. (4.3) [e.g.,
Eq. (7.1)] are split by perturbative order so that each scales homogeneously with σ8. For
convenience, we define α ≡ σ8/σ8,fid, where the fiducial value σ8,fid is fixed. We can then
write

O(σ8) = αns,OO(σ8,fid) , (7.23)

so that, e.g., ns,δ(1) = 1, ns,δ(2) = ns,δ2 = 2, and so on. We then have

~δh,det({bO}, σ8) =
∑

O

bOα
ns,O ~O(σ8,fid) . (7.24)

In the following, all operators O will be assumed to be evaluated at σ8,fid, and we will omit
this dependence for clarity. We obtain, again neglecting the terms in the second line of
Eq. (7.18),

− ∂

∂bO
lnP

(
~δh|~δ, {bO}, {λa}

)
=

kmax∑

k 6=0

1

σ2(k)
αns,OO(k)

(
δh − δh,det[~δ, {bO}]

)∗
k

= 0 (7.25)

− ∂

∂ lnσ8

lnP
(
~δh|~δ, {bO}, {λa}

)
=
∑

O

bOns,Oα
ns,O

kmax∑

k 6=0

1

σ2(k)
O(k)

(
δh − δh,det[~δ, {bO}, α]

)∗
k

= 0 .

In the infinite-volume limit and at fixed k, we thus have

〈Oδ∗h〉k =
∑

O′

bO′α
ns,O′ 〈OO′∗〉k (7.26)

∑

O

bOns,Oα
ns,O 〈Oδ∗h〉k =

∑

O,O′

bOns,ObO′α
ns,O+ns,O′ 〈OO′∗〉k .

We now define scaled parameters

βO ≡ bOα
ns,O . (7.27)

Eq. (7.26) then becomes

〈Oδ∗h〉k =
∑

O′

βO′ 〈OO′∗〉k
∑

O

ns,OβO 〈Oδ∗h〉k =
∑

O,O′

ns,OβOβO′ 〈OO′∗〉k . (7.28)
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Contracting the first line with
∑

O ns,OβO immediately shows that the second line is linearly
dependendent on the first line, which contains NO equations. That is, Eq. (7.28) in fact
contains (at most) NO independent equations for NO +1 unknowns. This is not surprising:
if all operators have independent bias parameters, then any change in σ8 can be absorbed
by a change in the NO bias parameters. Thus, we need to rely on some relations between
bias parameters of different operators. In our fiducial application of the EFT likelihood,
these are δ(1) and δ(2) which are both multiplied by b1.

At fixed k, we thus have for the maximum-likelihood point of β:

H(k) = M (k) · β(k)

⇒ β̂(k) = M−1(k) ·H(k) . (7.29)

This relation is of course of the same form as derived above in Eq. (7.21) (without consider-
ing σ8). Crucially, in order to break the degeneracy between bias parameters and σ8, there
must be at least two non-degenerate operators multiplied by the same bias parameters,
which scale differently with σ8. Physically, this is the case at second order in perturbations
due to the displacement term inside δ(2). Since large-scale galaxy displacements have to be
the same as those of matter due to the equivalence principle (see Section 2.7 of [65] for a
discussion), this displacement term has to be multiplied by the same bias b1 as the linear
density field. The estimation of σ8 using the EFT likelihood is hence based only on this
fundamental physical constraint.

Finally, the full maximum-likelihood point then corresponds to a weighted average over
k, following Eq. (7.25) [and, in practice, including the contributions in the second line of
Eq. (7.18)].

7.2 Summary of the EFT-Fourier likelihood

Before marginalizing and profiling out the bias parameters to focus on σ8, let us first
summarize the main findings of [123] here. Readers who are interested in the technical
details can find them in Section 4 of [123] (see also [187]). The key result is that Eq. (7.18)
indeed yields unbiased results for σ8 and the bias parameters which are under perturbative
control, if the following conditions are met:

1. A sharp-k filter W (k) = WΛ(k) ≡ ΘH(Λ− ‖k‖) (cf. Eq. (4.11) of [123]), where Λ is
a cutoff scale, is used to obtain the smoothed density field out of which the operators
O are constructed.

2. kmax is smaller than the cutoff Λ of this filter.

3. The operators O → [O] are constructed as renormalized operators, as explained in
Appendix J, where counterterms that are relevant at the perturbative order we work
in are subtracted.
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4. The list of operators includes ∇2δ(x)↔ −k2δ(k), and the likelihood involves a spe-
cific scale-dependent variance term σ2(k) which scales analytically with k [Eq. (7.13)]
and depends on b1. Both of these ingredients are important to consistently absorb
higher-order contributions.

For matter and halo density fields that satisfy conditions 1.-3. above, the conditional
probability or “likelihood” for the halo density field given the evolved matter density in
Fourier space can be written as

lnP
(
~δh

∣∣∣~δ, {bO}
)

= −
kmax∑

k 6=0

[
1

2
lnσ2(k) +

1

2σ2(k)

∣∣∣δh(k)− δh,det[~δ, {bO}](k)
∣∣∣
2
]
. (7.30)

Here, to shorten the notation we have included both deterministic and stochastic bias
parameters in {bO}; σ2(k) is a dimensionless variance that is analytic in k, specifically a
power series in k2 (cf. Eq. (7.13)). For our numerical implementation in Section 7.5, we
will include terms up to order k4, and parametrize σ2(k) as follows:

σ2(k) =
(
σε + k2[σε,2 + b1σεεm,2]

)2
. (7.31)

The parametrization is chosen so that σ2(k) is positive definite. σ2
ε can be interpreted as the

amplitude of halo stochasticity in the large-scale limit (k → 0). In Appendix L we derive
the expectation for σ2

ε for a Poisson process, which will be useful for the interpretation
of numerical results on this parameter. σ2

ε,2 is the leading scale-dependent correction to
the halo stochasticity (see Section 2.7 of [65] for a discussion). Finally, σεεm,2 captures
the cross-correlation of stochasticity in the halo and matter fields; the stochasticity in the
matter field εm(k) is constrained by mass- and momentum conservation to be of order k2

on large scales.
The closed-form expression for the likelihood in Eq. (7.12) facilitates a straightforward

way to derive maximum likelihood estimates for bias parameters, and, as shown in [123], for
the cosmological parameter σ8. This analytical approach was used in [123] to demonstrate
unbiased parameter estimation from the same suite of simulations described in Section 7.4
and used in Section 7.5, Section 7.6. We summarize the result in Appendix O.

The degeneracy between b1 and σ8, which is perfect in linear theory, is broken when
including non-linear information. In particular, the fact that the displacement term con-
tained in the second-order matter density is also multiplied by b1, coupled with the fact
that the second-order matter density scales differently with σ8 than the linear-order one.
Thus, fundamentally, the possibility of estimating σ8 in this way is due to the equivalence
principle, which ensures that galaxies move on the same trajectories as matter on large
scales, and thus requires that the second-order displacement term is multiplied by the same
bias coefficient as the linear-order density field (see also Section 2 of [65]). At higher orders
in perturbations, more such terms that are protected by the equivalence principle appear,
and the EFT likelihood will consistently capture those as well once extended to higher
order.
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7.3 Marginalizing over bias parameters

In the approach summarized in the previous section, a number of nuisance parameters have
been introduced to capture the uncertainties associated with some of the poorly understood
physical processes describing halo and galaxy formation. In practical applications, these
parameters would then be estimated alongside cosmological parameters in a statistical
analysis of observational data. Interestingly, owing to the simple functional form of the
likelihood in Eq. (7.12), it is easily possible to analytically marginalize over some of the
bias parameters bO. Here, we consider only those that do not appear in the variance σ2(k);
given Eq. (7.31), this includes all bias parameters except b1. While it might be possible
to extend the analytical marginalization to parameters which appear in the variance, the
marginalization performed here is sufficient for our purposes.

Let us thus write

δh,det(k) = µ(k) +
∑

O∈Omarg

bOO(k) , µ(k) =
∑

O∈Oall\Omarg

bOO(k) , (7.32)

where Omarg denotes the subset of operators, whose bias parameters we wish to marginalize
over (we denote the cardinality of this set as nmarg). We can then write the likelihood
Eq. (7.12) as

P
(
~δh

∣∣∣~δ, {bO}
)

=
1

N exp

[
−1

2

kmax∑

k 6=0

lnσ2(k)

]
(7.33)

× exp

{
−

kmax∑

k 6=0

[ |δh(k)− µ(k)|2
2σ2(k)

− 2
∑
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bO
< [δh(k)− µ(k)]O∗(k)

2σ2(k)

+
∑

O,O′∈Omarg

bObO′
O(k)O′∗(k)

2σ2(k)

]}
,

where N is a normalization constant which is independent of all parameters. This expres-
sion can be more compactly written as

P
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~δh

∣∣∣~δ, {bO}
)

=
1
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2
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lnσ2(k)
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−

1

2
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∑
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bOBO −
1

2

∑

O,O′∈Omarg

bObO′AOO′



 , (7.34)
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where

C =
kmax∑

k 6=0

1

σ2(k)
|δh(k)− µ(k)|2

BO =
kmax∑

k 6=0

< [δh(k)− µ(k)]O∗(k)

σ2(k)

AOO′ =
kmax∑

k 6=0

O(k)O′∗(k)

σ2(k)
. (7.35)

Note that AOO′ is a Hermitian and positive-definite matrix. The former is immediately
obvious from its definition. The latter follows from the fact that AOO′ is the zero-lag
covariance matrix of a set of sharp-k-filtered real fields O(x). Eq. (7.34) then allows us
to perform the Gaussian integral over the bO. Here, we will assume uninformative priors,
although Gaussian priors can trivially be introduced by adding a prior covariance to AOO′ .
The result is2

P
(
~δh

∣∣∣~δ, {bO}unmarg

)
=


 ∏
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∫
dbO


P
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∣∣∣
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lnσ2(k)
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−
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2
C({bO}) +

1

2

∑

O,O′∈Omarg

BO({bO})(A−1)OO′BO′({bO})



 .

(7.36)

We have thus reduced the parameter space from {bO} to {bO}unmarg. This marginaliza-
tion applies to an arbitrary number of bias coefficients to be marginalized over. The price
to pay is that we now need to compute the vector BO and the matrix AOO′ . Further, we
need the determinant of AOO′ and its inverse. Note, however, that nmarg – and therefore the
size of BO and AOO′ – will rarely become a large number in practical applications. More
specifically, in the tests presented below, we marginalize over c∇2δ, b2, bK2 and so nmarg = 3.
Further, AOO′ is independent of the remaining, unmarginalized bias parameters. On the
other hand, AOO′ does depend on the parameters entering the variance σ2(k), Eq. (7.31).

At this point, let us briefly comment on the relation of this analytic marginalization to
other approaches presented in the recent literature. In particular, Refs. [189, 192] perform

2Using the well-known Gaussian integral identity

∫
dn~x exp

[
−1

2
~x>A~x+ ~B> · ~x

]
=

(2π)n/2

|A|1/2 exp

[
1

2
~B>A−1 ~B

]
.
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a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization on the fields entering the bias expansion Eq. (4.3), ar-
guing that lower-order operators thus become independent of higher-order fields and make
their corresponding bias parameters more robust to higher-order corrections. This ap-
proach is directly related to the analytic marginalization pointed out here. To see this,
consider the case where an orthogonalization has been performed on the operators. In
particular, this implies that 〈µ(k)O(k)〉 = 0 for all O ∈ Omarg. This in turn renders BO

independent of all unmarginalized bias parameters, so that it becomes a constant vector.
Then, the marginalized likelihood reduces to the same form as the unmarginalized like-
lihood keeping only the terms involving unmarginalized bias parameters. In this sense,
orthogonalization is equivalent to marginalizing over bias parameters. The computational
cost of both approaches is expected to be essentially the same. However, the marginal-
ization described here does offer the possibility of including prior information on the bias
parameters that are marginalized over.

7.3.1 Estimating systematic errors

One of the crucial advantages of the rigorous perturbative approach pursued here is that
it allows for an estimate of the systematic error due to imperfections in the likelihood. We
can distinguish three principal sources of such systematic errors (see [187] for more details
on Types 2 and 3 in particular):

Type 1: Errors in the forward model for the matter density field (and correspondingly
the operators constructed from it);

Type 2: Higher-order bias terms neglected in the expansion in δh,det;

Type 3: Higher-order contributions to the variance σ2(k) as well as in the form of the
likelihood itself.

The most rigorous way to evaluate the size of these contributions is to include the
set of leading higher-order terms that have been neglected in the forward model, bias
expansion, and likelihood, and evaluate the shift in resulting parameter values. In case
of the forward model (Type 1), this can be tested by using the density field from N-body
simulations instead of 2LPT to construct the bias operators. This will be presented in
Section 7.6. In case of the bias expansion (Type 2), this test is not too difficult either,
since the coefficients can be marginalized over analytically, as shown in the previous section.
We defer an implementation of the higher-order contributions to future work however.

Let us here approximately estimate the size and scaling with kmax of the systematic
error of Type 2. Note that strictly speaking we have two cutoffs: the cutoff Λ of the
sharp-k filter, and kmax < Λ. In practice, one will choose kmax as a fixed fraction of Λ (see
Section 7.6); hence, it is sufficient to consider the dependence on Λ here. For simplicity,
we evaluate the systematic shift in the bias parameters bO. As described in [123], one can
similarly evaluate the shift in σ8 by introducing scaled bias parameters βO. We will also
count higher-derivative terms as higher order in perturbations, which assumes that the
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scale controlling higher-derivative terms does not differ greatly from the non-linear scale.
Thus, “higher-order contributions” include higher-derivative contributions in what follows.

Incorporating both sources of error described above, the correct likelihood can be writ-
ten as

−2 lnP(δh|δ) =
kmax∑

k 6=0


lnσ2(k) +

1

σ2(k)

∣∣∣∣∣δh(k) + δh.o.
h (k)−

∑

O

bO (O +Oerr) (k)

∣∣∣∣∣

2



= −2 lnPfid(δh|δ)− 2
∑

O

Berr
O bO +

∑

O,O′

Aerr
OO′bObO′ , (7.37)

where

Berr
O =

kmax∑

k 6=0

1

σ2(k)
<
[
Oerr(k)δ∗h(k

′)′ +O∗(k)δh.o.
h (k′)′

]

Aerr
OO′ =

kmax∑

k 6=0

1

σ2(k)
Oerr(k)O′∗err(k

′)′ . (7.38)

Here, Oerr(k) denotes the error field in the operator O due to deficiencies in the forward
model, while δh.o.

h (k) denotes the higher-order bias contributions to the actual halo density
field. Finally, Pfid(δh|δ) stands for the fiducial likelihood, which differs from the correct
one due to the systematic error terms. In the second line of Eq. (7.37), we have dropped
an irrelevant constant term which does not depend on the parameters being varied. Let
us write the fiducial likelihood in analogy to Eq. (7.34) as

−2 lnPfid(δh|δ) =
kmax∑

k 6=0

lnσ2(k) +
∑

O,O′

bObO′AOO′ − 2
∑

O

BObO , where

AOO′ =
kmax∑

k 6=0

1

σ2(k)
O(k)O′∗(k′)′

BO =
kmax∑

k 6=0

1

σ2(k)
<O(k)δ∗h(k

′)′ . (7.39)

Under the assumption that the parameter shift ∆bO due to the systematic errors is small,
one can immediately solve for this shift based on the maximum-likelihood points of the
correct and fiducial likelihoods. One can then estimate the expected amplitude of the
shift by taking the expectation values of A,B,Aerr,Berr. This is closely analogous to the
“Fisher bias”. Using bold-face to denote vectors in the nO-dimensional vector space of
operators considered, we obtain in matrix notation

∆B ≡ B −Bfid =
(
A−1Aerr

) (
Bfid

)
−A−1 (Berr) . (7.40)
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This expression involves the expectation value of the correlators in Eq. (7.38) and Eq. (7.39)
which are straightforward to evaluate in perturbation theory. We begin by estimating at
which order in perturbation theory the various correlators contribute.

First, the expectation values of AOO′ and BO are of order PL(k) + P1-loop(k) (in case
of Aδδ and Bδ), or of order P1-loop(k) (all other elements). On the other hand, both Berr

and Aerr are of order P2-loop(k). To see this, notice that both Oerr and δh.o.
h are at least of

cubic order in the linear density field. This means that all correlators which involve these
error fields are two-loop contributions, apart from the cross-correlation with δ(1), which is

at 1-loop order. The latter however only appears in Berr
δ , via

〈
δerr,(3)δ

(1)
h

〉
and

〈
δ

(3)
h δ(1)

〉
.

As we argue in App. C of [123], these particular 1-loop contributions are of very similar
shape as that coming from the higher-derivative bias, and are thus largely absorbed by
c∇2δ.

Thus, without performing any detailed calculation, we can very roughly estimate that

∆b
∣∣∣
loops
∼
∑kmax

k 6=0 σ
−2(k)P2-loop(k)

∑kmax

k 6=0 σ
−2(k)PL(k)

. (7.41)

As an approximate estimate of the size of two-loop correlators, we will use the auto-
correlation of [δ3]:

P2-loop(k) ∼
〈
[δ3](k)[δ3](k′)

〉′
= 6

∫
d3r [ξL(r)]3eik·r , (7.42)

where ξL(r) is the linear matter correlation function. We emphasize that this is a very
rough estimate: in reality, ∆B involves many different contributions with various order-
unity coefficients, which could add up or partially cancel. The main prediction of Eq. (7.41)
is the scaling with kmax.

Finally, let us consider systematics of Type 3, i.e. higher-order terms in the likelihood
itself. Similar to the bias expansion, these come in two forms: an expansion in powers
of k, equivalent to spatial derivatives; and an expansion in powers of perturbations, in
this case the error field ε(k) whose variance is σ2

ε . Beginning with the former, a naive
counting following loop contributions to the power spectrum indicates that a term Ck2,
where C is a constant and which corresponds to the term ∝ σεσε,2 in Eq. (7.31), is of
2-loop order (see, e.g., Section 4.1. of [65]). Hence, terms of order C ′k4 should have
a negligible impact. This is corroborated by our numerical results (Section 7.6). The
second type of higher-order stochasticity corresponds to non-Gaussian corrections such as
the stochastic three-point function 〈εεε〉 as well as coupling between stochasticity and the
long-wavelength perturbations. These are briefly discussed in Section 5 of [123] (see also
[187]). A derivation of the precise form of these contributions to the likelihood requires
more theoretical investigation, and is left for future work. However, we can guess the
approximate magnitude of these contributions by relating them to the terms we have kept
here, which are non-linear in the long-wavelength modes that determine δΛ. The higher-
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order stochastic contributions are expected to be suppressed at least by

∆b
∣∣∣
stoch.

∼ |ε(k)|
|δ(k)|

∣∣∣
kmax

∼
√

Pε
PL(kmax)

Poisson
=

[
n̄PL(kmax)

]−1/2

, (7.43)

where in the last equality we have assumed the Poisson expectation, Pε = 1/n̄ where n̄ is the
mean number density of halos, which is a reasonable first-order estimate for this purpose.
While the proper result will involve a summation over k modes similar to Eq. (7.41),
we conservatively evaluate the ratio at kmax here, as it is unclear what precise weighting
should be employed for this type of higher-order contribution. Notice that Eq. (7.43) also
approaches 0 as k → 0, but depends sensitively on the abundance of halos. In particular,
it becomes large for small number densities.

7.3.2 Profiling the likelihood

We now introduce the framework used in our numerical tests to obtain maximum likeli-
hood values and confidence intervals for cosmological parameters. Below, we center our
discussion around the normalization of the primordial power spectrum, described by σ8.
The reasoning for choosing σ8 as parameter is that it can only be inferred by using infor-
mation in the non-linear density field, as mentioned in Section 7.1. An unbiased inference
thus means that the specific part of the information content in the non-linear density field
that is robust has been properly isolated. In particular, non-linear information is explic-
itly necessary in order to break the degeneracy with the bias parameter b1, rendering it
the most direct test of our non-linear inference approach. Future work will consider other
cosmological parameters as well.

Besides from being a function of σ8, the marginalized likelihood Eq. (7.36) also de-
pends on bias and other nuisance parameters (including the entire set of Fourier modes of
the three-dimensional matter density field). Since the probabilistic inference of the initial
matter density field from tracers like a halo catalog is numerically very expensive (see
e.g. [127]), we instead constrain it to the actual initial conditions used in the simulations,
evolved to low redshifts using either second-order Lagrangian perturbation theory (2LPT),
or the N-body code directly. This forward evolution is then performed for a set of discrete
σ8 values around the fiducial σ8 = 0.85 (see Section 7.5). We can then maximize the likeli-
hood to simultaneously obtain best-fit values for cosmological and the remaining nuisance
parameters. This is in fact the most stringent test possible for any systematic bias, since
the absence of any flexibility in the phases means that there is less room for errors in the
likelihood to be absorbed by changing the initial conditions.

On the other hand, by fixing the phases, the only way to obtain rigorous error estimates
would be to analyze a large ensemble of large-volume simulations. Since these are costly, we
here resort to a different method, allowing us to obtain error estimates from the likelihood
itself: the profile likelihood method [193] provides estimates of confidence intervals for
individual parameters of multivariate distributions within a frequentist approach. For a
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probability distribution P (a, {bi}), the profile likelihood for parameter a is defined as

Pprof(a) = arg max
{bi}

[P(a, {bi})] , (7.44)

where the additional set of parameters {bi} has been profiled out. Constructing a full profile
likelihood for σ8 is still numerically expensive, since it formally requires a recomputation
of the final matter density field each time the function argument is updated. To speed up
the analysis, we instead interpolate the profile likelihood evaluated on a predefined grid in
σ8 centered about the fiducial value of the simulation. The details of this procedure will
be described in Section 7.5.

7.4 Simulations

All numerical tests presented below are based on two GADGET-2 simulations from the
same set of N-body simulations mentioned in Chapter 5. The cosmology and other details
of the simulations thus follow the description in Section 5.2. In addition to the N-body
runs with the fiducial σ8 = 0.85, [140] also presented runs for two additional values of σ8

bracketing the fiducial one in order to perform the derivative of the halo mass function
with respect to σ8 (for studies related to the scale-dependent bias induced by primordial
non-Gaussianity). In this chapter, we further employ those runs, in addition to simulations
for 4 additional σ8 values – which were performed specifically for this work, as well.

The DM halo samples considered here consist of two mass ranges each at two redshifts,
and are summarized in Table 7.1. We only consider halos above 1013h−1M�, corresponding
to a minimum of 55 member particles. Note that differences in the number densities of the
halo samples imply differences in the expected parameters as well as errors on the inferred
σ8, an important aspect in our validation of the inference framework.

7.5 Implementation

We now provide additional details of the setup and numerical implementation used in our
tests. We take as given the halo catalogs described in the previous section, as well as a set

Redshift
Mass range

log10Mh[h
−1M�]

Nh (run 1) Nh (run 2) nh [(h−1Mpc)−3]

0 [13, 13.5] 2807757 2803575 3.5× 10−4

0 [13.5, 14] 919856 918460 1.1× 10−4

1 [13, 13.5] 1507600 1506411 1.9× 10−4

1 [13.5, 14] 301409 302182 3.8× 10−5

Table 7.1: The halo samples used in our numerical tests. Throughout, masses M ≡M200m

are spherical-overdensity masses with respect to 200 times the background matter density.
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of matter particles generated either via 2LPT or full N-body for a set of values. Since the
matter density field is a function of σ8, our main parameter of interest, mapping the profile
likelihood as a continuous function of σ8 would require to recompute the set of operators
for each function evaluation. To expedite the analysis, we instead generate representations
of the evolved matter density field for fixed initial phases and a discrete set of values for
σ8 (as well as redshifts z = 0 and z = 1 of the halo samples) given by

σ8 ∈ {0.65, 0.75, 0.80, 0.83, 0.85, 0.87, 0.90, 0.95, 1.00, 1.10, 1.20} (2LPT) ,

σ8 ∈ {0.68, 0.78, 0.83, 0.85, 0.87, 0.92, 1.02} (N-body) . (7.45)

For a given halo sample at a given redshift, and a fixed value σi8, the steps for evaluating
the σ8 profile likelihood are as follows:

1. The halos and matter particles are assigned to a 10243 grid using a cloud-in-cell
density assignment. The high resolution is chosen to avoid leakage of the assignment
kernel to the low wavenumbers of interest.

2. A sharp-k filter is applied to the matter and halo fields in Fourier space, such that
modes with |k| > Λ are set to zero. The Fourier-space grids are subsequently re-
stricted to 3843, chosen such that the Nyquist frequency of each grid remains above
3Λ for all values of Λ considered here.

3. Quadratic and higher-derivative operators are constructed from the sharp-k filtered
matter density field and held in memory. The quadratic operators are renormalized
following Appendix J.

4. The maximum of the likelihood over the parameter space spanned by the remaining
bias and stochastic variance parameters is then found via function minimizer MINUIT
[194] (in practice we minimize −2 lnL, i.e. the pseudo-χ2). The operator fields do
not need to be recomputed for each evaluation, as only their coefficients are varied.

More precisely, we employ the analytic marginalization described in Section 7.3 for the
parameters b2, c∇2δ and bK2 , leaving only b1 and the three stochastic amplitudes to be
varied in the minimization. We have not found any significant impact of the term σεεm,2 in
Eq. (7.31), but a significant degeneracy with σε,2. For this reason, we fix the former to zero
in our default analysis. This leaves a three-dimensional parameter space to be searched
in the minimization, which typically converges quickly. We have found the minimization
robust to varying initialization points and number of successive MINUIT cycles. Our
default choice for the maximum wavenumber in the likelihood kmax is Λ/2.

This procedure results in a set of values {σi8, −2 lnPprof(σi8)}i which we find is fit well
by a parabola in all cases (we disregard values of σ8 where the minimization failed to
converge). The best-fit value σ̂8 is given by the minimum point of the best-fit parabola,
while the estimated 1σ error on σ̂8 is given by the inverse square-root of the curvature
of the parabolic fit. We emphasize that this error does not include any residual cosmic
variance, and is essentially purely governed by the halo stochasticity which appears in the
variance of the likelihood.
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Figure 7.1: Examples of the σ8 profile likelihood −2 lnPprof(σ8)/Pprof(σ̂8), plotted as a
function of α ≡ σ8/σ

fid
8 . In all cases, results are for run 1 and Λ = 0.1hMpc−1 at z =

0. Also shown are the parabolic fits whose maximum point results in the value σ̂8 or
equivalently α̂ listed in Table 7.2. The value for −2 lnPprof(σ̂8), which is subtracted for
better readibility, is taken from the parabolic fit.

7.6 Results

In the following, we present results for the best-fit value σ̂8. For convenience, we phrase
these in terms of the ratio to the fiducial value, introducing

α̂ ≡ σ̂8

σfid
8

. (7.46)

First, Figure 7.1 shows examples of the profile likelihood determined as described in the
previous section, with the parabolic fit that is used to determine σ̂8. All panels are for
Λ = 0.1hMpc−1. Clearly, the log-profile likelihood is well approximated by a parabola, so
that we expect maximum point and curvature to yield unbiased estimates of the maximum
and 68%-level confidence intervals with respect to a full scan of the profile likelihood. The
results for all halo samples and Λ = 0.1hMpc−1, our fiducial choice, are summarized in
Table 7.2. We find that an unbiased value of σ̂8 is recovered to within ∼ 2σ in most cases.
Notice that the run-to-run variance is larger than the estimated error bars in several cases.
This could be due to residual cosmic variance, which is not contained in the estimated
error bars as discussed in the previous section, although possible issues with the minimizer
in isolated cases also cannot be excluded. In order to investigate this, more realizations
would be needed.

The remaining columns in Table 7.2 show the value of b1 as well as the stochastic
amplitudes, all corresponding to the maximum-likelihood point for the fiducial value σfid

8 .
Recall that all other parameters are analytically marginalized over. The bias b1 is essentially
fixed by the cross-correlation of δh with δ. Correspondingly, we find that the combination
b1σ8 is constant for all σ8 values to within several percent. The stochastic amplitude σ2

ε
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Figure 7.2: Best-fit values α̂ = σ̂8/σ
fid
8 as a function of the cutoff Λ (with kmax = Λ/2 in each

case) for the low- and intermediate-mass samples in the left and right panels, respectively.
In each panel, the upper plot shows results at z = 0 while the lower plot shows z = 1.

is scaled to the Poisson expectation following Appendix L. Values greater (less) than one
thus correspond to super- (sub-)Poisson stochasticity. We do find evidence for a smaller
stochasticity for the rarer halo samples, in agreement with previous findings [148]. The
last column shows the ratio of the higher-order (in k2) stochastic parameter to the leading-
order one. This gives a rough indication for the spatial length scale squared associated
with the scale-dependent stochasticity. We thus find this length scale to be of order (1 −
5)h−1Mpc. Notice however that this parameter is expected to also absorb various higher-
order contributions not explicitly included in the likelihood, as discussed in [123], so that
one cannot robustly infer a physical length scale from this value.

Allowing Λ to vary, we obtain the results shown in Figure 7.2. In each case, we show
results for both simulation runs. While the differences in α̂ from unity are broadly con-
sistent with being residual stochasticity and cosmic variance for Λ ≤ 0.1hMpc−1, this no
longer holds for higher cutoff values which at z = 1 should still be under good perturbative
control. On the other hand, the results appear remarkably stable toward higher values of Λ
up to Λ = 0.2hMpc−1 in many cases. Notice that the majority of the modes contributing
to the profile likelihood with Λ = 0.14hMpc−1, say, are not included in the likelihood with
Λ = 0.1hMpc−1, so that these are largely independent measurements.

Before turning to possible explanations for these trends, let us briefly comment on the
choice of kmax/Λ. We do not find strong trends with this parameter. Increasing kmax at
fixed Λ yields similar trends as increasing Λ itself, which is shown in Figure 7.2. For this
reason, we fix kmax = Λ/2 throughout.

As a test of the systematics of Type 1, we use the N-body density field itself instead
of 2LPT for the construction of the bias operators. The result is shown in Figure 7.3. We
only find minor shifts in σ̂8. Indeed, the cross-correlation coefficient between the 2LPT
and N-body density fields in Fourier space is better than 0.97 for all scales and redshifts
considered here, so a large shift would be surprising. Although there is some improvement,
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Figure 7.3: Same as Figure 7.2, but using the density field from the N-body simulation.
Results for run 1 are shown.

we conclude that the 2LPT density field is not primarily responsible for the bias in σ̂8

found.
We next turn to systematics of Type 3, specifically the possible impact of the chosen

implementation of σ2(k) in terms of two free parameters (since we fix σεεm,2 to zero). Since
the halo number density is smaller at higher redshift, and the stochasticity correspondingly
larger, this could possibly explain the increased bias in σ̂8 at z = 1 compared to z = 0.
Performing the profile likelihood analysis with varying σεεm,2 on the one hand, and both
the former parameter and σε,2 fixed to zero on the other, leads to sub-percent shifts in σ̂8

(this can also be gleaned by the values shown in the right-most column of Table 7.2, which,
when multiplied by k2

max indicate the upper bound on the fractional contribution of the
term σε,2k

2 to the total variance). Thus, we conclude that the parametrization of σ2(k) is
unlikely to be responsible for the bias in σ̂8 as well.

This leaves two possible sources of systematic error: our Type-2 systematic, i.e. higher-
order terms in the bias expansion (both in perturbations and derivatives); and other sys-
tematics of Type-3, namely higher-order corrections to the form of the likelihood itself.
Both types of terms are expected to be largest for the rarest and most highly biased halo
samples. It is worth nothing that higher-order bias contributions are not necessarily smaller
at higher redshift for fixed halo mass, since higher-redshift samples are more biased. Fur-
ther, higher-derivative terms, which are expected to be tied to the Lagrangian radius of
halos, most likely do not decrease toward higher redshift (see for example the results of
[195]). Indeed, preliminary investigations show that incorporating higher-order terms in
the derivative expansion, such as (∇2)2δ and ∇2(δ2), in the set of operators does have
an impact on the profile likelihood. We leave a detailed investigation of the impact of
higher-order bias terms to upcoming work.

The remaining Type-3 systematics are expected to be controlled by the ratio in Eq. (7.43);
this turns out to be of order unity or larger for the halo samples considered here, imply-
ing that higher-order stochastic corrections could be significant. At this point, lacking an
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explicit expression for these terms, it is difficult to quantitatively evaluate their impact
however.

Additional investigations have pointed to a likely cause for the bias in the inferred value
of σ8 which is related to a higher-order term that is enhanced on large scales. Specifically,
the auto-correlation of the quadratic bias operators AOO′ contains a contribution from the
connected matter four-point function (trispectrum), which, for the likelihood and second-
order bias expansion used here, corresponds to an error term Aerr

OO′ (Section 7.3.1). For
small k, the dominant term from the particular trispectrum configuration involved scales
as 〈δ2

Λ〉
2
PL(k), where PL(k) is the linear matter power spectrum. While this contribu-

tion is suppressed compared to the leading, disconnected term, the latter approaches a
constant at small k, while the trispectrum contribution grows toward small k (assuming
k & 0.02hMpc−1) due to the factor PL(k). For this reason, it can bias the maximum-
likelihood value for σ8 even for very small values of Λ which correspondingly push k to
small values (see the behavior of α for Λ . 0.1hMpc−1 in Figure 7.2). We leave a more
detailed investigation, and possible remedies, for future work.

7.7 Discussion and conclusion

We have derived an EFT-based, Fourier-space likelihood for the galaxy density field that al-
lows for cosmological inference from galaxy clustering with rigorously controlled theoretical
systematics, without the need for measuring arbitrarily higher order n-point functions. In
our concrete application, we have restricted to a second-order bias expansion, including the
leading higher-derivative bias contribution as well as scale-dependent stochasticity. While
we have not included projection effects such as redshift-space distortions, and thus referred
to the tracers as halos, the bias expansion is fully general and also holds for galaxies.

At this order, and when combined with a 2LPT forward model for matter, our posterior
self-consistently combines the following sources of cosmological information in large-scale
structure:

1. The leading- and next-to-leading order power spectrum, and leading-order bispec-
trum. In particular, this breaks the bias-amplitude degeneracy, which is perfect at
linear order, using the second-order displacement term. Further, it allows for im-
proved constraints on the slope (spectral index) of the linear power spectrum by
extending the range in wavenumber k useable for robust constraints.

2. Fully resummed BAO reconstruction using 2LPT displacements, both at the power
spectrum and bispectrum levels (see Appendix N for a detailed discussion on this
topic).

3. Correct description of curvature and tidal effects on the local BAO scale. This
effectively includes information from the 4-point function as well as higher-order
statistics, through the highly nontrivial posterior in Eq. (4.6).
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These probes translate into constraints on cosmological parameters. The first point allows
for direct constraints on σ8 and parameters which control the shape of the power spectrum,
such as Ωm, ns, and the sum of neutrino masses. The second and third allow for constraints
on the expansion history and thus dark energy equation of state.

We subsequently presented numerical results demonstrating the first application of
this EFT-Fourier likelihood for LSS to DM halo catalogs from GADGET-2 gravity-only
simulations. More precisely, the test case is to obtain an unbiased estimate of the amplitude
of the linear power spectrum σ8 (or equivalently normalization of scalar perturbations As)
purely based on the non-linear information in the halo density field that is protected by
the equivalence principle. For this, we vary four bias parameters as well as two stochastic
amplitudes. The reasoning for choosing σ8 as parameter is that it can only be inferred
by using information in the non-linear density field. An unbiased inference – which we
have not completely achieved yet – would thus mean that the robust, protected non-linear
information content has been isolated. We expect that other parameters, such as the BAO
scale or the matter power spectrum shape, will then also be unbiased, as they rely to a
lesser degree on purely non-linear information.

We have additionally presented a method to analytically marginalize over bias param-
eters, which we apply to three of the four bias parameters in our implementation. We
expect that this analytical marginalization will prove extremely powerful when going to
higher order in the bias expansion (both in orders of perturbations and derivatives): when
using this technique, the cost of finding the maximum-likelihood point, or more generally,
sampling from the likelihood, only increases quadratically with the number of bias terms
(since the cost is dominated by the evaluation of the matrix AOO′).

3 On the other hand,
the computational cost would grow much more rapidly if one where to explicitly vary all
bias parameters.

Our results indicate that σ8 can be recovered with a systematic error under ∼ 10% for
a range of halo samples at different redshifts when using a cutoff value Λ = 0.1hMpc−1.
The residual systematic bias in σ8, as shown in [196], can be accounted for by introducing
the same Λ cut-off in the initial conditions. It would further be interesting to perform a
joint inference from the different halo samples that we have considered separately here,
which however requires a generalization of the likelihood to include the stochasticity cross-
covariance between different tracers. We leave these developments to future work.

Our approach has some resemblance to what was recently presented in [152]. Instead
of the sharp-k filter employed here (necessary for an unbiased inference following [123]),
the authors of [192] used a Gaussian filter. More importantly, they allowed for the bias
coefficients to be free functions of k, bO → bO(k), which removes the information on σ8,
and instead focused on the degree of cross-correlation of the field we call δh,det here with
the actual halo density field. It would be interesting to study the corresponding correlation
coefficient for our, sharp-k-filtered field δh,det given the best-fit bias parameters. We defer

3This scaling is based on the fact that the computational time of evaluating the likelihood is dominated
by the determination of the quantities AOO′ and BO in the notation of Section 7.3. The cost of the matrix
inversion is negligible for a realistic number of operators.
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this to future study as well.
A natural next question is: what is the expected statistical error for the inferred σ8

in the realistic case when the phases of the linear density field are unknown? In order to
determine this, one unfortunately has to marginalize over those phases, which requires an
implementation of the EFT likelihood into a sampling framework along the lines of, e.g.
[39, 127]. We thus have to defer this question to future work as well. It is clear however
that this uncertainty will be very sensitive to the value of the cutoff Λ. Regardless of the
expected statistical precision, it should be pointed out that, by fixing the phases to their
ground-truth values throughout, the test of unbiased cosmology inference presented here
is the most stringent test possible.

For future improvements, it is worth emphasizing again that an EFT-based likelihood
can be straightforwardly extended to include higher-order bias contributions. While this
might mean that non-Gaussian corrections to the likelihood and more noise fields need
to be considered, the fundamental approach remains the same, and the dimensionality of
the inference problem hardly changes. Thus, this approach appears much more feasible
than explicitly measuring ever higher n-point functions. Further, many additional types of
cosmological physics can be included straightforwardly, such as the scale-dependent bias
induced by primordial non-Gaussianity, as well as multiple tracers within the same volume.

For realistic applications to actual data, the main missing ingredients are nontrivial
survey geometries (mask) and redshift-space distortions (see Section 3.2.1). The former
leads to a non-diagonal noise covariance as discussed in Section 7.1, which however only
needs to be determined once. It is then worth mentioning that, in light of a recent results
in [197], it is possible to derive an equivalent likelihood in real-space if one allows for the
dependence of the stochasticity covariance matrix on the evolved matter field.

Redshift-space distortions can be treated in the EFT approach as well [198, 199, 200],
and can be included in forward modeling correspondingly.4 We leave all of these develop-
ments to future work.

4Redshift-space distortions allow for a measurement of the growth rate in the linear regime. However, if
line-of-sight-dependent selection effects are present, then this information is removed due to a degeneracy
with a new bias parameter. Then, non-linear information is necessary to infer the growth rate [200], in
close analogy with the discussion in Section 7.1.2 here.
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Redshift
Mass range

log10M [h−1M�]
α̂ (run 1) α̂ (run 2) b1

σ2
ε

[Poisson]
σε,2/σε

[(h−1Mpc)2]
0 [13.0-13.5] 0.96± 0.02 0.90± 0.02 1.20 1.11 −25.5
0 [13.5-14.0] 1.02± 0.03 1.01± 0.03 1.61 0.96 −11.7
1 [13.0-13.5] 1.05± 0.04 1.16± 0.04 2.36 0.93 1.3
1 [13.5-14.0] 1.05± 0.05 0.93± 0.05 3.49 0.89 10.5

Table 7.2: Summary of results for Λ = 0.1hMpc−1 and kmax = Λ/2, with the likelihood
settings described in the text. For the best-fit scaled σ8 estimate α̂, results from run 1
and run 2 are shown individually with estimated 68% CL error bars. b1 and stochastic
amplitudes are reported for the fiducial σ8 = σfid

8 and averaged over both runs. The
stochastic variance σ2

ε is scaled to the Poisson expectation for the given halo sample, as
described in Appendix L. The last column shows the ratio of the higher-derivative stochastic
amplitude to the lowest-order one, indicating the scale associated with the expansion of
σ2(k) in k.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and outlook

This thesis summarizes our attempts to improve and apply the Bayesian forward modeling
and inference approach – motivated by the borg framework – to galaxy clustering data,
in order to robustly extract unbiased cosmological and astrophysical information.

On the side of cosmological inference, we have put this framework to some of the most
stringent tests up to now. These tests were designed to study the precision and robustness
of the main ingredients of Bayesian forward modeling, in particular, the deterministic bias
model and the LSS likelihood. Specifically, in Chapter 5 we have implemented a non-local,
second-order bias model in borg and in Chapter 7, we have developed and rigorously tested
a novel likelihood derived from EFT approach, in Fourier space. As pointed out at the end
of Chapter 7, there is still a substantial amount of work required to ready our framework
for cosmological parameter inference from real galaxy surveys. In fact, many works in
this direction have been already carried out before and during the writing of this thesis
[187, 197, 196]. The path, however, is clear. The EFT approach and Bayesian forward
modeling framework together allow for a straightforward extension of galaxy bias modeling
to any higher-order. Indeed, [196] has already extended the bias model studied in Chapter 7
to third-order. On another hand, [197] pointed out that the EFT Gaussian likelihood can
also be implemented directly in real-space – with some modifications compared to the
version presented in Chapter 7 – thus avoiding potential problems arising from non-trivial
survey masks. For the next steps, we aim to implement and study the EFT-based likelihood
in the borg framework – where we are going to sample also the phases of initial density
field – with the goal to recover the input cosmological parameters of the N-body simulations
within the uncertainty provided by borg ensemble. It would also be interesting to see how
the rigorous EFT approach fares against the ad-hoc models studied in Chapter 5 (see also
[127]), or a neural network approach as in [201].

On the side of astrophysical measurement, using borg-SDSS3 reconstructions, we have
demonstrated that our approach provides a consistent way to account for systematics
induced by reconstructed velocity field in kSZ measurements. This is of course only the
first step towards a completely systematic-free measurement of the kSZ signal, especially
given that future CMB and redshift data will be highly more precise and any measurement
will be more sensitive to residual systematics. However, precisely for this reason, it is
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important to develop a fully Bayesian framework – like the one presented in Chapter 6 –
that facilitates the combination of various datasets in a consistent and transparent way.
Only by doing so, we could exploit the kSZ probes to their full potential in future. Indeed,
using kSZ measurement to probe galaxy cluster gas profile and constrain baryonic fraction
inside galaxy clusters and groups is another fascinating topic that we plan to explore as
soon as higher-resolution CMB data allows us to resolve more clusters, especially the ones
at the low-mass end.



Appendix A

Fourier transform

A.1 Dirac Delta function

With the notation of Fourier transform given in Table 1.2, we define the Dirac Delta
function by demanding that the application of the inverse Fourier transform onto the
Fourier transform of f(x) must yield the exact same function

f(x) =

∫

k

(∫

x′
f(x′)e−ik·x

′
)
eik·x

=

∫

x′

(∫

k

eik·(x−x
′)

)
f(x′). (A.1)

Compare Eq. (A.1) to the translation properties of the Dirac Delta function, i.e.

f(x) =

∫

x′
δD(x− x′)f(x′), (A.2)

we arrive at the definition

δD(x− x′) =

∫

k

eik·(x−x
′). (A.3)

A.2 Filtering and convolution theorem

The application of any given filter W (x), e.g. the AP filter in Chapter 6 or the sharp,
low-pass filter in Chapter 7 onto a field f(x), yields a filtered field fW (x)

fW (x) ≡ (W ∗ f) (x) =

∫

x′
W (x′)f(x− x′). (A.4)
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This operation could be represented as a multiplication in Fourier space where

fW (k) =

∫

x

[∫

x′
W (x′)f(x− x′)

]
e−ik·x

=

∫

x

[∫

x′

(∫

x′′
W (x′)f(x′′)δD(x− x′ − x′′)

)]
e−ik·x

=

∫

x

[∫

x′

(∫

x′′
W (x′)f(x′′)

∫

k′
eik
′·(x−x′−x′′)

)]
e−ik·x

=

∫

k′

[(∫

x

eix·(k
′−k)

)(∫

x′
W (x′)e−ik

′·x′
)(∫

x′′
f(x′′)e−ik

′·x′′
)]

=

∫

k′
[δD(k′ − k)W (k′) f(k′)]

= W (k) f(k). (A.5)

We employ this property (together with the Fourier transform and its inverse) frequently
throughout our work, whenever a computation involving filtered fields is encountered.

Below, we list the four symmetric 3D filters WR(x) commonly appeared in the works
described by this thesis, and their Fourier transforms WR(k),

• Spherical sharp-k filter:

WR(x) =
3

4πR3

[
3j1(x/R)

(x/R

]
, (A.6)

WR(k) = ΘH(1− kR). (A.7)

• Spherical Gaussian filter:

WR(x) =
1

(2πR2)3/2
e(−x2/2R2), (A.8)

WR(k) = e(−k2R2), (A.9)

• Spherical top-hat filter:

WR(x) =
3

4πR3
H
(

1− x

R

)
, (A.10)

WR(k) = 3
j1(kR)

kR
, (A.11)

• CIC filter:

WR(x) =
1

R

{
1− |x|/R |x| < R

0 otherwise,
(A.12)
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WR(k) =




sin
(

πk
2kN

)

πk
2kN




2

, (A.13)

where ΘH(x) denotes the Heaviside step function

ΘH(x) =

{
1 x > 0

0 otherwise,
(A.14)

and j1(x) denotes the first-order spherical Bessel function

j1(x) =
sin(x)− x cos(x)

x2
, (A.15)

while kN = π/R denotes the Nyquist frequency.

A.3 Numerical implementations of Fourier transform

For numerical computation, a discrete version of the Fourier transform (DFT) needs to be
implemented. The DFTs in borg are carried out with the help of the FFTW package1.
For the processing of borg output, we employ the Numpy’s implementation of DFT2.

1http://www.fftw.org/
2https://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy/reference/routines.fft.html

http://www.fftw.org/
https://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy/reference/routines.fft.html
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Appendix B

Hamiltonian Monte-Carlo sampling

This appendix aims to provide only the background information to support the main text,
readers interested in the HMC method might find a more in-depth review in [202]. An
insightful review of inference using MCMC methods could be found in [203]. Below we
will assume some prior knowledge on basic MCMC methods, for example, the Metropolis-
Hasting algorithm. Readers who are new to this topic might find Part IV, and in particular,
Section 29-30 of [?] helpful.

B.1 Overview

Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC) – also known as Hybrid Monte Carlo as it was first
introduced in [128] – is a MCMC method that improves upon the original Metropolis-
Hasting algorithm [204, 130] by introducing a dynamical method to find and propose a
new state during Metropolis updates, that is, by following the the Hamiltonian equations
of motion:

d~q

dt
=
∂H(~q, ~p)

∂~p
,

d~p

dt
= −∂H(~q, ~p)

∂~q
,

(B.1)

where

H(~q, ~p) = U(~q) +K(~p) (B.2)

for a system with potential U(~q) (see Section B.3.1) and kinetic energy K(~p) (see Sec-
tion B.3.2). The reason behind this choice will become clear in the following sections,
especially in Section B.2.1 and Section B.3.1.

The unoriginal name “Hamiltonian Monte Carlo” caught on not only because it retains
the abbreviation while being more descriptive but also because it highlights the beauty
of this method. Conservation of the Hamiltonian guarantees that a sampler following the
trajectory of Hamiltonian dynamics – as opposed to that of a random walk like in the
original Metropolis-Hasting algorithm – not only systematically explores a bigger volume
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of the parameter space but also doing that with a high acceptance rate, even in the presence
of numerical errors due to discretization of time in Eq. (B.1) in computer implementations.

B.2 Properties of Hamiltonian dynamics

Here we highlight some general properties of Hamiltonian dynamics which constitute to
its success in MCMC application.

B.2.1 Hamiltonian conservation

Perhaps the most important feature for the success of HMC is the fact that the Hamiltonian
Eq. (B.2) is invariant under time translation

dH

dt
=
∂H

∂~q
· d~q
dt

+
∂H

∂~p
· d~p
dt

=
∂H

∂~q
· ∂H
∂~p

+
∂H

∂~p
·
(
−∂H
∂~q

)
= 0. (B.3)

This means, technically, H is conserved along the trajectory of Hamiltonian dynamics, thus
proposals found through this dynamical transition always have a unity acceptance rate
during Metropolis updates. Practically, any HMC implementation requires numerically
solving the equations of Hamiltonian dynamics Eq. (B.1). This implies discretization of
time in Eq. (B.1) into small step sizes ε that introduces numerical errors which in turn
results into H being only asymptotically invariant (in the limit of vanishing ε).

B.2.2 Reversibility

Any MCMC update must leave the target distribution invariant. This requirement is easily
satisfied if the Markov chain transition is reversible, which is the case for the Hamiltonian
dynamics, for if t→ −t and ~p→ −~p – assuming Eq. (B.1) and H(~q,−~p) = H(~q, ~p) – then

d~q

d(−t) = −d~q
dt

= −∂H(~q, ~p)

∂(~p)
=
∂H(~q,−~p)
∂(−~p)

d(−~p)
d(−t) =

d~p

dt
= −∂H(~q, ~p)

∂~q
= −∂H(~q,−~p)

∂~q

(B.4)

which assumes the same form of Eq. (B.1).

B.2.3 Volume preservation

The fact that the divergence of the phase-space velocity field of a Hamiltonian system
vanishes

∂

∂~q
· d~q
dt

+
∂

∂~p
· d~p
dt

=
∂

∂~q
· ∂H
∂~p

+
∂

∂~p
·
(
−∂H
∂~q

)
= 0 (B.5)

can be used to show that the Hamiltonian flow reserves the phase-space volume [202]. This
result is a direct consequence of Hamiltonian dynamics being symplectic, i.e. Hamiltonian
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flow leaves the symplectic manifold of phase-space intact, as stated by the Liouville’s
theorem [205]. This property makes Hamiltonian dynamics even more suitable to find and
propose a new state for Metropolis updates, as one needs not to account for the change in
volume when computing the acceptance probability.

B.3 Anatomy of the Hamiltonian in HMC

B.3.1 Potential energy

The potential term U(~q) in the Hamiltonian Eq. (B.2) – inspired by the connection be-
tween the probability distribution of a canonical ensemble consisting of microstates (~q, ~p)
in statistical mechanics

P (~q, ~p) =
1

Z
exp [−H(~q, ~p)/T ] =

1

Z
exp [−U(~q)/T ] exp [−K(~p)/T ] (B.6)

and the posterior of model parameter ~θ in statistical inference

P (~θ |~d) =
P (~θ)

∏
i P (~d |~θ)

P (~d)
=

1

P (~d)
exp

[
ln

(
P (~θ)

∏

i

P (~d |~θ)
)]

, (B.7)

for systems with a unity temperature, i.e., T = 1, and a partition function equal to the
model evidence, i.e. Z = P (~d), – is defined in terms of our target distribution, i.e. the
probability function we wish to sample [128, 203]

U(~q) = − ln

(
P (~q)

∏

i

P (~d |~q)
)

(B.8)

wherein the model parameters play the role of “position” variables, ~q = ~θ. Note that this
is fully consistent with setting T = 1 and Z = P (~d), as, by definition,

Z =

∫ ∫
e−H(~q,~p)d~qd~p =

∫ ∫ (
P (~q, ~p)

∏

i

P (~d |~q, ~p)
)
d~qd~p = P (~d). (B.9)

So far, we have treated the “momentum” variables ~p as nuisance parameters to be
marginalized over. This is indeed the case in all practices of HMC sampling, as the ~p and
the associated kinetic term K(~p) are only introduced so that the Hamiltonian dynamics
(cf. Eq. (B.1)) can operate properly. The exact form of K(~p), however, can affect the
efficiency of the HMC sampler, as will be discussed in the following section.

B.3.2 Kinetic energy

The kinetic term K(~p) of the Hamiltonian the Hamiltonian Eq. (B.2) consists of auxiliary,
i.e. nuisance, “momentum” variables ~p, which are typically drawn from independent Gaus-
sian distributions in each iteration of the HMC algorithm, and a positive-definite “mass
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matrix” or “Hamiltonian mass” M

K(~p) =
1

2
(~p)ᵀ · M−1 · ~p, (B.10)

which is normally chosen to be diagonal, for the sake of computing its inversion. In essence,
the kinetic term, specifically the “Hamiltonian mass” M, determines the inertia of our
exploration of the parameter space with the HMC sampler, of which we wish to maximize
the efficiency. A too-large “mass” choice would result into a slow moving sampler while
a too-small “mass” choice would lead to instability of the numerical integrator and thus
non-conserved H – that is, low acceptance rate.

A typical choice of M is setting M = C−1 where C is the covariance matrix of ~q
[206, 207]. For practical purposes, especially in cases where the dimensionality of the
parameter space is so high that it is infeasible to store and invert M, an analysis of the
stability of the numerical integrator, given a specific form of the potential energy U(~q),
must be performed in order to identify the optimal choice for M [207, 40, 39].

B.4 HMC algorithm

Each iteration of a typical HMC algorithm can be generally divided into two steps.

1) The momentum variables are updated, ~p → ~p′, using new values drawn from their
multivariate Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix M.

1) From (~q, ~p′), Hamiltonian dynamics is simulated for nstep steps of size ε, using a
symplectic integrator, e.g. the leapfrog integrator described in the next section.

The algorithm essentially alternates between a random walk across Hamiltonian energy
levels and deterministic Hamiltonian trajectory along each level.

B.4.1 Leapfrog scheme

Solving the Hamiltonian dynamics on a computer amounts to discretizing the system of
continuous differential equations in Eq. (B.1) into small step sizes ε and evolving them for
τ = nstep ε at each step. A popular choice to approximate the solution for such a system is
the leapfrog integration scheme1 [202, 208, 39]

~p
(
t+

ε

2

)
= ~p(t)− ε

2

∂U

∂~q
~q(t) (B.11)

~q(t+ ε) = ~q(t) + ε
~p(t+ ε/2)

~m
(B.12)

~p(t+ ε) = ~p
(
t+

ε

2

)
− ε

2

∂U

∂~q
~q(t+ ε) (B.13)

1This particular form of the leapfrog integrator is referred to as the “kick-drift-kick” form.
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q

p

Figure B.1: Each HMC transition first lifts the current state onto a random Hamiltonian
energy level (light red arrows) by (re-)sampling the momentum. In the next step, the
system traverses the corresponding Hamiltonian trajectory for L = nstep ε (dark red arrows)
before arriving at a new state which is then proposed to the Metropolis update. Diagram
taken from [208].
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Figure B.2: With most numerical integrators, as the system evolves further and further
from the initial point, numerical errors coherently add up and push the numerical tra-
jectory (red line) away from the exact Hamiltonian trajectory. The family of symplectic
integrators, including the leapfrog scheme described by Eqs. (B.11)–(B.12), generate an
incompressible numerical trajectory, similar to the exact Hamiltonian trajectory they ap-
proximate. Consequently their numerical errors cancel out and the numerical trajectory
(dark violet) oscillate around the exact one.

assuming a diagonal mass matrix M with ~m = diagM.

Note that Eqs. (B.11)–(B.11) are all shear transformations. Consequently, the leapfrog
scheme strictly preserves the phase-space volume. This incompressibility limits the de-
viation of the numerical trajectory from the exact Hamiltonian trajectory (which is also
incompressible) such that the numerical trajectory keeps oscillate around the exact one.
Additionally, Eqs. (B.11)–(B.11) are reversible by negating ~p, applying the same number
of steps, then negating ~p again.

The HMC system of borg – as described in Chapter 4 – is evolved using the leapfrog
integrator in the exact same form as Eqs. (B.11)–(B.13) wherein ~q ≡ ~din and U(~q) ≡
Ψ(~δin) = − lnP

(
~δin

∣∣∣~dh,S
)

.

B.4.2 Step size and trajectory length

The leapfrog step size ε and number of leapfrog steps nstep taken during each Metropolis
update together control the length of the Hamiltonian trajectory L = nstep ε, which in turn
plays a crucial role in determining the performance of HMC sampling, i.e. the convergence
rate of the MCMC chain and correlation between neighbor MCMC samples.

On one hand, if either ε or nstep is too large, L will be too long and the sampler might just
end up near its starting point. Additionally, a larger step size ε introduces more numerical
errors (hence instabilities) in the approximated Hamiltonian trajectory (see Figure B.3),
which then typically leads to a low acceptance rate for states proposed by said trajectory.

On the contrary, choosing a too small value for either ε or nstep not only waste compu-
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Figure B.3: The numerical trajectory computed with the leapfrog scheme using step sizes of
ε = 0.3 (left panel) and ε = 1.2 (right panel) for the 1D Hamiltonian H = q2/2+p2/2. With
increasing ε, the difference between exact Hamiltonian trajectory and leapfrog-integrated
trajectory becomes more and more visible. The latter, however, remains stable, only
oscillating around the former. Plot taken from [202].

tational time but also potentially delay convergence of the resulting MCMC chain2.

Finally, to avoid trajectory resonant, namely, the HMC sampler is trapped in some
subsets of parameter space due to periodicity of the Hamiltonian [202], ε and nstep are
randomly drawn from uniform distributions [εmin], εmax] and [nmin, nmax], respectively, at
each step [39, 202].

B.4.3 Convergence and correlation

As mentioned in the previous section, even with the HMC, tuning of ε and nmax is still
needed to boost the convergence rate of the MCMC chain. This step typically requires
some preliminary runs during which the values of ε and nmax are varied while the evolutions
of some performance-/convergence-indicative quantities are monitored with trace plots.

Another important aspect for any MCMC analysis is how to store and process samples
in a chain in the most efficient way. In our analysis, we typically thin the MCMC chain
by only storing and using 1-in-every-10 or 1-in-every-40 samples.

Below, in Appendix D, we will discuss these points in the specific context of borg
analysis.

2As the trajectory length nstep ε becomes too short, the HMC trajectory becomes similar to that of a
random walk which is precisely what we try to avoid with HMC.
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B.4.4 Scaling with dimensionality

The reason that HMC sampling is the crux of borg is its scaling with dimensionality.
Here we briefly summarize the discussions in [209, 202] without providing a detailed proof.
We restrict our discussion to the sampling performance after the burn-in phase, i.e. when
equilibrium has been reached.

Consider the problem of sampling in a d-dimensional parameter space, the key to quan-
tify the performance of a MCMC sampling algorithm is the minimal amount of iterations
or updates needed for it to reach a (nearly) independent point from the previous point,
meanwhile, maintaining a reasonable acceptance rate. For the traditional random-walk
Metropolis-Hasting algorithm, this number is simply proportional to d, which results into
a total numerical cost that grows as d d = d2. On the other hand, the HMC algorithm only
requires a number proportional to d1/4 of leapfrog updates to reach the next independent
point while keeping the dimensional-average total error in H, and hence the acceptance
rate, in check. This leads to a total numerical cost growing as d d1/4 = d5/4. Let us consider
the typical cases that borg has to deal with wherein d ∼ 1283− 5123, the HMC sampling
suppresses the numerical cost by a factor of d3/4 ∼ 38− 64.

It is worth emphasizing that the general discussion above only requires the acceptance
rates of the two algorithms being reasonable, not necessarily the same. It can be rigorously
shown that, when the computational cost to obtain an independent sample is minimized
for each algorithm, an optimal rate of 23% and 65% can be achieved for Metropolis-Hasting
and HMC algorithm, respectively (see [202] and references therein).

B.5 Advanced HMC methods

More advanced variations and extensions of the standard HMC algorithm are discussed,
although not exhaustively, in [202], including adaptive HMC in which new step size is
chosen for each HMC update based on results of previous updates, and trajectory tempering
wherein the temperature T in Eq. (B.6) is varied3 so that the HMC sampler can move more
easily between distribution modes that are separated by regions with low probability.

3A higher T produces a more diffuse distribution, with the target distribution corresponding to T = 1.
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Slice sampling

The slice sampling method [129] – employed for the sampling of bias parameters in borg
– exploits the idea that one can sample from a target distribution of a random variable
x ∈ Rn by uniformly drawing samples from the n + 1-dimensional region under the plot
of its density function. One can then construct a Markov chain that converges to this
uniform distribution by uniformly sample alternatively between the vertical and horizontal
directions, hence the name. Let us briefly formulate this idea in an algorithmic format.
For simplicity, we only consider here the case of n = 1. To sample from a multivariate dis-
tribution wherein n > 1, as in the case of the bias parameters bO and likelihood parameters
λa, such single-variable slice sampling updates can be sequentially applied to each variable
while the other variables are fixed.

Suppose we want to sample x from P(x) ∝ P∗(x), we need to introduce an auxiliary
variable y such that a transition of x0 → x1 involves:

1. evaluate P∗(x0);

2. y x U (0,P∗(x0));

3. define a horizontal slice (xl, xr);

4. loop over step 5-8;

5. x1 x U(xl, xr);

6. evaluate P∗(x1);

7. if (P∗(x1) > y) then break from loop;

8. else modify (xl, xr).

Here U denotes a uniform distribution. Specifically, variations of slice sampling method
differ by the details in step 3 and 8. The general requirement for any flavor is that it
must satisfy detail balance so that it leaves the distribution U(x, y) under the curve P∗(x)
invariant [129]. Below we illustrate step 3 and step 8 with the two procedures actually
implemented in borg, namely the “doubling” and “shrinkage” procedures.
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C.1 “Doubling” procedure for defining (xl, xr)

We keep doubling the interval (xl, xr) until xl and xr satisfy P∗(xl) < y and P∗(xr) < y,
i.e. both left and right endpoints fall outside the slice:

1. r x U(0, 1);

2. xl = x− rw, xr = xl + w;

3. while (P∗(xl) > y) or (P∗(xr) > y): xl = xl − w or xr = xr + w.

The purpose of this step is to get an interval containing as much of the the slice as possible
such that the new point x1 would differ from x0 as much as possible [129].

C.2 “Shrinkage” procedure for shrinking (xl, xr)

Whenever a x1 drawn in step 5 leads to the (x1, y) point lies above the P∗(x0) curve, it
becomes a new endpoint. So we effectively shrink the interval (xl, xr) such that x0 is still
enclosed in the new interval:

1. if (x1 > x0) then xr = x1;

2. else xl = x1.

This is done to avoid a too large interval which would render subsequent sampling step
inefficient [129].
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borg MCMC chain: burn-in phase
and thinning

A MCMC chain generally needs a burn-in phase before it starts to converge to the target
posterior distribution (see Section B.4.3). In general, a good indicator for the convergence
of the chain generated by borg is the convergence plot of the primordial power spectrum
Pini(k), of which we show an example in Figure D.1. For all borg reconstructions shown
below, we remove all MCMC samples generated during this burn-in phase.

Measuring the correlation between noise residuals in MCMC samples often offers a
qualitative estimate on how much information is there in the chain, or on what usually
known as the effective sample size. To do this, we first subtract the borg ensemble mean
from the inferred initial density field in each borg sample, i.e.

~δsres = ~δsm,ini −
〈
~δm,ini

〉
s′
. (D.1)

It is worth repeating here that 〈 〉s′ denotes the borg ensemble average. We then measure
the correlation of this residual for successive MCMC samples as

rres(s, s
′) =

Cov
(
~δsres,

~δs
′

res

)

σsσs′
(D.2)

in which s and s′ denote the MCMC identifiers and all implicit averages in Eq. (D.2) are
now taken over the spatial grid. By definition, rres varies between -1 and 1, with 0 implies
the residuals are totally uncorrelated. Thus, for our purpose, we would select only samples
separated by a distance of ∆s = s′−s such that rres(∆s) = 0. We refer to ∆s as the thinning
factor of the MCMC chain. Our measurements of rres for all reconstructions included in
this analysis indicate that, once the chains have passed their burn-in phases, our effective
sample size is ∼ Nsamples/40, regardless of the setup (e.g. tracer density, grid resolution,
etc.). We show in the right panel of Figure D.2, rres for four of the reconstructions.

For each reconstruction, after accounting for burn-in phase and thinning the rest of the
chain by a factor of 40, we include 751 borg samples in the analysis.
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Figure D.1: An example of the convergence plot of the initial matter power spectrum in
one of our borg reconstructions. The color bar indicates the MCMC identifier. The plot
illustrates the burn-in phase (deep blue) in which the power spectrum drifts towards the
theoretical initial power spectrum specified by the given cosmology. This specific chain
appears to converge after ∼ 800 samples.
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Figure D.2: Correlation plot of the fluctuating part in the initial matter density field in
four of our borg reconstructions. The correlation coefficient rini is measured as a function
of the separation between MCMC samples ∆s. The horizontal dashed line indicates a value
of 0 which implies no correlation between the corresponding pair of MCMC samples.
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Appendix E

Profile likelihood

The profile likelihood method [193, 210] – employed in Chapter 7 – provides not only
a numerically efficient MLE of the marginalized likelihood but also the error/confidence
intervals of such estimate, especially for cases with a small sample size like ours [193].
This method exploits the idea that the likelihood function of multiple model parameters,
P ({θ}) wherein {θ} ≡ (a, {b}) ∈ Rn, can be reduced to a function of one single variable of
interest, Pprof(a), with the rest of parameters, {b}, being treated as nuisance parameters
and “profiled” out, i.e. maximized over as [210]

P ({θ}) ≡ P (a, {b})→ Pprof(a) = max
{θ}∈S(a)

P (a, {b}) , (E.1)

where S(a) denotes the hyperplanes in Rn such that
{
{θ} ∈ S : θ0 = a

}
. Pprof(a) is then

an isometric profile of the original likelihood function P ({θ}) for a given θ0 = a, hence
often referred to as the profile likelihood.

The error on our MLE estimate â of a is then simply given by the variance of the
log-likelihood ratio −2 ln

[
Pprof(a)/Pprof(â)

]
[193, 210], i.e. the 68% confidence interval

corresponds to where −2 ln
[
Pprof(a)/Pprof(â)

]
increases by 1 from the minimum value.
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Appendix F

tSZ contamination and cluster mass
cut

In [174], it has been tested that the tSZ contamination becomes important for rare, massive
clusters with total mass larger than 1014M�. Due to the limited number of clusters in the
maxBCG catalog after redshift and survey mask cuts, we have found that, specifically for
our sub-sample of maxBCG clusters and the Planck SMICA CMB map, it is necessary to
remove all rare clusters heavier than 8.5×1013M�. This is demonstrated in Figure F.1 be-
low, where we show the average AAP filter output, as a function of filter scale, at locations
of clusters in each of five equi-log M200 bins, up to M200 = 2.5 × 1014M�. We especially
check for the cancellation of tSZ signal (and other possible foreground contaminations) by
comparing the average AAP filter output to the typical amplitude of the kSZ signal of
clusters in each corresponding mass bin. For simplification, we assume a universal cluster
LOS velocity vLOS = 300 kms−1.
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Figure F.1: The average AAP filter output from Planck SMICA CMB map at locations of
maxBCG clusters below 2.2 × 1014M�, binned in M200 (middle) and cumulative (right).
The dot-dashed lines represent the typical kSZ signal amplitude of clusters in the M200 bin
with the same color.



Appendix G

The kSZ Likelihood: Mixture
weights, MAP mean and variance of
the kSZ signal amplitude

First, we derive the individual mixture weight λs for each component of the Gaussian
mixture distribution of large-scale bulk-flow amplitude αs in Section 6.3. Let us denote

Ai = ∆TkSZ,i/T0, (G.1)

and
Bs
i = −τivLOS,s

L,i /c. (G.2)

Then, the likelihood on the r.h.s. of Eq. (6.21) can be re-written as

lnP ({Ai}|α, {Bs
i }) = −1

2

∑

i

(Ai − αBs
i )

2

σ2
i

− 1

2
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i

ln(σ2
i )
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)2
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∑
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i

σ2
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∑
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(
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(
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i
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)2
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s
i

σ2
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(
Bsi
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2
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ln
(
σ2
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)
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(G.3)
We further denote

µs =

∑
i [(AiB

s
i ) /σ

2
i ]∑

i (B
s
i /σi)

2 , (G.4)

σ2
s = 1/

[∑

i

(
Bs
i

σi

)2
]
, (G.5)

γ =
∑

i

(
Ai
σi

)2

, (G.6)
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and

δ =
∑

i

ln
[
σ2
i

]
, (G.7)

so that we can shortened Eq. (G.3) to

lnP = −1

2
γ − 1

2σ2
s

(
α2 − 2αµs

)
− 1

2
δ

= −1

2
γ − 1

2σ2
s

(
(α− µs)2 − µ2

s

)
− 1

2
δ

= −1

2
γ +

µ2
s

2σ2
s

− 1

2
δ − 1

2σ2
s

(α− µs)2 . (G.8)

The first and third terms on the RHS of Eq. (G.8) neither vary between borg-SDSS3
samples nor depend on α, thus they can be dropped from Eq. (G.8), such that

lnP ∝ 1

2σ2
s

[
µ2
s − (α− µs)2] . (G.9)

We can now simply write

P
(
α|{∆TkSZ,i/T0}, {τivLOS,s

L,i /c}
)
∝ P(α)

1

N

N∑

s

eωs
√

2π σ2
s

exp
(
− (α−µs)2

2σ2
s

)

√
2π σ2

s

(G.10)

where ωs ≡ µ2s
2σ2
s
. The normalized version will then be

P
(
α|{∆TkSZ,i/T0}, {τivLOS,s
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1
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√
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2
, (G.11)

where

λs =
eωs + 1

2
ln[2π (σs)

2]

∑N
s eωs + 1

2
ln[2π (σs)

2]
. (G.12)
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We can easily derive the mean of this distribution as follows, assuming a uniform prior,
i.e. P(α) = 1,

〈α〉s =

∫
dαα

N∑

s

λs
exp
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− (α−µs)2
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2
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√
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2
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λsµs, (G.13)

which is precisely Eq. (6.25).
Similarly, we can explicitly work out the variance of the Gaussian mixture distribution.
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So the result is the sum of the average noise variances and the variance of the mean
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estimate (cf. Eq. (6.26)). The second term clearly shows that our uncertainties on α
include uncertainties from the velocity reconstruction.

Let us next try to compute lnP ({Ai}|α, {Bs
i }) for measurements at all θf scales in a

similar fashion to how we arrived at Eq. (G.11).
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(G.15)

where we have omitted terms that do not vary between borg samples. Eq. (G.15) is
similar to Eq. (G.8) with

µs =

∑
iA

ᵀ
i (Ci)

−1 Bs
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i (B
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(G.16)

and

σ2
s = 1/

[∑

i

(Bs
i )

ᵀ (Ci)
−1 Bs

i

]
(G.17)



Appendix H

CMB contribution to covariance
matrix of multi-scale kSZ
measurement

In this appendix, we provide a detailed derivation of the CMB covariance matrix term
(cf. Eq. (6.34)) that contributes to the covariance matrix of multi-scale kSZ measurement
described in Section 6.3.2. Let us plug Eq. (6.31) into the first term on the r.h.s. of
Eq. (6.30), we get
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(H.1)

We further validate the analytical computation of the CMB covariance matrix in
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Figure H.1: Comparison between analytical (red) and numerical (blue) estimates of the
CMB contribution to the diagonal of multi-scale kSZ signal covariance matrix.

Eq. (H.1) by comparing its diagonal elements with the σ2
(

∆T
θf
CMB(θi)/T0

)
numerically

computed at 1000 random points in each of 1000 SMICA2018-like CMB mocks in Fig-
ure H.1. The analytical estimate using the Planck 2018 best-fit ΛCDM power spectrum
is in extremely good agreement with the numerical estimate using SMICA2018-like CMB
realizations.



Appendix I

GADGET-2 simulation of the
borg-SDSS3 volume and mock kSZ
signal templates

As mentioned in Chapter 6, to generate the mock templates of kSZ signal within the
borg-SDSS3 volume, we use DM particles and halos from a GADGET-2 [83] simulation
with DM-only at a very high resolution of Npart = 20483. The initial conditions for the
simulation is taken from borg-SDSS3 sample s = 9000. The halos we use are main halos
identified by the Rockstar halo finder algorithm1 [181, 182] with a minimum number of 20
particles per halo. The cosmology and box size of this simulation agree with those of our
borg-SDSS3 reconstruction, while the initial conditions are taken from one MCMC sample
of our borg-SDSS3 reconstruction. The high resolution allows us to achieve a correct halo
mass function (HMF) down to Mh = 2 × 1013h−1M�. Below we show the matter power
spectrum Pmm(k) and the DM halo mass function obtained from our simulation at redshift
z = 0.23 corresponding to the median redshift of clusters in the original maxBCG catalog.
For each halo i, we model its gas profile with the Gaussian profile previously considered in
[174, 177]

ne,i(θ) =
Ne,i√
2πθ2

i

exp

(
− θ2

2θ2
i

)
(I.1)

where θ2
i = θ2

200,i + θ2
bream and Ne,i = (fbM200,i)/(µemp). The LOS velocity of each particle

and halo is interpolated from the borg-pmcic simulation using the same initial conditions
used as input in our GADGET-2 simulation. We then generate a kSZ template using all
DM particles within the same region analyzed in our work. The profiles shown in Figure 6.4
are measured by applying the AP filter on this mock kSZ template at locations of the DM
halos.

1https://bitbucket.org/gfcstanford/rockstar

https://bitbucket.org/gfcstanford/rockstar
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Figure I.1: Left panel: CDM power spectrum measured in our GADGET-2 simulation of
borg sample 9000, compared to the CAMB1 [211, 212] linear and non-linear CDM power
spectrum, emulated by Cosmic Emu2 [213], at redshift z = 0.23. Right panel: DM halo
number density found in our simulation as compared to the Tinker 2008 halo mass function
[150] at redshift z = 0.23.
1 https://camb.info
2 https://github.com/lanl/CosmicEmu

https://camb.info
https://github.com/lanl/CosmicEmu


Appendix J

Operator correlators and
renormalization

When including nonlinear operators in the bias expansion, such as density squared δ2,
in the context of the general perturbative bias expansion, it is important to construct
these operators in such a way that their cross-correlations are not sensitive to small-scale
perturbations and the bias parameters associated to them are not sensitive to the smoothing
scale (see [65] for a detailed discussion).

Technically, this is achieved by employing renormalized operators [O], which are ob-
tained from the bare operators O by subtracting counterterms. We follow the general
approach presented in [138], who derived the following renormalization conditions:

〈
[O](k)δ(1)(k1) · · · δ(1)(kn)

〉 {ki}→0'
〈
O(k)δ(1)(k1) · · · δ(1)(kn)

〉
LO

, (J.1)

where n = 0, 1, 2, .... Here, 〈·〉LO stands for a correlator evaluated at leading order (LO) in
perturbation theory. Eq. (J.1) ensures that all large-scale cross-correlations between the
renormalized operators [O] are independent of small-scale modes.

The n = 0 condition simply reads 〈[O](k)〉 = 0, which we have already enforced in
Eq. (7.1). Beyond this, at the perturbative order which we work in, it is sufficient to only
consider the conditions for n = 1 for the quadratic operators δ2 and K2.1 As shown in de-
tails in Appendix B of [123], the renormalization conditions can be enforced by subtracting
counterterms in Fourier space as follows:

[δ](k) = δ(k)[
δ2
]
(k) = (δ2)(k)− Σ2

1−3(k)δ(k) and [δ2](k = 0) = 0
[
K2
]
(k) = (K2)(k)− 2

3
Σ2

1−3(k)δ(k) and [K2](k = 0) = 0 , (J.2)

1Here, there is a subtlety if the quadratic operators are constructed from sharp-k filtered fields. This
is discussed in Appendix B of [123].
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Figure J.1: Left panel: Measured operator correlator 〈δΛ(δΛ)2〉 (i.e. before renormal-
ization) and 〈δΛ[δΛ]2〉 (after renormalization) using a 2LPT density field at z = 0 with
Λ = 0.1hMpc−1. The line shows the tree-level standard perturbation theory prediction.
Right panel: Same as left panel, but for 〈δΛ(K2

Λ)〉 and 〈δL[KΛ]2〉.

where

Σ2
1−3(k) = 4

∫

p

WΛ(p)WΛ(k − p)F2(−k,p)PL(p) . (J.3)

Here, the WΛ(k) are sharp filter functions defined in Fourier space. Finally,

F2(k1,k2) =
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7
+

2

7

(k1 · k2)2

k2
1k

2
2

+
k1 · k2

2k1k2

(
k1

k2

+
k2

k1

)
. (J.4)

Since this calculation is only valid at leading order, we use a numerical renormalization
procedure in our likelihood implementation instead. Specifically, we measure

PδO[2](k) =
〈
δ(k)O[2](k′)

〉′
(J.5)

on a linear grid in k (we choose 100 bins between the fundamental and Nyquist frequencies).
The same is done for the density field itself, yielding Pδδ(k). Then, for each mode k, we
renormalize through

[O[2]](k) = O[2](k)− PδO[2](|k|)
Pδδ(|k|)

δ(k), (J.6)

where a cubic-spline interpolation is used to obtain the power spectra at each value of
k. Figure J.1 shows the cross-correlation of δ and the two quadratic operators δ2 and
K2 before and after renormalization. For the k values that matter most in the likelihood,
k & 0.02hMpc−1, the cross-correlation is removed to high accuracy by the renormalization
procedure. Also shown is the tree-level perturbation-theory prediction for the correlator
before renormalization, which matches the measurement reasonably well, although not
perfectly even at low k, since modes near the cutoff Λ contribute to this cross-correlation.
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Figure J.2: Measured renormalized operator correlators
〈
[O[2]][O′[2]]

〉
for O,O′ ∈

{(δΛ)2, (KΛ)2}. All operators are constructed from a 2LPT density field at z = 0 with
Λ = 0.1hMpc−1. The lines again show the tree-level standard perturbation theory predic-
tions.

Figure J.2 shows the cross-correlation of the quadratic operators among each other.
As argued in [123], the renormalization also removes the dominant higher-order (trispec-
trum) contribution to these correlators. Indeed, the leading perturbation-theory prediction
matches the cross-correlation of the quadratic operators well. We have verified that the
good agreement also holds for other values of redshift and Λ, and that the deviations from
the perturbation-theory prediction show the expected scaling, with agreement improving
toward higher redshift and for smaller values of the cutoff Λ. We conclude that the oper-
ator cross-correlations, which form the practical basis of the EFT likelihood as discussed
in detail in [123], are well understood.
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Appendix K

The EFT Gaussian likelihood: MLE
for variance

Let us write σ2(k) in Eq. (7.12) as

σ2(k) =
∑

n=0,2,4

σ2
nk

n . (K.1)

The maximum-likelihood points for the parameters σ2
n are then given by

0 =
kmax∑

k 6=0

kn
[

1

2
σ̂−2(k)− σ̂−4(k) {δh(k)− δh,det(k)}2

]
, n = 0, 2, 4 . (K.2)

That is, σ2(k) is attempting to match the correlator

〈
|δh(k)− δh,det(k)|2

〉
= 2

∑

n=0,2,4,···

σ̂2
nk

n , (K.3)

where σ̂n are the maximum-likelihood values for σn. Note that the expansion on the right-
hand side only holds if all relevant contributions to δh(k) from modes k < Λ are included in
δh,det(k). It is easy to see that this holds for the likelihood derived in Chapter 7: Eq. (K.3)
corresponds to the mean squared residuals of the maximum-likelihood equations (cf. Eq.
(4.5) of [123]). There are two sources of such residuals: actual noise in the halo density
field, described by the statistics of the noise field εh, and residuals due to the imperfect
forward modeling. As we have shown in [123], the latter are of the form Ak2 and ck2PL(k).
The second type of residual is proportional to the long-wavelength modes themselves, and
is thus removed by including the term c∇2δk

2δ(k) in δh,det(k). The first type corresponds
to true stochastic residuals which contribute to the effective noise. We can thus write

σ̂2
n = V ε,n

hh + V ε,n
eff , (K.4)

where V ε,0
eff = 0, while, from Eq.(C.6) of [123], we expect V ε,2

eff ∼ (k2/Λ2)k−3
NL. Note that

V ε,0
hh corresponds to the true large-scale halo shot noise, while higher-order noise variances
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are to be considered effective parameters as they absorb stochastic errors in the model.
Further, by including both V ε,2

hh and V ε,2
hm in the likelihood, we guarantee that the mean as

well as the residuals of the MLE equations can be absorbed consistently. To the order we
work in throughout this thesis, the contributions of order k4 and higher to the variance
can be neglected.



Appendix L

Interpreting the variance σ2
ε

In this appendix we derive the expectation for the variance parameter σ2
ε for Poisson noise.

Neglecting long-wavelength perturbations, let ni ≡ n(xi) denote the number density of
halos in the grid cell centered around xi. Assuming this is Poisson distributed, we obtain

λ ≡ 〈ni〉 =
Nh

N3
g

and 〈ninj〉 = λδij , (L.1)

where Nh is the total number of halos in the box. The noise in the fractional halo density
perturbation δh is then given by εi = ni/λ, where we neglect the subtraction of the mean
here since it is irrelevant for modes of finite k. The noise field obeys, under the Poisson
assumption,

〈εiεj〉 =
1

λ
δij . (L.2)

Finally, its power spectrum is given by

〈
|ε(k)|2

〉
=
∑

i,j

〈εiεj〉 eik·(xi−xj) =
N3
g

λ
=

N6
g

n̄hL3
box

, (L.3)

where nh = Nh/L
3
box is the number density of halos. Notice that the value depends on the

grid resolution adopted, which in our implementation is Ng = 384. The values of σ2
ε given

in Table 7.2 are divided by this Poisson expectation. Values greater (less) than one thus
correspond to super- (sub-)Poisson stochasticity.
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Appendix M

Beyond the EFT Gaussian likelihood

Let us now consider the limitations of the Gaussian likelihood derived in Section 7.1.
For this, we derive the expected size of the leading non-Gaussian corrections in the EFT
approach. We use the box normalization in this section, since the precise counting of
modes is relevant. Let us begin with the halo noise field, and assume that it has a nonzero
three-point function:

〈εh(nkF )εh(n
′kF )εh(n

′′kF )〉 =
1

L6
box

δn+n′,−n′′Bεh(nkF ,n
′kF ) . (M.1)

Strictly speaking, we need to consider the bivariate distribution for {~εh,~εm} and integrate
out ~εm following Eq. (7.5). However, we are mostly interested in the scaling of the leading
correction to the Gaussian likelihood. Let us thus use the Edgeworth expansion for εh, so
that the likelihood of the εh field including the leading non-Gaussian correction becomes
(again up to an irrelevant normalization)

−2 lnP(~εh) =
kmax∑

k 6=0

[
lnσ2

εh
(k) +

|εh(k)|2
σ2
εh

(k)

− 1

3

kmax∑

k′ 6=0

Bεh(k,k′)

L6
boxσ

2
εh

(k)σ2
εh

(k′)σ2
εh

(|k + k′|)εh(k)εh(k
′)εh(−k − k′)

]
,

where σ2
εh

(k) = P ε
hh(k)/L3

box. As an approximation to the proper marginalization over the
stochastic fields, we now insert εh(k) = δh(k) − δh,det(k) to obtain the leading correction

to the likelihood lnP(~δh|~δ, {bO}, {λa}). Taking the expectation value of the derivative of
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this likelihood with respect to bO, we obtain

kmax∑

k 6=0

1

σ2(k)
〈[O](k)δh(k)〉 =

∑

O′

b̂O′
kmax∑

k 6=0

1

σ2(k)
〈[O](k)[O′](k)〉 ∀ O

O=δ
+
[
V ε,2
hmk

2 + V ε,4
hmk

4 + b1V
ε,4
mmk

4
]

+
kmax∑

k 6=0

kmax∑

k′ 6=0

Bεh(k,k′)BεhεhO(k,k′)

L12
boxσ

2
εh

(k)σ2
εh

(k′)σ2
εh

(|k + k′|) , (M.2)

where the first two lines come from the Gaussian part and are identical to Eq. (4.5) of [123],
while the third line is the approximate expression for the leading non-Gaussian correction.
The latter involves the continuum-normalized cross-bispectrum between εh and O:

BεhεhO(k,k′) ≡ 〈εh(k)εh(k
′)O(−k − k′)〉′ . (M.3)

Note that the only operator for which this contribution can be valid on large scales is
O = δ, since, for any quadratic or higher-order operator, Eq. (M.3) starts at 1-loop order
(i.e. involves at least 3, rather than 2 power spectra), and thus has to be suppressed on large
scales. The bispectrum Bεhεhδ(k,k

′) has a straightforward interpretation: it corresponds
to the modulation of the halo noise amplitude by a density perturbation δ(|k + k′|).

In order to gain quantitative insight, let us thus consider O = δ and assume that εh
follows a Poisson distribution. We then have (see e.g. [96] and Sec. 4.1 of [65])

P ε
hh(k) =

1

nh
⇒ σ2

εh
(k) =

1

nhL3
box

Bεh(k,k′) =
1

n2
h

Bεhεhδ(k,k
′) =

b1

nh
PL(|k + k′|) , (M.4)

where nh is the mean comoving number density of halos. Crucially, while the exact am-
plitude is not expected to match the actual noise field of halos, the leading scaling with k
of all these contributions holds regardless of the Poisson assumption. The final ingredient
needed for the estimate is the number of Fourier modes included in the likelihood. This is,
approximately,

4π

3

k3
max

k3
F

=
4π

3(2π)3
(Lboxkmax)3 . (M.5)

We then obtain the following upper limit on the size of the non-Gaussian contribution to
the maximum-likelihood equality Eq. (M.2) at fixed k:

∣∣∣∣∣
kmax∑

k′ 6=0

Bεh(k,k′)BεhεhO(k,k′)

L12
boxσ

2
εh

(k)σ2
εh

(k′)σ2
εh

(|k + k′|)

∣∣∣∣∣ = b1

kmax∑

k′ 6=0

(nhL
3
box)3

L12
boxn

3
h

PL(|k + k′|)

.
b1

6π2
k3

maxPL(kmax) . (M.6)
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Again, the prefactor can differ by order unity, as it relies on the Poisson assumption.
Crucially, the scaling with kmax is robust. Eq. (M.6) states that the non-Gaussianity of
the halo noise field can be safely neglected as long as k3

maxPL(kmax) < σ2
Λ is much less than

one. We see that this is the same condition which is required for a reliable EFT likelihood
in general.

Finally, let us turn to the non-Gaussianity of the matter noise field εm(k). As in the case
of its variance, its non-Gaussian correlators are suppressed by powers of k. We roughly
expect (see Section 4.5 of [123]) that Bεm(k,k′) ∼ k2k′2|k + k′|2/k12

NL. The dominant
contribution on large scales is expected to be the cross-correlation with the halo noise,
whose magnitude can be roughly bounded to

|Bεmεhεh(k,k′)| . k2

k2
NL

Bεh(k,k′) . (M.7)

We thus expect that the contributions involving εm to the maximum-likelihood point
Eq. (M.2) (whose precise form we have not derived here), are correspondingly suppressed
by powers of (k/kNL)2, and hence smaller than the halo noise contributions (unless one
were to consider an extremely dense halo sample, or matter itself as tracer). This is the
same conclusion as we have reached in the Gaussian case, where the leading contribution
to the variance is P ε

hh, while P ε
hm is only relevant at NLO.
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Appendix N

Relation between Bayesian forward
inference and BAO reconstruction

The linear matter power spectrum contains an oscillatory feature, the baryon acoustic os-
cillation (BAO) feature, induced by sound waves in the baryon-photon fluid before recom-
bination [214]. Since the physical scale corresponding to this feature, the sound horizon
at recombination rs, is known, a measurement of its apparent scale in the clustering of
galaxies allows for direct estimates of the angular diameter distance and Hubble rate as
functions of redshift.

The BAO feature in the power spectrum of the evolved density field is broadened due
to the nonlinear growth of structure. This broadening degrades the precision with which
the scale of the BAO feature can be determined in galaxy clustering. The dominant source
of this broadening are displacements induced by large-scale modes [215]. Fortunately, since
galaxy displacements are unbiased at lowest order in derivatives (on large scales), a fact
which is ensured by the equivalence principle, the broadening obtained in a given realization
of the density field can be predicted robustly.

For this reason, BAO reconstruction approaches have been developed. Generally, these
work by first estimating the displacement field using the galaxy density smoothed on a
large scale (via Eq. (N.4), in case of the Zel’dovich approximation), and then moving
galaxies back to their initial positions using this estimated displacement. Since the first
implementations of the method [216], many refined versions have been presented [217,
218, 219, 220, 221, 152, 222, 223, 153]. What all current reconstruction methods have in
common is the backward-modeling approach and the presence of a smoothing scale.

Now let us consider BAO reconstruction from the perspective of a perturbative Bayesian
forward model. The Eulerian position x at which a given galaxy is observed can be related
to the corresponding Lagrangian position, i.e. position in the initial conditions, through
the displacement s:

x = xfl(q, τ) = q + s(q, τ) . (N.1)

Since standard reconstruction methods are based on inferring large-scale displacements
by assuming a linear bias relation, let us do the same here; we return to this issue below.
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Assuming a deterministic forward model, as we do throughout, the final posterior Eq. (4.6)
then becomes

P
(
~δm,ini, θ, b1, {λa}

∣∣∣~δh
)

=NPPprior(~δm,ini|θ)P
(
~δh − b1

~δ
∣∣∣{λa}

)
. (N.2)

Due to mass conservation of matter, the density field is directly related to the Lagrangian
displacement. In Fourier space, this relation becomes (e.g., [224])

δ(k) =

∫

q

exp [−ik · (q + s(q))] , k > 0. (N.3)

Note that this relation does not ensure that δ(k = 0) = 0. However, this is not relevant
here as we use a Fourier-space likelihood that does not include k = 0. Using the latter,
Eq. (N.2) becomes

− lnP
(
~δm,ini, θ, b1, {λa}

∣∣∣~δh
)

=
kmax∑

k 6=0

[
|δin(k)|2
2PL(k|θ)

+
1

2σ2(k)

∣∣∣∣δh(k)− b1

∫

q

exp
[
−ik ·

(
q + s[~δm,ini](q)

)]∣∣∣∣
2
]
.

Here, we have assumed for simplicity that the range in wavenumber space covered by the
prior on δin is the same as that of the likelihood involving δh, although this does not have
to be the case in practice (and is not in our actual implementation; Appendix O).

In order to gain further analytic insight into how the posterior derived here works, let us
assume the Zel’dovich approximation (ZA). We stress that in practice, our forward model
never consists of this Zel’dovich approximation, but always more sophisticated forward
models; for example, 2LPT or full N-body simulations. However, the ZA allows for a
particularly simple illustration for how BAO reconstruction works when using a field-level
inference approach. In the ZA, the Lagrangian displacement is evaluated at linear order:

s(p) = sZA(p) ≡ −ip
p2
δin(p) . (N.4)

We then obtain

− lnP
(
~δm,ini, θ, b1, {λa}

∣∣∣~δh
)

ZA
=

kmax∑

k 6=0

[
|δin(k)|2
2PL(k|θ) (N.5)

+
1

2σ2(k)

∣∣∣∣δh(k)− b1

∫

q

exp

[
−ik ·

(
q +

∫

p

−ip
p2

δin(p)eip·q
)]∣∣∣∣

2
]
.

In order to obtain cosmological constraints, we now need to marginalize over the initial
phases δin(k) as well as b1. Clearly, despite the very simple forward model, Eq. (N.5) is a
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highly complex non-Gaussian and non-separable posterior, and the result of the marginal-
ization is far from obvious.

Nevertheless, if one expands the exponential on the right-hand side up to linear order
in δin, the non-prior part of the posterior reduces to a sum over [δh(k)− b1δin(k)]2/2σ2(k),
i.e. precisely the expected Gaussian, linear-bias likelihood in the large-scale limit. We can
thus assume that, after marginalization over b1, the posterior will peak around the correct
large-scale modes of the density field.1 Let us thus assume that marginalizing over the
initial phases with |k| < kc, where kc will be determined below, fixes the amplitudes δin(k)
to their true values.

The BAO feature is an oscillatory feature in the linear power spectrum,

PL(k|θ = {θ′, rs}) = P smooth
L (k|θ′) [1 + ABAO sin(krs)] , (N.6)

where rs is the sound horizon, and P smooth
L (k) is the smooth (non-wiggle) part of the power

spectrum, while ABAO is the amplitude of the BAO feature which is not important here.
We are interested in the constraint on rs obtained from the posterior Eq. (N.5). Again, we
cannot explicitly marginalize over δin. We however see that, upon taking a derivative of the
posterior with respect to rs, in order to obtain the maximum posterior and the curvature
around it, we obtain a sum over wavenumbers weighted by an oscillatory function of k with
frequency rs.

The modes which dominate the BAO broadening effect are on much larger scales than
the BAO feature. Hence, we choose kc � 1/rs, and marginalize over the modes with
|k| < kc. Following the discussion above, we then obtain

− rs
∂

∂rs
lnP

(
~δm,ini, θ, b1, {λa}

∣∣∣~δh
)

ZA,marg.
=

∑

kc<|k|<kmax

(krs) cos(krs) (N.7)

×
[
|δin(k)|2
2PL(k|θ) +

1

2σ2(k)

∣∣∣∣δh(k)− b1

∫

q

exp

[
−ik ·

(
q +

∫ kc

p

−ip
p2

δin(p)eip·q
)]∣∣∣∣

2
]
.

Note that, due to the oscillatory nature of the BAO feature, the displacement terms on
the right-hand side are enhanced by k/p ∼ 1/(rsp), and thus significant. Eq. (N.7) pre-
cisely corresponds to constraining the BAO scale by evaluating a Gaussian, linear-bias
likelihood for the linear density field displaced to the Eulerian position predicted by the
large-scale displacements (−ip/p2)δin(p) which are reconstructed from the large-scale halo
field δh(p). Thus, our posterior, combined with a Lagrangian forward model, naturally in-
cludes BAO reconstruction. The key difference from standard reconstruction approaches is
that Eq. (N.7), in keeping with the entire Bayesian inference approach, employs a forward
model of the BAO displacements, where the data are compared to the displaced initial
density field. The former approaches on the other hand attempt to move the data back to

1If the set of cosmological parameters includes the power spectrum normalization σ8, then there is a
perfect degeneracy of b1 and σ8 in the linear regime. However, as discussed in the previous sections, this
degeneracy is broken when the forward model and likelihood are consistently extended beyond linear order.
Current reconstruction approaches instead adopt a prior on σ8.
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the initial positions. We stress that Eq. (N.7) is a rough approximation intended to isolate
the relevant aspects of the inference approach; in practice, the actual posterior for rs is
obtained after proper marginalization over all initial phases.

Moreover, unlike the case in reconstruction approaches applied to the data, which ex-
plicitly introduce a smoothing scale ∼ 1/kc used to reconstruct the displacement field from
the observed galaxy density field, the posterior presented here self-consistently uses in-
formation from all scales < kmax to infer the displacements (again, assuming the proper
marginalization over all initial phases is performed). In our numerical implementation, de-
scribed in detail in [136], we go beyond the Zel’dovich approximation and use 2LPT. This

improves the accuracy of the displacement field s[~δm,ini]. Further, the posterior correctly
includes the subleading effects of large-scale modes on the BAO feature, which correspond
to over-dense regions effectively behaving like a curved universe with correspondingly dif-
ferent expansion history [225]. The Zel’dovich approximation does not correctly predict
the amplitude of this effect. We emphasize again that the approach presented here is not
restricted to the 2LPT forward model, and full N-body simulations could be used instead.
Finally, since the same forward model is used for all operators, the posterior presented here
also includes BAO reconstruction at the bispectrum level.



Appendix O

Results from the analytical MLE of
the EFT likelihood

In Chapter 7, we already show results from numerical tests of σ8 inference using the
marginalized likelihood, where we marginalize over bias parameters (see Section 7.3). Here,
we focus on the analytical maximum-likelihood estimates of both bias parameters and σ8

from the full likelihood derived in Section 7.1 and [123, 187].
In what follows, our input data consists of two N-body simulations coming from the

same suite of simulations used in Chapter 5 and Chapter 7. Their description thus follows
that in Section 5.2 with σ8 = 0.85. We use AHF halos identified at z = 0 as tracers to
verify if our method allows to recover unbiased estimates of the input parameters.

To comply with the requirements summarized in Section 7.2, we first project the halo
catalog, linearly evolved matter density, and nonlinear matter density fields onto high-
resolution grids with 5123 cells using CIC assignment. Here, the non-linear matter density
field is constructed from a forward evolution using 2LPT, which can also be used for
efficient sampling of initial phases. Using the density field constructed from the N-body
particles results in similar results, since our analysis is using only fairly large scales. We
subsequently apply a low-pass filter WΛ(k) to the data in Fourier space, removing modes
for which k > Λ = 0.1h Mpc−1. Starting from the filtered density fields, we are then
able to compute (renormalized) representations of the operators O as well as evaluate their
Fourier space correlators 〈OO′∗〉 numerically. With a particular focus on the estimation
of cosmological parameters, we can proceed to derive maximum likelihood estimates for
the scaled bias parameters βO and σ8 given by Eq. (4.5) of [123], where we truncated
the scale-dependent variance at order k2. While this set of equations is non-linear in the
parameters (in particular in α ≡ σ8/σ8,fid), explicit solutions can be easily found by means
of standard computer algebra systems.

In Figure O.1 we show the results of our analysis, plotted as a function of wavevector
k in order to illustrate any systematic trends. Here, we are using halos with masses
1013 h−1M� ≤ M ≤ 1013.5 h−1M� (left panel) and 1014 h−1M� ≤ M ≤ 1014.5 h−1M�
(right panel) as biased tracers of the matter density field from two independent simulation
runs. Averaged over scales up to kmax = 0.05h Mpc−1, we obtain numerical values for the
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Figure O.1: The EFT-based likelihood presented here allows for an unbiased inference of
bias and cosmological parameters like σ8. For halos in the mass range 1013 h−1M� ≤M ≤
1013.5 h−1M� (left panel) and 1014 h−1M� ≤ M ≤ 1014.5 h−1M� (right panel), we show
maximum likelihood estimates of the scaled bias parameters β1, βδ2 , βK2 , β∇2δ, the variance
V ε, 2
hm , and α ≡ σ8/σ8,fid (from top to bottom) for two different simulations as a function of
k. The filtering scale is indicated by vertical dotted lines while the horizontal dotted line
in the bottom panels corresponds to an unbiased σ8 estimate that matches the input value
of the simulation. Error bars are 2-σ bootstrap estimates over halo subsamples, which do
not include residual cosmic variance.
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scaling parameters α13−13.5 = 1.03, 1.04, and α14−14.5 = 1.01, 0.99 for the two realizations,
respectively, indicating that we can consistently recover the input parameters from modes
below the smoothing scale used in this example. The statistical uncertainty in the inferred
value of α is not simple to estimate, since we have fixed the phases in our inference to the
true values, and hence cancel cosmic variance to the largest possible degree. The differences
between the two simulation realizations give a rough indication of the error in the MLE
parameters. Further, as a lower limit on the errors associated with the estimation, we
also show uncertainty estimates from bootstrap samples of the halo catalog in Figure O.1
but stress that they fail to fully capture the cosmic variance contribution. Clearly, σ8 is
correctly recovered up to a few percent accuracy, with some indication for a small positive
bias.

We stress again that the tests discussed here are in some sense the most stringent
possible probes of theoretical systematics, since a perfect knowledge of the underlying
matter density field has been assumed. In real-world applications, however, the phases have
to be inferred from the data and are subject to uncertainties that in general result in larger
parameter error bars, potentially making remaining deficiencies in the theoretical modeling
insignificant compared to statistical uncertainties. We defer a detailed investigation of this
question to follow-up works where a similar EFT likelihood is implemented in the borg
framework which should allow for full, efficient sampling of all parameters, including these
phases.
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